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TARGET DISCRIMINATION IN BUBBLY WATER 

 

by Gim Hwa Chua 

 

A man-made sonar that can operate in bubbly water is relevant:  decades of active sonar 

experience built up for deep water applications are insufficient for shallow water operations 

required of a changed maritime security landscape.  In many instances, military-trained dolphins 

represent the only viable sonar option, and this study adds to the limited number of solutions 

that could in future be developed into standard military tools.  A series of laboratory tests is 

described which examines the ideas put forward.  The necessary sonar simulation model (based 

on current state-of-the-art techniques) is also developed.  The efficacy of the Twin Inverted 

Pulse Sonar (TWIPS), is first demonstrated with a linear frequency modulated (LFM) 

waveform.  While TWIPS arose in response to a video showing dolphins generating bubble nets 

when hunting, existing evidence of TWIPS-like pulses produced by odontocetes suggests their 

amplitudes appear too low for TWIPS.  Instead, the review of the echolocation behaviour of 

other species of odontocetes yields several results and techniques, which can possibly enhance 

sonar performance in bubbly water.  Parameters like chirp structure and pulse duration are 

found to be important because of the nonlinear time-dependent characteristics of bubbles.  A 

two-pulse technique, the Biased Pulse Summation Sonar (BiaPSS), which arose from the 

review, is extensively tested in both simulations and measurements here.  Like TWIPS, BiaPSS 

exhibits the primary advantage of distinguishing a solid target (linear scatterer) from the bubble 

cloud (nonlinear scatterers) by exploiting nonlinearities with a secondary advantage of 

outperforming standard sonar processing in target detection.  While this does not conclusively 

prove that dolphins use such nonlinear processing, it demonstrates that a man-made system can 

classify and detect targets in bubbly water using dolphin-like sonar pulses, raising intriguing 

possibilities for dolphin sonar when they make bubble nets 
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 1  

Chapter 1.  Introduction 

  

 The performance of active sonar for target detection and classification has always been 

limited in a bubble-filled environment by the clutter and excess attenuation caused by bubbles.  

A sonar designed to minimize these two effects will improve its target detection and 

classification abilities in such an environment. 

 

 From observing behaviour of dolphins in coastal waters, Leighton [1] first proposed the 

use of the Twin Inverted Pulse Sonar (TWIPS) [2-6] to exploit the nonlinear relationship of 

bubbles with a sound field to enhance sonar performance in bubbly water.  TWIPS is a two-

pulse technique, which makes use of two identical pulses, one of opposite polarity to the other.  

TWIPS has received extensive testing through simulation, tank and field experiments using a 

Gaussian-modulated eight-cycle 6 kHz sine wave [3, 6], which indicate that it holds possibilities 

for improved detection and classification of objects, and clutter reduction, by enhancing and 

suppressing linear and nonlinear components of the echoes.  The possibility of applying the 

principle of TWIPS for radar applications was also suggested by Leighton et al. [3, 6].   

 

 Another possibility for enhancing sonar performance in bubbly waters is by exploiting the 

nonlinear and time-dependent characteristics of the bubbles, for example, through the use of 

very short duration signals [7].  By manipulating the duration of the driving pulse, the bubbles 

may not reach steady-state oscillations, and prior to reaching steady-state oscillation, the 

acoustic scattering will be greatly reduced.  In nature, the use of relatively short duration and 

broadband signals by some species of dolphins and porpoises, coupled with their remarkable 

ability to operate in coastal waters with some even generating bubble ‘nets’ when hunting, 

raises the possibility that by studying their pulse characteristics, sonar performance in a bubble-

filled environment can be enhanced. 

  

1.1.  Background 

 

 Sea mines has played an important role in naval warfare in many past conflicts.  One of 

the earliest accounts of successful mining came in the 19th century from the American Civil 

War.  During the Civil War, the Confederate forces at the Battle of Mobile Bay, unable to meet 

the Union fleet on equal terms, used mines as a defensive barrier [8].   
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 Since then, sea mines have caused major damage to naval forces, slowed or stopped naval 

actions and commercial shipping, and forced changes to strategic and tactical plans.  A wide 

range of naval mines are easily available in global marketplace because of the vast proliferation 

of the number of countries using, producing and exporting mines.  The number of types of mine 

available in the commercial market is in the order of hundreds, with an increasing level of 

sophistication in both how the mines are triggered and how they avoid detection from acoustic 

sensors [8, 9].  The low cost and wide availability of modern sea mines means that their threat to 

shipping and naval force operations is growing rapidly. 

 

 Naval mines represent major threats to naval operations such as landings, and protection 

of harbours and shipping lanes for military, commercial and aid crafts.  They are capable of 

major disruptions to naval operations while causing significant amount of damage to ships 

(Table 1.1).  In fact, a majority of documented damage suffered by naval ships has been caused 

by naval mines.  Using the US navy as an example, it has been reported that most of the damage 

suffered by the US naval forces in the past fifty years was from mines.  Fourteen incidents 

involving mines were recorded, while missile, torpedo, or air attack accounted for a total of 

four [8, 9]. 

 

Ship Cost of ship repair Cost of the mine inflicting 

the damage 

USS Samuel B. Roberts US$ 96 millions US$ 1500 

USS Tripoli US$ 3.5 millions US$ 1500 

USS Princeton US$ 24 millions US$ 10 000 

Table 1.1. Comparison of ship repair as a result of mine attack in recent years [9]. 

   

 The limitations of active sonar in shallow water have also become of paramount 

importance in the last couple of decades.  The demise of the sophisticated Soviet blue-water, air 

and undersea threats after the Cold War, also means that the threat of an air, missile and 

submarine attack is reduced.  Increasingly, the threat is now posed by a much smaller number of 

countries and non-state forces with the use of underwater mines.  Thus, the need has changed 

from deep sea battles to a requirement to manoeuvre and project power to the world’s littorals.  

The decades of sonar experience built up for deep water applications during the Cold War [10] 

are now insufficient to counter the threat posed by naval mines to naval operations such as mine 

detection, landings, and the protection of harbours and shipping lanes for military, commercial 

and aid crafts.      
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 The mine threat in littoral water is extensive and varied [11].  Very large numbers of anti-

invasion craft mines are laid in shallow water regions.  These include whip mines, which may 

be bottom mounted or tethered to an anchor so as to encounter the bottom of the target craft as it 

approaches the beach.  There are tethered electric switch contact mines designed to attack these 

craft in the deeper portion of the surf zone.  In addition, bottom laid anti-vehicle pressure 

activated mines may be submerged in water or on the beach depending on the state of the tide.  

These mines are subjected to burying due to the surf and current.  These mines may also be 

moved to new surf zone depths not planned by those who originally laid the mine, as a result of 

ocean storms.  The threat mix also includes larger warhead bottom influence mines laid in the 

deeper bottom areas of the surf zone to attack mine countermeasures (MCM) or invasion 

craft [8].   

 

 Another of the shallow water threats is the anti-invasion obstacles which are mostly large 

non-resonant targets designed to prevent both invasion craft, and the landed marine force 

personnel from reaching the beach.  These vary from concrete Jersey Barriers, steel hedgehogs, 

steel tetrahedrons, concrete 5-ton cubes to single or triple 36-inch high concertina wire mounted 

on steel or wooden posts.  These obstacles may be submerged at high tide at a depth capable of 

ripping out the bottom of a landing craft or insurmountable at low tide by the same craft.  Anti-

personnel mines are usually laid near the obstacles to protect them from destruction by special 

warfare forces.  Detection and classification of all these mines in the shallow water region can 

be facilitated by a sonar that can penetrate bubbly water [12]. 

 

 In many instances, military-trained dolphins represent the only viable sonar alternative to 

manual searches by divers.   Quoting Rear Admiral W. E. Landay (Chief of Naval Research, 

Marine Corps for Science and Technology) Kreisher [13], ‘The explosive ordance disposal 

divers and the marine mammals run counter to the drive to get people out of the minefields, 

Landay said, but they provide “so much flexible capability” that they are likely to remain.  The 

divers and the mammals work mainly in very shallow water and the surf zone, which “continues 

to be the most challenging environment” for mine warfare, he said’.  It is thus clear that very 

shallow water and the surf zone represent some of the most complicated and dynamic 

environments for sonar operation.  This is a direct consequence of the presence of bubbles 

which occur in millions per cubic metre in coastal water.  A sonar designed to work effectively 

in bubble clouds would have great implications for safety, cost and tactics.   

 

 In addition, advances in shallow-water sonar are also required because of the increasing 

requirements of commercial and leisure crafts.   These increasing requirements include to assist 

fishing, surveying and to cope with bottom sensing (for example, depth sounding) in waters 
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which are becoming increasingly crowded and wake-filled.  A requirement to design such sonar 

forms the basis of this dissertation.  

 

1.2.  The problem of target detection in bubbly water 

 

 Using acoustic means to detect a target in bubble-filled water has always been a long-

standing problem, which has never been adequately solved.  This is because the presence of 

these bubbles generates clutter and excess attenuation, both of which affect the performance of 

active sonar.  The former depends heavily on the frequency.  The scattering of these air bubbles 

can be very strong; bubbles in resonance are very strong scatterers of sound with scattering 

cross sections typically 1000 times their geometric cross sections [14].  For the latter, the 

attenuation of bubbles in a sound field, through scattering and absorption losses, can be as great 

as tens of decibels per metre [15] significantly reducing the operational range of the sonar.  This 

attenuation tends to be higher at higher frequencies.   Reducing the effects of clutter and excess 

attenuation, which are by no means uncoupled from each another, will facilitate better target 

detection and classification by active sonar in bubbly water.   

 

 Air bubbles are thus an important consideration for target detection using active sonar.  In 

the next section, the interactions between bubbles and a sound field are introduced.   A single 

bubble in sound field is first modelled as a linear oscillator with a forcing term introduced.  This 

is followed by the concept of a bubble as a non-linear oscillator.   

 

1.3.  Bubble dynamics 

1.3.1.  Bubble as a linear oscillator 

 

 The bubble is a nonlinear oscillator.   For a bubble, the relationship between the incident 

acoustic pressure and its responses is nontrivial: in a low pressure acoustic field, the bubble 

radiates the acoustic energy by contracting and expanding about its equilibrium radius in 

response to pressure variations in the compression and rarefaction phases of the acoustic beam.   

As the peak pressures of the insonating pulse increases, the expansion and compression of the 

bubble becomes nonlinear, resulting in the emission of harmonics.  However, in a low pressure 

acoustic field, the response of a bubble can be modelled as a simple linear oscillator analogous 

to a bob of mass m , attached to a spring of stiffness K [16].  This can be described by the 

equation of motion:    
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( )m b K F tε ε ε+ + =�� �  (1.1) 

 

where ( )F t  is the excitation force.  For a harmonic excitation of 0F  and angular frequency ω , a 

single degree of freedom equation of motion will be: 

 

0
sin( )m b K F tε ε ε ω+ + =�� �  (1.2) 

 

where ε  is the displacement, b is the dissipation constant and ε�  and ε��  are the velocity and 

acceleration respectively.  A sine term is used for the driving field for simplicity in determining 

the constants.  The solution of this non-homogenous differential equation can be found by 

adding the general solution of the homogeneous equation to the particular solution of Eq. (1.2).  

The solution to the homogenous equation, which is the equation for the damped free vibration, 

is: 

 

1 2
( )d d

i t i tt
A e A e

ω ωβε ε −−= +  (1.3) 

 

where 1i = − , the damped frequency 
2 2

d o
ω ω β= − , 

o
ω is the resonance circular frequency 

of an oscillator, β  is the resistive constant leading to damping, and
1

A  and
2

A  are constants 

determined by the initial conditions.  Eq. (1.3) can be written in the more recognizable form of  

 

1
cos( )

t

d
Ae t

βε ω ϑ−= +  (1.4) 

 

In this equation, the initial amplitude, A  and the phase, 
1

ϑ  are constants determined by the 

initial conditions.   By assuming a solution of the form, 
0

i t
e

ωε ε=  the particular solution of 

Eq. (1.2) can be found and written in a similar form to Eq. (1.4) as 

 

0 2

2 2 2 2

cos( )

( )

F t

b K m

ω ϑ
ε

ω ω

−
=

+ −
 (1.5) 

 

Here, 
2

ϑ  is a constant determined by the initial conditions. 
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The solution of the non-homogenous differential equation, Eq. (1.2) can thus be found by 

the addition of Eq. (1.4) and Eq. (1.5): 

 

0 2

1
2 2 2 2

cos( )
cos( )

( )

t

d

F t
Ae t

b K m

β ω ϑ
ε ω ϑ

ω ω

− −
= + +

+ −
 (1.6) 

 

 For a bubble, the height of the bob relates to the position of the bubble wall so that the 

displacement or extension of the spring ε  from the equilibrium position corresponds to the 

difference in the bubble radius Rε  between its present and equilibrium values (given by R  and 

0
R respectively).  The mass models the liquid around the bubble which must move as the bubble 

wall pulsates.  The dissipation term is because of the presence of a viscous medium within 

which the bob moves.  The spring, which provides the restoring force, models the gas within the 

bubble.  Upon compression and rarefaction, the gas causes pressure differentials which acts to 

restore the bubble to the equilibrium volume.      

 

 To apply the equation of motion (Eq. (1.2)) to a bubble, several reference frames can be 

used.  The exact values of the terms mass, stiffness, and the dissipative constant appropriate to 

the bubble depend on the way the system is defined.  In particular, there are two alternative 

ways to define each of a particular pair of system parameters, leading in combination to four 

commonly used reference frames [17].  Firstly, the driving term can be defined as either a force 

or an acoustic pressure.  Secondly, the displacement can either be in terms of the bubble volume 

or of the radius displacement.  Here, the radius-pressure reference frame (denotes by the 

subscript RP) is used with the mass, stiffness, and the dissipative constant represented by 
rad

RP
m , 

RP
Κ , and 

RP
b  respectively.  This frame of reference is chosen so as to be consistent with the 

other models used in this thesis.   Hence Eq. (1.2) can be written in the radius-pressure frame to 

give: 

 

sin( )
rad

RP RP RP A
m R b R K R P tε ω+ + =�� �  (1.7) 

 

Here 
A

P is the amplitude of the driving pressure field, and R�  and R��  are the velocity and 

acceleration term respectively.   
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Similarly, Eq. (1.6) can be re-written to give: 

 

2

1
2 2 2 2

cos( )
cos( )

( )

t A

d

RP RP

rad

RP

P t
R Ae t

b K m

β
ε

ω ϑ
ω ϑ

ω ω

− −
= + +

+ −
 (1.8) 

 

 To obtain the linear response of the bubble, the terms  
rad

RP
m , 

RP
b  and 

RP
K  will have to be 

determined.  A statement of the effective inertia of the pulsation (
rad

RF
m  and consequently 

rad

RP
m ) 

can be determined by considering the kinetic energy 
K

φ  of a bubble which is pulsating with 

small-amplitude simple harmonic wall motion in an infinite body of liquid of equilibrium 

density ρ  such that the bubble radius 
0

( ) ( )R t R R tε= +  is characterized by a displacement 

( )R tε .   The kinetic energy  
K

φ  associated with this pulsation can be obtained by integrating 

over shells of liquid from the bubble wall to infinity, treating the liquid around the bubble as 

concentric spherical shells of liquid.   A given shell at radius r  has thickness dr , and mass of 

2
4 r drπ ρ .  The kinetic energy of the liquid is thus 

 

0

2 21
(4 )

2
K

R

r dr r drφ π ρ
∞

= ∫ �  (1.9) 

 

 The mass of liquid flowing in time t∆  through any spherical surface around the bubble is 

2
4 r r tπ ρ∆� .  If the liquid is assumed to be incompressible, then by conservation of mass this 

general flow can be equated to the flow at the bubble surface to give:  

 

2

0

2

max

Rr

R r
=

�

�
 (1.10) 
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 This is because in time, t∆ , a mass of liquid 
2

4 r r tπ ρ ∆�  flows across a surface at some 

general radius r outside the bubble.  Substituting Eq. (1.10) into Eq. (1.9) gives 

23

0 max
2

K
R Rφ π ρ= �  which takes a maximum value at the equilibrium position, when 

0
R R= .   

Thus the value of the kinetic energy is  

 

2

max

1

2

rad

K RF
m Rφ = �  

 

 

3

0
4

rad

RF
m Rπρ⇒ =  (1.11) 

 

which allows a statement of the effective inertia of the pulsation (
rad

RF
m ) for such linear 

oscillations.  Using the relationship 
2

0
4

rad rad

RF RP
m R mπ=  [17], this gives: 

 

0

rad

RP
m Rρ=  (1.12) 

 

 The stiffness 
RP

K  can be obtained using the bob-spring system analogy. The stiffness of 

a spring is the ratio of the force the spring exerts to the extension which produces that force, that 

is: 

 

s
F

K
ε

= −  (1.13) 

 

where the force 
s

F  is restoring (hence the minus sign) and ε  is the extension. The stiffness of a 

bubble can be found by calculating the same ratio.   For a bubble previously at equilibrium in a 

liquid of static pressure 
o

p , is compressed.  This corresponds to a change of Rε− in radius, from 

0
R  to 

0
R Rε− .   As the volume changes by V∆ , from 

0
V  to V , the pressure in the bubble 

therefore changes by 
i

p∆ .  Having at equilibrium the value 
,

0

2
i e

p p
R

σ
∞= + , it changes to a new 

non-equilibrium value of 
i

p .  The variable, p∞ , is the static pressure in the liquid far from the 

bubble, usually equal to the sum of the atmospheric plus hydrostatic pressures.   
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 The gas in the bubble with pressure 
i

p  is assumed to behaves polytropically such that 

i
pV

κ
is constant where the polytropic index is κ .  Depending on the behaviour of the gas 

(adiabatic, isothermal, or in some intermediate manner), the value of κ varies between γ  and 

unity where γ  is the ratio of the heat capacity of the gas at constant pressure to that at constant 

volume.  The constant value of κ used most frequently describes reversible heat transfer.  

Hence, the assumption of polytropic behaviour of the gas in the bubble will imply 

 

,

0

i i e
p p V

V

κ
∆ = − ∆  (1.14) 

 

If Rε «
0

R the change in volume V∆ equals 
2

0
4 R Rεπ such that  

 

2

0

30 0
0

4
3

4

3

R R RV

V R
R

ε επ

π

−∆
= = −  

(1.15) 

 

 Using a similar approximation, the force exerted upon the bubble to produce this change 

in radius is the product of the excess pressure with the area over which it acts: 

 

2

0
4

A i
F R pπ= − ∆  (1.16) 

 

Substituting Eq. (1.14) into Eq. (1.16), 
A

F  is obtained which gives the stiffness of a bubble as 

 

0 ,
12

RF i e
K R pπκ=  (1.17) 

 

Using the relationship 
2

0
4

RF RP
K R Kπ=  [17], from Eq. (1.17), this gives: 

 

,

0

3
RP i e

K p
R

κ
=  (1.18) 
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The undamped natural circular frequency of bubble pulsation is found from the ratio of the 

stiffness equation (Eq. (1.17)) to the inertia equation (Eq. (1.11)) as follows: 

 

,

0

0 0 0

31 1 3 2
( )

i eRF

RF

pK
p

m R R R

κ κ σ
ω

ρ ρ ∞= = ≈ +  (1.19) 

 

 The so-called ‘Minnaert’ frequency is thus found by assuming adiabatic conditions 

(κ γ= ) and neglecting the vapour pressure (
v

p ) and surface tension (σ ) when replacing 
,i e

p  

with p∞ .  With the terms 
rad

RF
m  and 

RF
K  derived, the damping term represented by

RP
b [18], the 

dissipation constant, is then given by: 

 

2

0
(4 )tot RP

RP

d K
b Rπ

ω
=  (1.20) 

 

The equation (Eq. (1.20)) is obtained by utilizing the relationship [17]: 

 

2

0
4RP RP

VP VP

K b
R

K b
π= =  (1.21) 

 

and 

 

VP

tot rad th vis

VP

b
d d d d

K

ω
= = + +  (1.22) 

 

 The dimensionless damping constant 
tot

d  is expressed as the ratio of the terms in the 

volume-pressure frame  (denoted by the subscript VP) as the standard papers on bubble 

damping by Devin [19] and Eller [20] are all presented in the volume-pressure frame.    
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The term 
tot

d  in Eq. (1.22) is applicable to all frames of references [21].  Each of the 

dissipative and damping constants can be associated with each of the three distinct 

mechanisms [22] by which energy loss from a bubble can occur.  They are: 

 

• Energy is radiated away from the bubble as acoustic waves (radiation 

damping 
rad

d ). 

• Energy is lost through thermal conduction between the gas and the surrounding 

liquid (thermal damping 
th

d ). 

• Work is done against viscous forces at the bubble wall (viscous damping 
vis

d ).   

 

 The radiation damping 
rad

d is first determined in the radius-force frame by considering 

the radiation impedance of the bubble [23].  This is defined as the ratio of the applied force to 

the particle speed.  Since it relates to the radius-force frame, it is numerically equal to the 

product of the specific acoustic impedance and the surface area.  It is this impedance that 

characterizes the coupling between the acoustic source and the radiated waves.  The resistive 

and inertial properties of the source are given by the real and imaginary parts of this impedance 

respectively.  For the limit of 
0

kR « 1, where k is the wavenumber and 
0

R is the equilibrium 

bubble radius, the real part of the radiation impedance is the radiation resistance 
rad

RF
b , the 

resistive term responsible for the damping that results from the radiation of energy away from 

the bubble as sound.  This is derived by Leighton [23] as follows: 

 

2 2

0 0
4 ( )

rad

RF
b R c kRπ ρ=  (1.23) 

 

Using the relationship 
2 2

0
(4 )

RF VP
b R bπ=  [17], Eq. (1.23) becomes  

 

2

4

rad

VP

ck
b

ρ

π
=  (1.24) 
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Assuming the gas within the bubble behaves polytropically, the stiffness of the bubble, 
VP

K , is 

given by [21]: 

 

0 0

3

0 0

3

4
VP

p p
K

V R

κ κ

π
= =  (1.25) 

 

where 
0

p  is the hydrostatic pressure outside of the bubble.  From an equation of motion in the 

volume-pressure frame similar to Eq. (1.2), where the driving force is zero,  

 

0
rad

VP VP VP
m V b V K Vε ε ε+ + =�� �  (1.26) 

 

The dimensionless damping constant 
rad

d  can thus be obtained by considering 
rad

VP
b  and  

VP
K [24] and VP

tot

VP

b
d

K

ω
= as described in Eq. (1.22),     

 

3 3

0

0
3

rad

VP

rad

VP

b R
d

K p c

ω ρω

κ
= =  (1.27) 

 

This constant 
rad

d  obtained is equally applicable to the damping of displacements in any 

frame [18].   

 

 Viscous damping occurs as a result of the viscous stresses. It can be shown that, by 

application of the Stokes assumption to the Navier-Stokes for a fluid of constant viscosity, there 

is no net viscous force acting in the body of an incompressible viscous liquid around the 

pulsating spherical bubble [21]. However, net viscous forces can still occur at the liquid surface 

of the bubble wall, where they result in excess pressure.   

 

 Mallock [25] describes how viscous forces can cause the distortion of spherical shell 

volume elements concentric with the bubble.  For an incompressible liquid, these distortions of 

the element cannot be caused by compression of the liquid comprising the element.   Instead 

they are the result of the viscous stresses.   This causes a net energy loss on compression.   
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The viscous damping term represented by 
vis

RP
b  derived by Devin [19] is: 

 

3

0

vis

RP
b

R

η

π
=  (1.28) 

 

Using this, the dimensionless equivalence [24] will be: 

 

0

4

3

vis

VP

vis

VP

b
d

K p

ω ωη

κ
= =  (1.29) 

 

where η  is the shear viscosity of the liquid.  

 

 Amongst the three damping terms that make up the total damping constant, the thermal 

damping term is the most complicated to derive.   In adiabatic conditions, volume and pressure 

changes take place in a fixed mass of gas without heat being able to transfer between that gas 

and its surroundings.  In such processes, 
g

p V
γ

 is constant.  The term κ  has the value of γ  

while in isothermal conditions, the heat transfer between the gas and its surroundings is 

unhindered, and if those surroundings are assumed to be an infinite reservoir, then compression 

or expansion of the gas will occur at constant temperature.  For a fixed mass of gas at constant 

temperature, κ is equal to unity.   

 

 Eller [20] derived the thermal damping in the volume-pressure frame in terms of 
D

l , the 

width of the thermal boundary layer, to give: 

 

{ }0 0 0 0 0

2

0 0 0 0 0 0

3( 1) ( / )[sinh( / ) sin( / )] 2[cosh( / ) cos( / )]

( / ) [cosh( / ) cos( / )] 3( 1)( / )[sinh( / ) sin( / )]

D D D D D

th

D D D D D D

R l R l R l R l R l
d

R l R l R l R l R l R l

γ

γ

− + − −
=

− + − −
 

(1.30) 

 

 With 
rad

d , 
vis

d and 
th

d  defined, the total dimensionless damping constant, and 

consequently 
RP

b , the linear response of a bubble can be obtained.  For a real gas bubble in a 

liquid, the gas next to the bubble wall behaves isothermally because of the high thermal 

conductivity and specific heat of the liquid, whilst towards the centre of the bubble the gas 

behaves adiabatically.  For a real gas bubble in a liquid, there is a net flow of heat from the 
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bubble into the liquid, resulting in a non-reversible heat transfer (i.e. net losses) across the 

bubble wall with κ varying throughout the acoustic cycle [26].  As a result, the polytropic index 

for the bubble as a whole takes an intermediate value between γ  and unity.  As the bubble 

pulsates, there is a hysteresis effect, the driving pressure doing more work in compressing the 

bubble than the gas in the bubble does in moving the liquid on expansion.  There is therefore a 

net flow of heat from the bubble into the liquid, and this loss of energy represents thermal 

damping.   

 

1.3.2.  Nonlinear dynamics of a bubble 

 

 The oscillation of a bubble in a sound field is an inherently nonlinear process.   When the 

bubble oscillates in a sound field, its expansion and compression are not symmetrical.   This is 

because whilst the bubble could expand without limit, upon compression, the radial 

displacement cannot exceed the size of the equilibrium bubble radius.    

 

 In addition, a real bubble as a system is generally continuously changing.   The 

equilibrium bubble radius may decrease as the bubble dissolves, or the bubble may 

fragment [27].  However, by examining the physics of the oscillation process, it is possible to 

obtain the relationships between the driving acoustic pressure and the response of the bubble 

(subjected to simplifying approximations), and examine the nature of the nonlinearity.      

 

 One source of the nonlinearity can be observed by assuming that the bubble contains only 

gas at pressure 
g

p which behaves polytropically, such that 
g

p V
κ

is constant such that: 

 

3
g

g

p V R

p V R
κ κ

∆ ∆ ∆
= − = −  (1.31) 

 

 Neglecting for a moment surface tension and vapour effects, in the absence of an 

insonifying field, the net force on the bubble wall arises from the difference between 
g

p and the 

constant static pressure in the liquid outside the bubble, 
0

p [23]. 
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Figure 1.1. A bubble of radius R0 which is surrounded by spherical shells of liquid with a restoring force 

r
F  pointing towards the centre of the bubble. 

 

 As shown in Figure 1.1, if a positive wall displacement occurs ( 0Rε > ), the restoring 

force 
r

F  is towards the origin (the bubble centre), i.e. 
2

0
4 ( ) 0

r g
F R p pπ= − < .  Using 

Eq. (1.31), the stiffness of the gas is therefore given by   

 

02

0

( )
8 ( ) 4 12 ( ) ( )

gr

RF g g

p pF
K R p p R p t R t

R R
π π πκ

∂ −∂
= − = − + ≈

∂ ∂
 (1.32) 

 

 Eq. (1.32) shows that the dynamics of a bubble is inherently nonlinear as the stiffness is 

dependent on the instantaneous values of the internal gas pressure, ( )
g

p t , and the bubble radius, 

( )R t , which varies over the oscillation cycle.  Another reason is the value of κ may also vary 

throughout the acoustic cycle of the bubble because of the hysteresis effect.   

 

 Consider the case when the amplitude of pulsation is small, specifically 

0
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g
R p pπ − « 12 ( ) ( )

g
p t R tπκ , and the time-varying quantities ( ( ), ( ))

g
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value 0R  (and the magnitude of the wall speed is
max

R� ), and the common assumption of 
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constant κ .  Then the formulation of the bubble model becomes Eq. (1.19), the well-known 

linear approximation.   In the linear approximation model, the stiffness is constant.  However, 

with increasing pulsation amplitude, the discrepancy between the time-varying quantities ( )
g

p t  

and ( )R t  in Eq. (1.32) and their constant counterparts in Eq. (1.17) becomes significant and the 

amplitude-dependence of the stiffness term cannot be neglected.   

 

 Consequently, the nonlinear nature of the bubble pulsation becomes increasingly apparent 

as the amplitude of the pulsation grows, usually as a result of a high-amplitude driving pressure 

signal ( )p t or closeness to resonance.  These nonlinearities are commonly expressed in three 

families of nonlinear equations of which the simplest is the Rayleigh-Plesset equation.   The 

Rayleigh-Plesset equation only includes the model for viscous damping, with formulations from 

the Herring-Keller/Keller-Miksis or Gilmore-Akulichev families being required to incorporate 

the effects of radiation damping.   

 

 In the Rayleigh-Plesset family of equations of dynamics for the pulsating bubble, of 

which Eq. (1.33) is a member, terms resembling (
23

2
RR R+�� � ) are associated with the inertia (as 

can be seen by differentiating the term 
3 2

0
2 R Rπρ �  in Eq. (1.11) with respect to R, noting that 

2 2

/ 2
R R

R R
R t

∂ ∂
= =

∂ ∂

� �
� �� ).  The terms on the right-hand side incorporates the stiffness, as in 

Eq. (1.17).  The effects of viscosity is include in the term 
4 R

R

η �
.    

 

3

2 0

0 0

0

3 1 2 2 4
( )

2
v v

R R
RR R p p p p p t

R R R R

κ
σ σ η

ρ
+ = + − + − − − −

    
   

    

�
�� �  (1.33) 

 

 Using the Rayleigh-Plesset equation, it can be demonstrated that the bubble approximates 

to a linear resonator at low amplitude of oscillation, giving the direct small-amplitude 

approximation to the resonant frequency of a bubble as [28]: 

 

2
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3

v v
p p p
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ω κ

ρρ
= + − − + −

  
  

  
 (1.34) 
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 In the sonar simulation model to be presented in Chapter 3, the numerical solution of the 

Keller-Miksis equation  [29]  (as shown in Eq. (1.35)) is used so as to incorporate both the 

viscous and radiation damping through the terms involving η  and c respectively.  Thermal 

damping is not included.  While being more sophisticated than the Rayleigh-Plesset equation, it 

is as easy to implement numerically.   

 

23
1 1

2 3

( )1
1 ( ) L

L

R R
RR R

c c

dp tR R R
p t p t p

c c c dtρ ρ∞

− + −

= + − + − +

   
   
   

    
       

� �
�� �

�
 (1.35) 

 

 In Eq. (1.35), ( )p t  is the driving pressure signal, p∞  is the pressure far away from the 

bubble and ( )L
p t  is the liquid pressure on the external side of the bubble wall, which is related 

to the internal bubble pressure ( )i
p t  given by  

 

( ) ( )
2

, 4
Li

R
p t p R t

R R

σ
η= + +
�

 (1.36) 

 

 In Chapter 3, the numerical implementation of the Keller-Miksis equation in the sonar 

simulation model used will be described. 

 

1.4.  Structure of the thesis 

 

 This dissertation presents theoretical and experimental work on the potential of exploiting 

the relationship of bubbles with an incident acoustic pressure so as to enhance sonar 

performance in a bubble-filled environment.  The first chapter introduces the background and 

motivation behind this thesis, followed by the introduction of the dynamics of a single bubble in 

an acoustic field.   

 

 Chapter 2 reviews previous work on sonar enhancement in ocean acoustics. The Twin 

Inverted Pulse Sonar (TWIPS) will be described in this chapter.  While the use of two-pulse 

techniques is uncommon for sonar applications, numerous two-or multi-pulse techniques have 

been proposed for biomedical applications.   
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 In the field of biomedicine, they are used to enhance the presence of microbubbles called 

ultrasonic contrast agents (UCAs) inserted into blood stream to enhance scatter from the blood 

flow relative to the surrounding tissue.  The aim of these biomedical imaging techniques is thus 

opposite to that of TWIPS.  TWIPS seeks to enhance the presence of a target in a bubble-filled 

environment while biomedical imaging techniques aim to enhance the presence of the 

microbubbles.  UCAs are designed such that the bubbles all have similar radii.  This is contrary 

to the sonar case where a wide range of bubble size is typically found.  This wide size 

distribution is one factor complicating the sonar problem, since it rules out the option of 

choosing a sonar frequency which induces a large response in all the bubbles.  Despite the 

different aims and levels of difficulty, applications in both fields strive to exploit the 

nonlinearity of bubbles in a sound field.  Consequently, it is appropriate to review such 

techniques in biomedical imaging field and such a review is presented in Chapter 2.  

 

 Chapter 3 describes both the sonar simulation model developed and the experimental set-

up used to test the efficacy of the techniques identified.  The criterion for determining 

performance of the proposed techniques is also described in this chapter.   

 

 In order to enhance sonar performance in a bubble-filled environment, it is important to 

understand the interaction of a single bubble with a sound field.  Chapter 4 gives a detailed 

examination of the theoretical response of a single bubble when excited by an incident acoustic 

pulse.  This chapter studies the dependence of the peak pressure radiated by a single bubble on 

different parameters of an acoustic pulse and its implications on sonar enhancement.  Both 

narrowband and wideband pulses will be examined.   

  

 While TWIPS has been extensively tested theoretically, and experimentally (in both tank 

tests and ship trials), it has always been tested using a Gaussian-modulated eight-cycle 6 kHz 

sine wave.  In Chapter 5, the efficacy of TWIPS will be demonstrated using a different 

waveform (a chirp waveform) theoretically and experimentally.  With dolphin behaviour being 

the main inspiration of TWIPS, the possibility of TWIPS-like processing being implemented in 

nature by odontocetes to improve target detection and classification in a bubbly environment is 

also discussed.  This discussion mainly centres on odontocetes that have been observed to give 

out multiple pulses, some of which have been recorded to be of opposite polarity to each other.  

Current evidence, though limited, has shown these pulses to be usually of low amplitude and 

higher frequency in the order of 100 kHz.  This suggests similar TWIPS-like techniques are 

unlikely to be used by these odontocetes.  
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 Other odontocetes like the Atlantic bottlenose dolphins (Tursiops truncatus), on the other 

hand, are known to emit trains of high amplitude and high frequency pulses during target 

interrogation.  Discussion of odontocete behaviour with regard to sonar enhancement thus 

continues in Chapter 6 with a review of the current understanding of the echolocation ability of 

these odontocetes for possible insight into other potential sonar enhancement solutions.   

Characteristics of these dolphin-like pulses such as amplitude and chirp structure are 

investigated and their implications on the detection of targets in a bubble-filled environment 

discussed.  Another main characteristic of these pulses studied is the implication of the short 

pulse duration of these dolphin-like signals.  Using such signals, the effects of different pulse 

duration on the response of a bubble cloud are investigated by comparing similar pulses of 

different duration.   

 

 Reviews of possible strategies adopted by dolphins during target echolocation 

experiments have showed that the trains of dolphin pulses emitted would vary in both frequency 

and amplitude.   Chapter 7 thus investigates the use of such pulse variations for possible sonar 

enhancement.  As a form of simplification, a pair of pulses is used in the study.   The variation 

of amplitude between a pair of dolphin-like pulses forms the basis of the Biased Pulse 

Summation Sonar (BiaPSS).  Other two-pulse techniques identified in the reviews are also 

investigated and their efficacy in target discrimination in bubbly water compared. 

 

 Chapter 8 concludes by summarising the main considerations and techniques described 

for sonar enhancement in bubbly water.  Possible future work is also described.   
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Chapter 2.  Enhancing target discrimination in 

bubbly water 

 

2.1.  Review of work in ocean acoustics 

 

 There has been a number of works on enhancing target detection by minimizing the 

degradation of acoustic signal by bubbles.   Most of the work is directed towards the effects 

bubbles have on signal attenuation and the reduction of backscatter or clutter from the bubbles.   

 

 With a few exceptions [26, 30], most of this concentrated on the steady state response of 

bubbles [31-33].  Akulichev et al. [31] investigated whether pulsing might decrease backscatter 

and so mitigate against the adverse effect of sonar on bubble.  In the 1986 paper, 

Akulichev et al. [31] noted a pulse-length dependence of the backscatter observed from the 

microbubbles in the near surface ocean medium.   The experimental data was also compared 

with the predictions from a simple growth model, based on an exponential time constant, for the 

growth of the bubble acoustic cross-section.  It was found that a longer pulse resulted in more 

significant scattering from bubbles compared to other micro-inhomogeneities in seawater while 

a shorter pulse introduced less bubble scattering especially if the concentration of solid particles 

was greater than the bubble density.  The decrease in the acoustic backscatter behaviour was 

found at 5, 15 and 35 kHz and for fewer than 5 to 10 cycles.  In the study, the effect of off-

resonant bubbles was not accounted in the model which was essentially a linear model based on 

the steady state response of resonant bubbles.  It was also difficult to ascertain the effects of 

bubble nonlinearity on the finding since the source level used in the experiment was not stated.     

 

 However, using similar theoretical models, both Suiter [32] and Pace and Cowley [34] 

were not able to observe such pulse dependency effects in their bubble cloud attenuation 

experiments.  Unlike the at-sea measurements of Akulichev et al. [31], the experiments of 

Suiter [32] and Pace and Cowley [34] were carried out in laboratory tanks.   All three of these 

studies used simple growth model, based on an exponential time constant, for the growth of the 

bubble acoustic cross-section.   

 

 Clarke and Leighton [30] showed that the ring-up period was more complicated, 

developing appropriate time-dependent acoustic cross-sections.   Using such a theoretical 

scheme which enabled the investigation of ring-up times of gas bubbles in fresh water, they 

showed that presence of large bubbles would have a significant effect on the transient response 
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of the cloud as a whole.  If the difference between an off-resonant bubble and a bubble 

oscillating at its resonant frequency, even at small amplitude, is significant when considering 

pulse length dependence in the study of transient response of a bubble, the presence of a number 

of off-resonant bubbles may be the reason why Suiter [32] and Pace and Cowley [34] did not 

detect any reduction in scattering.  While not specifically for sonar enhancement, the 

importance of bubble ring-up and pulse length in estimating the bubble distribution from sea 

measurements highlighted by Meers et al. [35] suggests that some form of pulse-length 

dependency with bubble responses exists. 

 

 As with the previous works [31, 32, 34], the cross-sections developed by Clarke and 

Leighton [30] were only for semi-infinite insonifications since the cross-section ceased to be 

definable after the end of the pulse.  Leighton et al. [26] subsequently developed a strategy for 

the period after the pulse ended which allowed for prediction of attenuation of an 

inhomogeneous and time-dependent bubble clouds.  This was extended with the proposal of a 

two-pulse technique: the Twin Inverted Pulse Sonar (TWIPS) which seeks to enhance the 

detection and classification of targets in bubbly water through exploitation of any bubble 

nonlinearity that may be generated [3].  TWIPS operates by reducing clutter and has no effect 

against the attenuation.  The principle by which TWIPS operates will be described next. 

 

2.2.  Principles of TWIPS 

 

 In a scenario where conventional sonar fails to detect a linear scatterer (the ‘target’, e.g. a 

fish, mine or seabed) because the returned sonar signal is cluttered by the scatter from bubble 

clouds, TWIPS exploits bubble nonlinearity to enhance the detection and classification of such 

targets in bubbly water.  Assuming the insonifying field has sufficient amplitude to generate a 

nonlinear response from the bubbles, it may be possible to enhance backscatter from the 

target (‘detection’) while simultaneously suppressing the nonlinear backscatter  from the 

bubbles, allowing the sonar operator to distinguish between the two (‘classification’).    

 

 The principle by which TWIPS operates can be described by first considering the 

insonifying TWIPS field ( )p t  which contains pairs of identical pulses of finite length but 

having opposite phase, with a pulse interval of 
d

∆ , emitted by the transmitter.  A mathematical 

description of such a pair is as follows [3]: 

 

( ) ( ) ( )
d

p t t t= Γ − Γ − ∆  (2.1) 
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 The received echoes are processed to take account of any nonlinearity. The received echo 

of a linear and nonlinear scatterer, ( )
Rx

p t  can be described as: 

 

( ) ( ) ( )
Rx lin nl

p t p t p t= +  (2.2) 

 

where ( )
lin

p t  is the received component from the linear scatterers, and ( )
nl

p t  is the component 

received from the nonlinear scatterers.  The signal arising from a linear scatterer can be related 

to the emitted pulse ( )p t  via a convolution integral: 

 

[ ] [ ] [ ]( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

t

lin lin lin lin lin d
p t h t p d H p t H t H tτ τ τ

−∞

= − = = Γ − Γ − ∆∫  (2.3) 

 

where the kernel function (or impulse function) ( )
lin

h t  incorporates the effects of propagation 

(assumed to be linear) and scattering from the object.  The operator, [ ]lin
H  computes, from its 

argument, the signal received from the linear scatterer. 

 

 To obtain an expression for the received signal from a nonlinear scatterer ( )
nl

p t , a 

Volterra series [36] representation is used.  This is used as it has been successfully used to 

model single bubble scattering by White et al. [37].  Using this representation, the 

signal ( )
nl

p t is given by: 

 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

1 2 1 2 1 2 1 2

3 1 2 3 1 2 3 1 2 3

( ) ,

, , ...

t t t

nl

t t t

p t h t p d h t t p p d d

h t t t p p p d d d

τ τ τ τ τ τ τ τ τ

τ τ τ τ τ τ τ τ τ

−∞ −∞ −∞

−∞ −∞ −∞

= − + − −

+ − − − +

∫ ∫ ∫

∫ ∫ ∫

 

 

 

∴ ( )[ ] ( )[ ] ( )[ ]1 2 3
( ) ...

nl
p t H p t H p t H p t= + + +  (2.4) 

 

where τ , 
1

τ , 
2

τ  and 
3

τ  are dummy variables within the integrals.  Here (..., ..., ...)
Q

h  and 

[ ]Q
H are referred to as the Qth-order Volterra kernels and functionals respectively.   The 

Volterra kernels can also be related to harmonic generation in the nonlinear system.  In 
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particular if Q is odd, then the Qth-order functional gives rise only to odd harmonics of order 

less than equal to Q.   Similarly, when Q is even, only even harmonics less than or equal to Q 

are generated.  The functionals also satisfy symmetry properties that reflect the oddness and 

evenness of their arguments Q.   Hence: 

 

[ ] [ ]( ) ( )
Q Q

H t H t−Γ = Γ  for Q even 

 

(2.5) 

[ ] [ ]( ) ( )
Q Q

H t H t−Γ = − Γ  for Q odd (2.6) 

 

A nonlinear scatterer insonified by the pulse ( )p t  shown in Eq. (2.1) thus produces a signal: 

 

( )[ ] ( )[ ]
( )[ ] ( )[ ] ( )[ ] ( )[ ]

1 1

2 2 3 3

( )

....

nl d

d d

p t H t H t

H t H t H t H t

= Γ − Γ − ∆

+ Γ + Γ − ∆ + Γ − Γ − ∆
 (2.7) 

 

The basis of TWIPS processing is to form linear combinations of delayed versions of the 

received signal.   Specifically, one creates ( )p t− and ( )p t+ defined as: 

 

( ) ( ) ( )
Rx Rx d

p t p t p t− = − + ∆    for  0
d

t≤ ≤ ∆  

 

(2.8) 

and ( ) ( ) ( )
Rx Rx d

p t p t p t+ = + + ∆    for  0
d

t≤ ≤ ∆  (2.9) 

 

For linear scatterers, such processing leads to  

 

[ ]( ) 2 ( )
lin

p t H t− = Γ    for  0
d

t≤ ≤ ∆  

 

(2.10) 

and ( ) 0p t+ =    for  0
d

t≤ ≤ ∆  (2.11) 
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whereas for nonlinear scatterers, based on a Volterra representation, the equivalent expressions 

are: 

 

[ ] [ ]1 3
( ) 2 ( ) 2 ( ) ...p t H t H t− = Γ + Γ +    for  0

d
t≤ ≤ ∆  

 

(2.12) 

and [ ]2
( ) 2 ( ) ...p t H t+ = Γ +    for  0

d
t≤ ≤ ∆  (2.13) 

 

 Eq. (2.10) to (2.13) shows that by computing ( )p t− , one can enhance the returns from 

linear scatterers and suppresses some nonlinear effects whilst enhancing others, whereas with 

( )p t+ , one suppresses the returns from linear scatterers. 

 

2.3.  Enhancing target discrimination in bubbly water using 

TWIPS 

 

 TWIPS has received extensive testing through simulation, tank and field experiments  

which indicate it holds possibilities for detection and classification of objects through clutter 

reduction for oceanic applications [2-6].   The ability to calculate the two variables, 

( )p t+ and ( )p t− , from a single echo pair, provides a classification capability that is absent in 

standard sonar system.  Comparison of the outputs of the two functions provides a tool to 

distinguish clutter from targets if their respective scattering can be forced into different 

harmonic bands.   

 

 In general, the effectiveness of TWIPS increases as a greater proportion of the bubble 

population scatter nonlinearly.   Hence if the bubble population is monodisperse or near-

monodisperse, then the greatest degree of nonlinearity (and hence the potential of TWIPS to 

work most effectively) tends to occur when the bubbles are driven at a frequency which is close 

to the main pulsation resonance of the population, or to some harmonic, subharmonic etc.  For 

oceanic bubble clouds, where there is a wide distribution of bubble sizes, optimizing the 

effectiveness of TWIPS generally means a lower frequency needs to be used as the driving 

frequency.   This is because the frequency of the pulse must be sufficiently low so as to give the 

bubble time to pulsate to a large amplitude, and the characteristic response time of a bubble is 

determined by its own natural frequency.    
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 If the insonifying pulse is of high amplitude but high frequency (compared to the bubble 

pulsation resonance), then by the time the bubble has begun to respond to the first half cycle of 

the pulse (which, say, causes it to expand), it encounters the subsequent half cycle of the driving 

pulse (which in this example will tend to cause the bubble to contract).  Therefore, the bubble 

simply does not respond fast enough to generate a highly nonlinear response if the driving 

sound field has a frequency much greater than its resonance.  If however, the bubble is 

sufficiently small that its natural frequency is much greater than the insonifying frequency, it 

responds rapidly to the compressive or expansive half cycles and undergoes high amplitude 

nonlinear pulsation.   On this basis, together with transducer constraints, which restricted the 

transmitter to a single type of waveform, TWIPS has only been tested using low frequency 

narrowband pulses.   Based on the same argument, the use of a broadband signal would result in 

a greater degree of nonlinearity to occur in the bubble cloud as a higher number of bubbles are 

driven at frequencies which are close to the resonant frequencies of the population.   

 

 A practical problem associated with a wide bubble-size distribution is ( )p t−  does not 

completely remove the influence of the nonlinear bubbles as it also enhances the linear and odd-

powered nonlinearity.    To provide further enhancement in the contrast between the linear and 

nonlinear scatterers, the ratio ( ) ( )/p t p t− +  can be formed.   The use of ( )p t+  in the 

denominator further suppresses the scatters from the nonlinear bubbles.  A particular important 

feature of this ratio is that it does not require range correction since it self-corrects for range, as 

both the denominator and numerator fall off with range at the same rate [38].  Thus, the ratio is 

immune to the requirement of a priori knowledge of the beam and environment.  The use of 

such ratios has been independently noted in biomedical field for use of contrast agents [39].  

One disadvantage of using ratios is that they are prone to instability.  Small change in the 

denominator may result in large fluctuation in the outputs, for example, when the denominator 

consists of very small values.  This instability is mitigated by averaging the value of ( )p t+  over 

sets of adjacent returns [3].   

 

 However, a more debilitating disadvantage of using this ratio is that target close to or 

within the bubble cloud cannot be easily discerned as the use of  ( )p t+  in the denominator 

would also suppress the linear backscattered contribution of the target.  The performance of 

TWIPS and the use of the TWIPS ratio, will be demonstrated in Chapter 5 with a linear 

frequency modulated (LFM) waveform. 
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 While the use of two-pulse techniques in sonar to mitigate the challenge of target 

detection in bubbly water is not common, different types of two-pulse techniques for imaging of 

UCAs in blood vessels are increasingly being proposed in the biomedical imaging. 

     

2.4.  Biomedical imaging techniques with microbubbles 

 

 In biomedical imaging, microbubbles known as ultrasonic contrast agents (UCAs) are 

artificially inserted into the blood stream to improve the detection and visualisation of blood 

vessels in a variety of organs to aid clinical diagnosis.   Detecting the nonlinear harmonic 

responses from these UCAs and differentiating them from the echoes that result from the tissue 

has formed the basis of UCAs imaging research.   For oceanic applications, TWIPS aims to 

enhance the detection of the linear scatterer (the ‘target’); the opposite is true for biomedical 

imaging which seeks to enhance the presence of UCAs. 

  

 Harmonic imaging [40, 41] was one of the first methods proposed in biomedical imaging 

field to detect the harmonics returned by the contrast agents from each pulse.  Harmonic 

imaging exploits the nonlinear bubble response around the second harmonic component by 

linearly filtering the received signal around twice the fundamental frequency of the transmitted 

pulse.  

 

  For harmonic imaging, axial resolution is a major issue.  To obtain satisfactory axial 

resolution, a large transmitted signal bandwidth is generally favoured but this will potentially 

cause an overlap in frequency band between the second harmonic of the microbubble echo and 

the fundamental component.   Such overlap means that a simple high-pass filter cannot 

completely remove the linear component without removing portion of the nonlinear component, 

consequently reducing contrast.  Narrowing both transmit and receive bandwidths reduce this 

effect, but at the expense of the axial resolution.  To overcome this key drawback, techniques 

based on two- or more pulse techniques were proposed. 

 

2.4.1.  Pulse Inversion imaging 

 

 One of the first two-pulse techniques proposed was the pulse inversion imaging [40, 42].   

Pulse inversion imaging overcomes the limitations of harmonic imaging by detecting nonlinear 

echoes over the entire transducer bandwidth.  Similar to TWIPS, it exploits the fact that when 

two ultrasound pulses are transmitted, with the phase of the second pulse inverted, adding the 

corresponding echoes together cancels the linear component and reinforces the nonlinear 
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components.  This provides a contrast between the region where nonlinear scatterers 

(microbubbles) dominates and the region where linear scatterers (tissue) are.  Through addition 

of the corresponding echoes, the fundamental (linear) component is removed even when the 

fundamental and second harmonics overlap, thus overcoming the limitations of harmonic 

imaging.   

 

 This technique was then modified by Simpson et al. [41] with the incorporation of 

Doppler processing.  Doppler schemes like harmonic power Doppler and harmonic color 

Doppler were found to be extremely sensitive in detecting and imaging microbubbles in tissues 

because they suppressed echoes from moving tissues better.  In this context, it would be the 

flow of microbubbles in blood streams.  Using in vitro measurements, Simpson et al. [41] 

demonstrated that pulse inversion Doppler could provide 3 to 10 dB more agent to tissue 

contrast than harmonic imaging with similar pulses.   Using broadband pulse inversion Doppler 

was also shown to provide up to 16 dB more contrast than broadband conventional Doppler.   

 

2.4.2.  Amplitude-modulated signals 

 

 To increase the sensitivity in nonlinear biomedical imaging, other multi-pulse approaches 

were also adopted.  One approach proposed by Brocker-Fisher et al. [43] used a pair of 

amplitude-modulated or power-modulated pulses rather than a pair of inverted pulses.  Similar 

to the pulse inversion scheme, cancellation of linear component and reinforcement of the 

nonlinear components of the echoes are achieved by adding the corresponding echoes with an 

appropriate scaling.  Note the use of a pair of inverted pulses can be considered to be amplitude 

modulation of a kind with the scaling having a value of -1.   

 

 The principle by which this technique operates can be described by first considering the 

insonifying field ( )p t  in a manner similar to Section 2.2.  Pairs of identical pulses of finite 

length, having different amplitudes with a pulse interval of 
d

∆ , are emitted by the transmitter.  

The magnitude of the second pulse is assumed to be greater than the magnitude of the first pulse 

by a factor of G.   

 

 A mathematical description of such a pair is: 

 

( ) ( ) ( )
d

p t t G t= Γ + Γ − ∆  (2.14) 
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Hence Eq. (2.3) becomes: 

 

[ ] [ ] [ ]( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )

t

lin lin lin lin lin d
p t h t p d H p t H t GH tτ τ τ

−∞

= − = = Γ + Γ − ∆∫  (2.15) 

 

and Eq. (2.7) becomes: 

 

( )[ ] ( )[ ] ( )[ ]
( )[ ] ( )[ ] ( )[ ]

1 1 2

2 3 3

( )

....

nl d

d d

p t H t H G t H t

H G t H t H G t

= Γ + Γ − ∆ + Γ

+ Γ − ∆ + Γ + Γ − ∆
 

(2.16) 

 

 The basis of amplitude-modulated processing is to form linear combinations of delayed 

versions of the received signal with the delayed version appropriately-scaled.     Specifically, 

one creates ( )p t− and ( )p t+  which are defined as: 

 

1
( ) ( ) ( )

Rx Rx d
p t p t p t

G
− = − + ∆    for  0

d
t≤ ≤ ∆  

 

(2.17) 

and 
1

( ) ( ) ( )
Rx Rx d

p t p t p t
G

+ = + + ∆    for  0
d

t≤ ≤ ∆  (2.18) 

 

For linear scatterers, such processing leads to  

 

[ ]( ) 2 ( )
lin

p t H t+ = Γ    for  0
d

t≤ ≤ ∆  

 

(2.19) 

and ( ) 0p t− =    for  0
d

t≤ ≤ ∆  (2.20) 

 

 Similar to Section 2.2, the Volterra kernels can also be related to harmonic generation in 

the nonlinear system.  In particular if ( )tΓ  is scaled by G, the Qth-order functional will be 

scaled by 
Q

G .   
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Hence: 

 

[ ] [ ]( ) ( )
Q

Q Q
H G t G H tΓ = Γ  (2.21) 

 

whereas for nonlinear scatterers, based on a Volterra representation, the equivalent expressions 

are: 
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(2.23) 

 

 For a nonlinear scatterer like a bubble, both ( )p t− and ( )p t+  will be non-zero.  By 

comparing ( )p t−  and ( )p t+ , linear and nonlinear scatterers can be differentiated.  The use of 

amplitude-modulated signals to enhance UCAs were demonstrated clinically by Mor-Avi [44].  

Using in vitro experiments, Eckersley et al. [45] found that the UCA enhancement for both 

pulse inversion with amplitude-modulated schemes were comparable.   

 

2.4.3.  Using pair of time-reversed signals 

 

 Another proposed approach is the use of a pair of time-reversed chirp signal [46-49].  

This technique exploits the responses of the microbubbles to a wideband chirped excitation 

where the first pulse is a linear frequency-modulated (LFM) signal with instantaneous rate of 

change of frequency that is increasing (termed ‘up-chirp’ or ‘increasing chirp’) and the second 

is a LFM signal with a instantaneous rate of change of frequency that is decreasing (termed 

‘down-chirp’ or ‘decreasing chirp’).   The second pulse can thus be considered a time-reversed 

replica of the first pulse.   
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 The microbubble has been found to respond differently when excited by an up-chirp or a 

down-chirp.  Both Sun et al. [48, 49] and Novell et al. [47] have shown in a series of 

simulations, optical, and acoustical measurements that the matched filtered responses of the 

microbubbles were different when excited by a increasing chirp and a decreasing chirp.   A 

linear scatterer, like a tissue, will have the same matched filtered responses.   Cancellation of 

linear component and reinforcement of the nonlinear components of the echoes can thus be 

achieved by a combination of the corresponding matched filtered echoes as described.  A 

mathematical description of a pair of identical time-reversed pulses of finite length emitted by 

the transmitter is: 

 

( ) ( ) ( )
d

p t t t= Γ + Γ − − ∆  (2.24) 

 

Hence Eq. (2.3) becomes: 
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 If ( )
Rx

P t  is the matched filtered version of the received signal, ( )
Rx

p t , with the matched 

filter used having a gain of unity, the basis of time-reversed chirp processing is to form linear 

combinations of matched filtered versions of the received signal with the delayed version 

defined as: 

 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
Rx Rx d

P t t p t t p t− = Γ − ∗ − Γ ∗ + ∆    for  0
d

t≤ ≤ ∆  

 

(2.27) 

( ) ( ) ( )
Rx Rx d

P t P t P t− = − + ∆    for  0
d

t≤ ≤ ∆  

 

(2.28) 

and ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )
Rx Rx d

P t t p t t p t+ = Γ − ∗ + Γ ∗ + ∆    for  0
d

t≤ ≤ ∆  

 

(2.29) 

 ( ) ( ) ( )
Rx Rx d

P t P t P t+ = + + ∆    for  0
d

t≤ ≤ ∆  (2.30) 

where ∗  denotes convolution. 

 

Using the property: 

 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )t t t tΓ ∗Γ − = Γ − ∗ Γ   (2.31) 

 

For linear scatterers, such processing leads to 

 

( ) 0P t− =    for  0
d

t≤ ≤ ∆  (2.32) 

 

and ( )P t+  will be non-zero.   For nonlinear scatterers, both ( )P t− and ( )P t+  will be non-zero.  

From Eq. (2.32), ( )P t−  can be utilized for the purpose of imaging nonlinear entities like 

microbubbles, since complete cancellation of linear scatterers (in this case, tissues) will occur 

with ( )P t− .   
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2.5.  Summary 

 

 Reviews from field of ocean acoustics and biomedical field have yielded several ideas 

that will be investigated in this thesis.      

 

 While there has been a number of studies on enhancing target detection by minimizing 

the degradation of acoustic signal by bubbles for oceanic applications, only the Twin Inverted 

Pulse Sonar (TWIPS) has been used to great effect in discrimination of linear scatterers from 

nonlinear scatterers by Leighton et al. [3, 6] for sonar applications in bubbly water.  TWIPS has 

been tested in tank tests and limited sea trial using narrowband pulses.   The efficacy of TWIPS 

will be demonstrated in Chapter 5 using LFM waveforms.     

 

 Bearing in mind that the wider ocean bubble population (compared to the narrower 

artificially inserted UCAs population) will made it more challenging for sonar applications, 

reviews of biomedical imaging techniques have yielded several methods that could possibly 

form the basis of new sonar solutions for improved detection of solid objects in bubbly water.  

They are the amplitude-modulated technique and the use of a pair of time-reversed pulses.  

However, the exploitation of Doppler effects by Simpson et al. [41] cannot be similarly 

implemented for sonar applications.   This is because the terminal rise speed of the smallest 

oceanic bubbles (which make the vast majority of oceanic bubbles) is on the order of 10000 

lower than the speed of sound in the ocean.   

  

 The techniques and ideas proposed in this thesis will be investigated theoretically using a 

sonar simulation model and experimentally with controlled tank experiments.  Both the sonar 

simulation model and the experimental set-up will be described next. 
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Chapter 3.  Methods 

 

3.1.  Sonar simulation model 

 

 This section describes the sonar simulation model developed to test the viability of 

various sonar enhancement techniques and ideas which arose from the literature review.  The 

sonar simulation model consists of several parts.  The bubble responses of individual bubble 

radii are first computed.  Separately, the distribution of the bubble radius in the cloud will be 

obtained.  Depending on the aim of investigation required, attenuation because of geometric 

losses, bubble cloud and seawater absorption can be included.  The bubble cloud attenuation 

incorporated in the sonar simulation model is a linear bubble attenuation model after 

Commander and Prosperetti [50].  

 

 The sonar simulation model uses the theoretical responses of representative bubbles, 

characterising a bubble size bin encompassing bubbles of similar radii.  The three-dimensional 

volume of liquid is divided into spatial cells into which the bubble population, and the target, 

may be placed.  The responses of all the bubbles from that volume are then calculated by 

convolving the bin-representative bubble response with the bubble population for that volume.  

Each part of the model will now be elaborated.   

 

3.1.1.  Nonlinear single bubble model 

 

 The nonlinear response of a single bubble of different bubble radius is calculated in the 

sonar simulation model using the Keller-Miksis  model [29] shown in Eq. (1.35).  This model 

assumes spherical oscillations of a single bubble in water and extends the Rayleigh-Plesset 

model by considering a compressible medium with a constant speed of sound.    

 

 After defining the excitation pressure, Eq. (1.35) is solved using a variable step length 

Runge-Kutta method implemented in MATLAB®.  The radiated pressure at a given distance 

from each bubble is then calculated from the radius and velocity of the bubble surface for each 

time point.
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 It should be recalled that, the Keller-Miksis equation includes viscous damping (as does 

the Rayleigh-Plesset) arising from the term involving η , radiation damping from the term of c , 

up to the first order of  
R

c

�

 and does not include thermal loss.  Damping reduces the resonance 

frequency of a system [51], causes decay in time and introduces phase shift [52].  Since the 

Keller-Miksis equation does not include thermal damping, it is noted there may be 

underestimates of overall damping in some instances.  Hence, it is important to compare the 

contribution of the different types of damping to the overall damping based on the derivations of 

Eller [20] for a range of frequency of representative bubble radii so as to obtain a generalised 

trend of underestimation of the total damping. 

 

 Figure 3.1 shows the damping constant, d, and its separation contributions as a function 

of frequency for three representative bubble radii of 10, 100 and 1000 µm.  The overall damping 

(denoted as 'total' in Figures 3.1 and 3.2) is the sum of thermal, radiation and viscous damping.  

For a bubble of radius of 10 µm, Figure 3.1(a) shows that neglecting thermal losses would result 

in an under-estimation of the overall damping losses as thermal losses dominates at such small 

bubble sizes.   For a bigger bubble radius of 100 µm, the thermal contribution to the overall 

damping dominates below 10 kHz as shown in Figure 3.1(b).  As the insonifying frequency 

increases beyond 10 kHz, the contribution from radiation damping relative to the other two 

types of damping (thermal and viscous) increases.  For larger bubble sizes (of order of 

1000 µm), the main contribution to the damping constant is radiation damping (Figure 3.1(c)).  

Thermal damping is only significant at low frequency of less than 2 kHz for such large bubbles.   

 

 For a frequency of 80 kHz, Figure 3.2 shows the range of bubble radii (< 60 µm) for 

which the overall damping will be under-estimated if thermal damping is neglected.   As the 

radius of the bubble radius increases beyond 60 µm, radiation damping dominates.  Viscous 

damping remains constant across the bubble radius. 
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(a) 

Ro=10µm 

 

(b) 

Ro=100µm 

 

(c) 

Ro=1000µm 

 

Figure 3.1. Dimensionless damping constant and its separate contributions as a function of frequency for 

an air bubble of equilibrium radius, Ro (a) 10 µm (b) 100 µm and (c) 1000 µm.   The thermal, radiation, 

viscous and total damping constant are denoted by dashed, dotted, dot-dashed, and solid lines 

respectively.   
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Figure 3.2. Dimensionless damping constant and its separate contributions as a function of bubble radius 

for a frequency of 80 kHz.  The thermal, radiation, viscous and total damping constant are denoted by 

dashed, dotted, dot-dashed, and solid lines respectively.   

 

 Figures 3.1 and 3.2  reaffirm the following generalized conclusions of Eller [20]: 

• For driving frequencies less than the bubble resonance, thermal damping dominates. 

• For driving frequencies greater than the bubble resonance, the radiation damping 

dominates. 

• The damping tends to undergo a local minimum in the transition region between the 

dominance of thermal and radiation damping.   This local minimum occurs at a 

driving frequency close to, but not exactly on, the bubble resonance.  

 

 A generalized trend is thus clear.  Radiation damping can be taken to be negligible at low 

frequencies whilst thermal damping is negligible at high frequencies.    

 

 It is thus noted that without introduction of thermal damping in the nonlinear Keller-

Miksis equation, the overall damping will be under-estimated for the smaller bubbles present in 

a typical oceanic bubble cloud.  Based on historical measurement data, a typical oceanic bubble 

cloud is known to contain mainly bubble sizes ranging from 15 to 700 µm (see Figure 3.4 later).  

This under-estimation of damping will be more significant when the driving pulse is of a low 

frequency  A full discussion of the neglect of thermal damping in a nonlinear model can be 

found in Leighton et al. [26].  The next section will describe the transmission loss model 

incorporated in the bubble cloud model.    
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3.1.2.  Transmission loss model 

 

 As a pulse propagates through seawater, transmission losses result.  The main types of 

transmission losses defined in the bubble cloud model are geometric losses, bubble cloud 

attenuation and seawater absorption.   For geometric losses, spherical spreading is assumed.  

The cloud attenuation model and seawater absorption model are described in Section 3.1.2.1 and 

3.1.2.2 respectively.  Both seawater absorption and bubble cloud attenuation are assumed to be 

frequency-dependent.  

 

3.1.2.1.  Cloud attenuation model 

 

 In the cloud attenuation model, the propagation of pressure waves in bubbly liquids is 

predicted using the model proposed by Commander and Prosperetti [50] with typographic errors 

corrected as described by Ainslie and Leighton [18]. 
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 In the cloud attenuation model proposed, Eq. (3.1) is first solved for a mono-dispersed 

bubble population with equal equilibrium radius Ro.  The variables, cm, is the complex speed of 

sound of the mixture, n is the number of bubbles per unit volume, pi,e is the pressure within the 

bubble at equilibrium, and Dg is the thermal diffusivity of the gas.  The variables, bc, Φ  and 

χ are defined as above.  The variable, cm, is expressed as a complex variable to represent the 

dissipative nature of the mixture.  For a discrete bubble distribution containing a range of bubble 

sizes, Eq. (3.1) is found using a summation over the range of bubble sizes present.  The 

attenuation coefficient in dB per unit length is then computed using Eq. (3.6). 

 

Attenuation coefficient for bubble distribution = 
10

20(log )( ) 8.68589( )e
c c

ω ωΖ Ζ
�  (3.6) 

 

 The variable Ζ  is the imaginary component of 
m

c

c
− .  It is noted that this model is for 

small-amplitude cases and hence a linearised approximation.  A number of nonlinear model for 

pressure waves in bubbly liquids have been proposed which can include effects such as 

Reynolds stresses [50].  As the primary motivation of a cloud attenuation model in the sonar 

simulation model is to give a more realistic model to investigate and assess the performance of 

various sonar enhancement techniques, a balance between the sophistication of the treatments 

and the numerical efforts required (in terms of computation cost) has to be struck.  A linear 

cloud attenuation model has thus been implemented in view of the higher computational cost 

associated with a nonlinear cloud attenuation model.   
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

(c) 

 

(d) 

 

(e) 

 

  

Figure 3.3. Comparison of the attenuation functions for synthetic bubble population (a) uniform 

(b) triangular (c) Gaussian (d) exponential (e) power law with the computed attenuation functions 

(denoted by solid line with circle marker) and the attenuation functions in Commander & 

MacDonald [53] (denoted by solid line). 

 

 The attenuation cloud model developed was verified with the synthetic cloud distributions 

used by Commander and MacDonald [53].  These bubble populations were generated to verify 

the computed attenuation of the developed cloud model.  The computed attenuation functions 

are observed to overlap with those in Commander and MacDonald in Figure 3.3.  The sets of 

bubble distributions generated range from uniform to Gaussian distributions.  In each case, a 

volume fraction of 10-4 % was used. 
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3.1.2.2.  Seawater absorption model 

 

 The Francois-Garrison equation shown in Eq. (3.7) for sound absorption in 

seawater (dB km-1) is used in the absorption model [54, 55]. 

 

Total sound absorption in seawater= 
2 2

21 1 1 2 2 2

3 32 2 2 2

1 2

A B f A B f
A B

f f

ω ω
ω

ω ω
+ +

+ +
 (3.7) 

 

 In Eq. (3.7), A1, A2, A3, B1, B2, B3, f1, and f2 are empirical constants obtained from 

Francois and Garrison [54, 55].  The absorption of sound in seawater is considered as the sum of 

three contributions: those from pure water, magnesium sulphate, and boric acid.  In the 

equation, contributions from other reactions have not included [54, 55].   

 

3.1.3.  Modelled bubble cloud population 

 

 The bubble population measured in the water tank at the A. B. Wood Underwater 

Acoustic Laboratory, in Institute of Sound Vibration Research (ISVR), University of 

Southampton, is shown in Figure 3.4.  This bubble population is used in the sonar simulation 

model.  The bubble-size distribution produced was confirmed as resembling historical at-sea 

bubble-size distribution using the technique of Leighton et al. [26].  A detailed description of 

how the bubble-size distribution resembling historical at-sea data was generated in the water 

tank will be given in Section 3.2.2.    

 

 In the sonar simulation model, for the pulses within the same pulse pair, the bubble cloud 

is assumed unchanged.  Between runs, the bubble cloud is allowed to evolve, with the restriction 

that the overall bubble population does not change.  The largest bubble in the bubble population 

used in the sonar simulation model has a radius of 1000 µm.  This bubble has a resonant 

frequency of approximately 3 kHz at the sea surface.   

 

 The simulation of the environment will largely consider a low frequency LFM waveform, 

which has a frequency range of 2 to 8 kHz.  The bubble-size distribution used in the model is 

extrapolated to include bubbles of radius up to 1500 µm when a waveform of this frequency 

range is used.  This is to ensure the bubbles, whose resonant frequencies are within the 

frequency range of the driving waveform, are included in the model.  While there are very few 
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bubbles with radius of 1000 to 1500 µm in the bubble population used, these bubbles have 

resonances in the band of the LFM pulse and so are strong scatterers of sound [14]. 

 

 

Figure 3.4. Measured bubble-size distributions expressed in number of bubbles per cubic metre per 

micrometer increment in bubble radius.  The line connecting the open-circle data points is the average of 

six measurements taken approximately 1 second apart in the water tank.  Historic measurements are 

included for comparison (noting that the environmental conditions such as wind speed, measurement 

depth, etc. reported in the original sources vary).  Open symbols are used to indicate open ocean 

measurements, specifically of Phelps and Leighton [56] (+); Breitz and Medwin [57] (x); Farmer and 

Vagle [58] (*); Johnson and Cooke [59] (•) (noting that the photographic technique of the latter might 

have undercounted the smaller bubbles).  Close symbols are used to indicate the four surf zone datasets of 

Leighton et al. [26] (�); Deane and Stokes [60] (◊); Phelps et al. [61] (∆); Meers et al. [35](� ). 

 

    The spatial distribution of the bubble cloud is also included in the sonar simulation model 

based on the best fit bubble cloud proposed by Culver et al. [62].   They carried out several sets 

of bubble density measurements at various locations using the bubble generator at the 

A. B. Wood tank.  From these measurements, a best fit bubble cloud was found which was 

orientated by a distribution vent or bubble diffuser placed at the bottom of the tank.  The 

location of the centre of the best fit bubble cloud centre was found to be below the centre of the 

bubble diffuser.  This was marked by a star with the position (x≈ -0.29 m, y≈ -0.24 m) shown in 

Figure 3.5.   The standard deviations of bubble density were estimated to be σx’ ≈ 0.38 m and 
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σy’ ≈ 0.37 m in the direction of the dashed lines (Figure 3.5).  The bubble population shown in 

Figure 3.4 was measured approximately at the centre of the bubble cloud.    

 

 

Figure 3.5. Schematics of the bubble cloud produced by the bubble diffuser.  The diffuser sits at the 

bottom of the tank and is approximately 2 m in length.  The dashed lines are the axes of the bubble cloud 

which are assumed to be oriented by the diffuser1 (diagram drawn not to scale).   

 

3.2.  Experimental set-up 

 

 Tank experiments were conducted to test the efficacy of the various sonar enhancement 

techniques for both target detection and classification in presence of a bubble cloud.  The setup 

of the experiments to test the efficacy of the various two-pulse techniques will be described 

here. 

 

3.2.1.  Geometric layout 

 

 The experiments were performed in the water tank at A. B. Wood tank.  The water tank is 

a rectangular freshwater tank measuring 8 m x 8 m x 5 m, as shown in Figure 3.6 below.  The 

body of fresh water has a water temperature of approximately 11 °C and a sound speed (in 

bubble-free conditions) of approximately 1450 ms-1. 

 

                                                      

1 See Section 3.2.2 for a detailed description of the mechanism of the bubble cloud diffuser.   
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Figure 3.6.  A photograph of the A B Wood Underwater Acoustics Laboratory.  The tank is shown here as 

being empty. 

 

 The geometric layout of the experiments conducted is shown in Figure 3.7.  The centre of 

the target was on the acoustic axis of the transmitter.   The target was placed at two different 

depths of 2.0 m and 2.6 m, depending on the transducers used.  As bubble cloud attenuation 

varies with frequency, the positions of the bubble diffuser (where the bubbly water is pumped 

into the main tank; see Figure 3.8) and target has to be placed at different distances from the 

source when transducers of different frequency bands are used.   

 

 

Figure 3.7. Schematic of the tank set-up during tests. 

 

 For the low frequency (LF) transducer, the position of the target used was placed at a 

distance of 2.5 m in front of the source with the bubble diffuser placed at 1.5 m.  For the high 

frequency (HF) transducer, the bubble diffuser was placed at approximately 1 m in front of the 

source.  The target was placed at a distance of 0.65 m in the investigation of the effects of pulse 

duration on sonar performance, while in the study of the proposed two-pulse techniques, the 

target was placed further from the source at a distance of 0.85 m.  In the latter, pulses of longer 
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pulse duration were used.  Hence, the target was placed further from the source to reduce the 

backscattered contribution of the target.  This allowed for more meaningful comparisons of the 

examined techniques.  The near-field to far-field transition of the transducers will be considered 

in Section 3.2.4. 

 

3.2.2.  Generation of the bubble cloud 

 

 To facilitate the testing of any technique for detection of linear scatterers in bubbly water 

in a controlled environment like the A. B. Wood water tank, it will be necessary to produce 

ocean-like bubble cloud so that the tank bubble cloud is as close to the ocean's as possible.  In a 

typical oceanic bubble-size distribution, the number of large bubbles (with radii in order of 

100 µm) present is relatively small, but is not insignificant.  Direct injection of gas to the base 

of a tank does not result in an ocean-like bubble distribution because this method tends to 

generate large bubbles at the base of the water column, an occurrence which buoyancy opposes 

under breaking waves.      

 

Figure 3.8. The apparatus used to generate the bubble population in the A. B. Wood water tank. 

  

 Leighton et al. [63] tried a range of candidate techniques (e.g. electrolysis, catalytic 

conversion of hydrogen peroxide) and found the use of a settling or mixing tank with a Venturi 

system to be most effective in generating such a bubble cloud.  For this technique, the bubble 

cloud is generated by first producing a ‘milk’ of small bubbles in a settling tank using a Venturi 
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system, and then pumping this ‘milk’ to the base of the A. B. Wood tank using a bubble 

diffuser (Figure 3.8).  The diffuser is approximately 2 m in length.  The bubble-size distribution 

so produced (shown in Figure 3.4) was confirmed as resembling historical at-sea distribution by 

applying the techniques of Leighton et al. [26] to invert the attenuation of a train of 14 pulses, 

repeated every second.   

  

3.2.3. Signal acquisition  

 

 For the tank tests described in this dissertation, a single hydrophone (Blacknor 

Technology D140 with built-in preamplifier, calibrated by National Physical Laboratory) was 

used.  The hydrophone used was an omnidirectional receiver with a flat frequency response 

(±3 dB) between 1 kHz and 150 kHz [64] with a reported frequency range up to 250 kHz [64, 

65].  It was mounted approximately 0.1 m in front of the source and 0.2 m above its acoustic 

axis to reduce reception of the backscatter of the target echoes from the source.  Hydrophone 

data were acquired onto a computer using a National Instruments sound card (DAQ/PXI-2010).  

Depending on the frequency of the pulse transmitted, the data was acquired either at 200 kHz or 

500 kHz.  One channel acquired a trigger signal from a trigger box and the second channel 

acquired the acoustic data.  Data were taken with and without the target in position, and with a 

bubble cloud present.      

 

3.2.4. Signal generation 

 

 Experiments were performed over two distinct frequency bands (2 to 8 kHz and 

30 to 110 kHz).   Two transducers were used.  The low frequency (LF) band (2 to 8 kHz) were 

produced using the 3D-Chirp source [66] from the National Oceanography Centre, 

Southampton.   The high frequency (HF) band of 30 to 110 kHz was transmitted using a custom 

designed and built transducer.    

 

3.2.4.1.  Low frequency transducer 

 

 The 3D-chirp source consists of four separate high power transducers, the GeoAcoustics 

T135D transducers, powered by a matched amplifier, which is controlled by a trigger box and, 

in turn, a personal computer.  The transducers can operate within a bandwidth of between 

2 to 8 kHz with an approximate zero-to-peak sound pressure level (SPL) of 212 dB re 1 µPa m.  

The source characteristics have been documented by previous investigators [5, 67].   

Bull et al. [67] showed that, by mounting the four transducers in a Maltese Cross (as shown 
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in Figure 3.9), the far-field level would be maximized.  The near-field to far-field transition has 

also been measured to be less than 1.0 m for the frequency range of 2 to 8 kHz during field 

testing.  Each  transmitted pulse in the LF experiments used a Blackmann-Harris [68] envelope 

function and a chirp waveform, over a frequency range of 2 to 8 kHz.  For the 3D-chirp sonar 

system, a Blackmann-Harris envelope function is used because of its very low side-lobe 

level [66, 69]. 

 

 In the experiments performed, the transducers were mounted so that they would be side-

firing.  Figure 3.10 shows the mounting rig that was built for the experiments.  The rig was 

designed to ensure that it could support the acoustic transducers within the A. B. Wood tank.  

The complete transducer stand measured approximately 3.3 m high.   

 

 The desired outgoing sound pulses must be first written as ASCII files before they can be 

downloaded into the matched amplifier (the ‘bottle’).   After the pulses have been downloaded 

into the bottle, they can then be produced acoustically via a trigger box which tells the bottle 

when to power the transducers with the desired pulse.  Hence, there are only a limited number 

of waveforms in the bottle at any one time.   

 

 

Figure 3.9. The Maltese cross configuration in which the acoustic transducers were arranged for the tests.   

The transducers were held in place by a steel frame having the dimension shown in the sketch.   
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Figure 3.10. Photograph of the scaffolding used to support the acoustic transducers within the A B Wood 

tank.   

 

3.2.4.2.  High frequency transducer 

 

 The high frequency (HF) transducer used was a custom made transducer, supplied by 

Neptune Sonar.  This transducer operates within a bandwidth between 30 to 120 kHz, powered 

by a wideband amplifier.  The wideband power amplifier is designed and built by Paul Doust.   

 

 The amplifier has an input and output equaliser to improve the fidelity of the waveform 

generated.  The output equaliser consists of a number of passive electrical components such as 

inductors, transformers and capacitors.  Together with the transducer, it forms a bandpass 

filter [70-72].  The output equaliser has the effect of significantly improving the efficiency of 

power transfer between the transducer and amplifier over a much broader band of frequencies.  

The fidelity of the acoustic waveform in the water is further improved using an input equaliser, 

which corrects for the poor nonlinear phase response of the transducer and its associated output 

equaliser [73, 74].   
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Figure 3.11. Photograph of the frame used to support the high frequency transducer within the water tank 

in A. B. Wood laboratory.   

 

 The HF transducer can transmit a maximum zero-to-peak SPL of between 207.5 and 

215.5 dB re 1 µPa m in the frequency range of 30 to 110 kHz, with a maximum zero-to-peak 

SPL of between 212.5 and 215.5 dB re 1 µPa m for frequencies between 45 and 105 kHz.  The 

beamwidth of the source has been measured in the range of 40 to 100 kHz, where the 3 dB 

beamwidth is reported as 10° to 30° [75]. 

 

2

4

D
N

λ
=  (3.8) 

 

 From the geometry of the transducer, the extent of the near-field of the source is 

estimated to be less than 0.3 m for frequencies up to 120 kHz.  This estimate is based on 

Eq. (3.8) obtained from Kinsler et al. [76].  Here, N is the extent of near-field, D is the greatest 

dimension of the source, taken to be the diameter here, and λ is the wavelength of the acoustic 

wave.  The diameter of the transducer used is approximately 114 mm.  In the experiments 

described here, the target and bubble cloud were placed at a distance well above this theoretical 

near-field limit at a distance of at least 0.65 m. 
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 In tank tests, the transmitted pulse was generated using a universal arbitrary waveform 

generator (Aim & Thurlby Thandar Instruments TGA 1244) at a transmit sampling frequency of 

500 kHz.  To evaluate the effects of the pulse duration on sonar performance, the set of driving 

pulses tested has pulse durations of 70 to 240 µs.  Each pulse used a Gaussian envelope function 

and a linear frequency modulated (LFM) function, over a frequency range of approximately 40 

to 110 kHz.   

 

 In the investigation of the two-pulse techniques proposed, each pulse has pulse duration 

of 300 µs with a Tukey [68] envelope function with ratio of taper to constant section set to 0.4.  

A ratio of zero gives a rectangular envelope while a ratio of 1 gives a Hanning [68] envelope 

function.  A Tukey envelope function was used to increase the amplitude of the driving pulse 

over a larger frequency bandwidth.  Each pulse used has a linear instantaneous frequency 

function over a frequency of 30 to 110 kHz.   

 

3.2.4.3.  Inter-pulse delay 

 

 In the experiments, a train of pulse is emitted such that the interval between each pulse 

pair is 0.5 s.  The separation between the pulses in each pulse pair or the inter-pulse delay, 
d

∆ , 

is set at 50 ms and 15 ms for the LF and HF experiments respectively.  The upper limit for the 

inter-pulse delay strongly depends on prevailing environmental conditions while the lower limit 

is determined by considering the reverberation time of the tank used.   

 

 For the upper limit of the inter-pulse, important factors that need to be considered include 

the motion of the scatterer, for example, bubbles rising through buoyancy, motion of the sonar 

platform and motion of the surrounding medium, for example, through turbulence.  For the tank 

experiments conducted, the motion of the bubbles is thus the crucial factor since there is little 

turbulence in the test environment and the sensor system is rigidly mounted.   

 

 A series of simulations was conducted using a bubble cloud by Finfer [77] in which the 

individual bubbles were allowed to move.  In these simulations, the performance of TWIPS was 

reduced by 50% when the path-length differences corresponded to 0.37 λ, where λ was the 

acoustic wavelength.  In the LF experiments, a pulse with a centre frequency of 5 kHz is used.  

The 0.37 λ allowable path-length difference corresponds to about 0.10 m for a frequency of 

5 kHz.  In general, it can be assumed that the largest bubble in tank will rise fastest (and 

assuming the largest bubble in the tank has a diameter of order of 2 mm), an upper bound speed 

can be taken approximately to be 30 cm s-1.  This can be inferred from Figure 3.12.  For a 
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distance of 0.10 m, this translated to an upper limit of 330 ms.  Finfer [77] has also found that, 

for the A. B. Wood tank, the reverberation time, measured at the location of the hydrophone 

used, was 240 ms for a frequency of approximately 6 kHz, and correspondingly the 

reverberation was found to take 65 ms to decay by 15 dB.   In practice, a minimum inter-pulse 

time of 50 ms is found to produce acceptable results [3, 6] and this is used for the LF 

experiments performed here. 

 

 

Figure 3.12.  Terminal velocity of air bubbles in water at 20° C from Clift et al. [78]. 

 

 

Figure 3.13. Reverberation curve for the A. B. Wood tank for frequency of 60 kHz. 
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 Similarly for the HF experiment, to determine the lower limit, the reverberation of the 

A. B. Wood tank was measured at several frequencies from 40 to 100 kHz, of which only the 

measurement at frequency of 60 kHz is shown in Figure 3.13.  The reverberation of the tank 

was found to take less than 10 ms to decay by approximately 15 dB.  Figure 3.13 shows the 

reverberation of the A. B. Wood tank measured at frequency of 60 kHz took approximately 

5 ms to decay by approximately 15 dB.   

 

 To determine the upper limit of the inter-pulse delay for the HF experiment, the 0.37 λ 

allowable path-length difference proposed by Finfer [77] is first used.  For a centre frequency of 

70 kHz, this corresponds to an allowable path-length of approximately 0.008 m.  Using an upper 

bound speed of 30 cm s-1, inferred from Figure 3.12, this translates to an upper limit of 26 ms 

for a distance of 0.008 m. 

 

 This upper limit would appear to be an extremely conservative estimate as the beamwidth 

of the transmitted beam at the bubble cloud has not been considered.  In addition, the bulk of the 

bubble cloud used contains bubbles with diameter between 40 to 500 µm.  These bubbles have 

rising velocities, which are considerably less than 30 cm s-1.  For example, a bubble diameter of 

1000 µm will have a terminal velocity of approximately 20 cm s-1 (see Figure 3.12).  To obtain 

an estimate of the upper limit, the insonified width can be compared to the motion of the 

bubbles in the two-dimensional case.  Using a sonar beamwidth of 10°, this translates to an 

insonified width of approximately 0.18 m at a distance of 1 m.  Using a rising speed of 30 cm s-1 

(this being the upper bound speed for the range of bubble sizes present in the tank bubble 

population [78]), a conservative estimate of 60 ms is obtained for a 10% change in the 

insonified cloud.  The value of 15 ms used for the inter-pulse delay is well within this maximum 

value.  The inter-pulse delay, 
d

∆ , can also be regarded as defining the maximum range of the 

two-pulse system.  Using / 2
d

c∆ , this corresponds roughly to maximum range of 10 m 

(rounded to nearest 10 m) for 
d

∆  of 15 ms.    

 

3.2.5. Targets used 

 

 Two targets were used in the experiments so as to have targets with several values of 

target strength (TS).  The targets employed included a steel disc of diameter 0.46 m and 

thickness 0.05 m, and a solid sphere of diameter of 0.12 m.   The steel disc is rotated by an 

angle of 10° to give a TS value of -15 dB while the sphere gives a TS value of -30 dB. 
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(a) (b) 

  

 Figure 3.14. Two of the targets used from the tests with (a) a miscellaneous steel weight of diameter 

0.46 m and thickness 0.05 m and (b) spherical weight of diameter of 0.12 m. 

 

3.2.6.  Measurement procedures 

  

 Measurements were performed in two configurations.   All measurements were 

performed with the target in and out of water.  This was necessary for the computation of a 

Receiver Operating Characteristics (ROC) curve which will be described in Section 3.3.  

"Target in" measurements and their respective "Target out" measurements were never 

performed at intervals greater than 5 minutes.  This was done to ensure the bubble cloud 

conditions for the two data sets remain fairly consistent.    

 

 There was limited control of the bubble cloud void fraction via the valve controlling air 

flow from the air compressor into the pressurisation tank, and this control was not calibrated.  

Whilst ideally, the bubble size distribution would be measured during each experiment, this was 

not practical because such measurements are extremely time-consuming and require equipment 

not frequently available in this unfunded project (which substantially relied on borrowed 

equipment).   
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 (a) (b) 

  

Figure 3.15. The visibility within the bubble settling tank in (a) when the Venturi system first started and 

(b) after 5 minutes.   

 

 Instead, once a bubble population had been measured, protocols were placed to ensure the 

conditions that produced it (and hence the bubble population generated) were replicated as 

follows.  Firstly, the air tank pressure was always kept at a constant level of 2.5 bar.  Secondly, 

the water level in the bubble settling tank was always at the same level when measurements 

were taken. Thirdly, the flow rate through the Venturi system was always fixed at the same 

level.   Fourthly, the water flow rates in and out of the bubble settling tank were adjusted such 

that they were the same.  Lastly, the measurements were always carried out at the same time 

interval, approximately 5 minutes after the Venturi system was switched on and for a further 

twenty minutes.  Throughout the measurements, checks would also be made at regular intervals 

to ensure that there is no significant difference in visibility throughout the water within the 

bubble settling tank (see Figure 3.15).  The visibility within the bubble settling tank when the 

Venturi system first started and after 5 minutes is illustrated in Figure 3.15.  The bilge pump 

placed at a depth of approximately 1 m took the water from the settling tank via the hose to the 

base of A. B. Wood tank.  Both the pump and the hose within the settling tank can be observed 

in Figure 3.15 to be no longer visible 5 minutes after the Venturi system was switched on. 

 

3.3.  Notations and criteria for determining performance 

 

3.3.1.  Notation used 

 

 Throughout the thesis, the study of the two-pulse techniques like TWIPS will require the 

uses of terms like ( )p t , ( )p t− and ( )p t+  defined in Chapter 2.  The smoothed envelope of the 
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processed versions of ( )p t , ( )p t− and ( )p t+  are denoted by P , P−  and P+ respectively.   In 

certain instances, filter is used to enhance particular harmonics.  When such processing is 

performed, then the notation is augmented so that 
m

P +  denotes the envelope of ( )p t+  after 

applying a filter whose centre frequency is m times the centre frequency of the driving pulse.   

Hence, 
1

P− will denote the envelope of ( )p t−  after applying a filter matched to the frequency of 

the driving pulse and 
2

P +  will denote the envelope of ( )p t+  after a filter matched to twice the 

frequency of the driving pulse is applied.    

 

3.3.2.  Standard sonar processing 

 

 There is currently no established baseline to compare the performance of a sonar for the 

detection of solid objects in bubbly water for techniques like TWIPS [3].   As such, a baseline, 

referred to as ‘standard sonar processing’ is established here to facilitate comparison with the 

other techniques proposed.  The standard sonar processing uses the filtered responses of the 

returned signals.  As the linear target enhancement techniques introduced are dependent on the 

returns from more than one pulse, an averaging of this standard sonar processing is carried out 

for each pair or sequence to ensure fair comparison between these techniques and the standard 

sonar processing defined here.  Henceforth, the standard sonar processing technique consists of 

averaging the smoothed envelopes of the filtered responses from the pulse pair or sequence.    

 

3.3.3.  Classification of linear and nonlinear scatterers 

 

To determine the efficacy of the various techniques in distinguishing linear scatterers 

from nonlinear scatterers, image plots are used to compare the processed outputs of the 

techniques introduced and that of standard sonar processing.   

 

 The returned signals (over consecutive runs) are processed and for display purposes are 

then stacked (with output values represented by colour, as defined in the colour bar), forming 

the image plots for comparison.  These image plots (displayed in a linear colour scale) show the 

repeatability of the test as the bubble cloud evolves.    

 

3.3.4.  Detection of linear scatterers 

 

 The performance of each technique in the detection of linear scatterers within a bubble 

cloud is determined by comparing its ROC curve with one another.  ROC curves were first 
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applied to assess how well a radar in World War II can distinguish between the random 

interference (noise) from signals of enemy planes [79] and are used widely to depict the trade-

off between probability of detection (a true positive) and probability of false alarm (a false 

positive) of signal detection theory [80, 81].   

  

 The ROC curves presented are generated using the distribution of the backscattered 

responses in a region containing the backscattered reverberation of the bubble cloud and target 

in the target absent and target present cases.  In the LF experiments, where the target was placed 

at 2.5 m from the transducer and the bubble cloud placed at 1.5 m from the transducer, this 

region was taken to span from 1.5 to 4 ms so as to encompass the backscattered reverberation of 

the bubble cloud and target.   

 

 In the HF experiments, the target was placed close to the bubble diffuser such that the 

target could be taken to be close to or within the bubble cloud, dependent on the natural 

evolution of the bubble cloud.  The region selected corresponded to approximately 0.15 ms 

centred on the target position.   A region of 0.15 ms was chosen so that only the first echo return 

from the target and the backscattered reverberation of the bubble cloud were included. The 

backscattered characteristics of a solid sphere submerged in water will generally appear in the 

form of multiple echoes of the original pulse, caused by the excitation of a number of elastic 

waves [82-85].  For a steel sphere of diameter of 0.12 m (and circumference of 0.375 m), and a 

Rayleigh wave speed of approximately 3000 m s-1 [86], the second echo return would arrive 

approximately 0.125 ms after the first echo return.   

 

 To summarise the performance of a technique, two parameters will be inferred from its 

ROC curve.  These are the probability of detection before giving a single false alarm and the 

area under the ROC curve.  The former gives the probability a technique will give a correct 

decision (detection) before giving a wrong decision (false alarm).  For the latter, an indication of 

the average performance of a technique is obtained with the area under the ROC curve.  A 

bigger area under a ROC curve will indicate a better average performance [87].  In many 

instances, this can often be inferred from the ROC curves visually.  In sonar applications, it is 

important to have an idea of the performance of a particular technique from its ROC curve.  

Depending on the scenario, even small levels of false alarm can be costly (for example, a false 

alarm in mine detection could entail closure of a sea route and deployment of divers).   
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Figure 3.16. Illustrative figure comparing three ROC curves with curve A, B and C denoted by solid, 

dotted and dashed lines respectively where Pd denotes probability of detection and Pfa denotes probability 

of false alarm. 

 

 Figure 3.16 shows three ROC curves representing those of a poor, medicore, and good 

technique as depicted by curve A, B and C respectively.  ROC curve A shows a technique, 

which is extremely poor, with 50/50 odds of making a correct decision.  This is no better than 

flipping a coin to decide whether a sonar contact is a genuine target or clutter.  Curve A covers 

an area of 0.5.   Curve A is also sometimes known as the 50/50 line.  As the curve moves more 

to the top left (curve B), it indicates better average performance as represented by a greater area 

under the ROC curve compare to curve A.  Curve C indicates that it has the best average 

performance amongst the three, since it has the greatest area under its curve.  While it may not 

be always the case, the probability of true positive before giving a single false alarm is also 

highest for Curve C.  By inferring the two parameters from its ROC curve, the detection 

performance of each technique developed in this thesis can thus be summarised quantitatively. 

 

3.4.  Summary 

 

 The review of current sonar enhancement work in ocean acoustics and biomedical 

imaging in Chapter 2 has introduced several techniques and ideas.  These techniques and ideas 

will subsequently be investigated theoretically and experimentally.   

 

 For the theoretical work, a sonar simulation model has been developed based on the non-

linear Keller-Miksis model.  While the Keller-Miksis model is highly sophisticated, thermal 

damping is not included in this model.  Hence, the conditions under which under-estimation of 

the total damping can occur were described.  Damping can reduce the resonant frequency of a 
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system, causes decay of response in time and phase change.  In the sonar simulation model, 

bubble cloud attenuation has been incorporated using the linear attenuation model of 

Commander and Prosperetti [50].  This cloud attenuation model was then verified with the work 

of Commander and McDonald [53]. 

 

 All the sonar experimental works were carried out in the A. B. Wood water tank at ISVR, 

University of Southampton.  The set-up of the experiment conducted has been described.  Two 

different transducers were used so that pulses in different frequency bands can be studied.  One 

is termed the low frequency (LF) pulse with a frequency band of 2 to 8 kHz while the other is 

termed the high frequency (HF) pulse with a frequency band of 30 to 110 kHz.  A section was 

devoted to how the bubble cloud was produced in the water tank to ensure the produced bubble 

population would be close to that of a typical oceanic population.  The steps taken to ensure the 

conditions used to produce the bubble cloud (and hence the population produced) were 

replicated were also described.  These steps were necessary because measuring the bubble size 

distribution in each experiment is an expensive and time-consuming task which relied on 

borrowed equipment not frequently available.  Hence, the measurements of the bubble size 

distribution were not done frequently in this thesis. 

  

 The chapter concluded with a description of the notations to be used in subsequent 

chapters as well as the criteria of performance which are adopted throughout the thesis.  These 

criteria are used to assess the performances of the techniques and ideas proposed in this thesis.  
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Chapter 4.  Single bubble model 

 

4.1.  Introduction 

 

 This chapter will describe the theoretical response of a single bubble when excited by an 

incident plane wave using the single bubble model described in Section 3.1.1.  Here, two types 

of signals will be studied – a narrowband and a wideband signal.   Following Leighton et al. [3, 

6], the narrowband signal consists of a Gaussian-modulated single frequency pulse of finite 

duration.  The wideband signal is a linear frequency modulated (LFM) waveform, also known 

as a LFM chirp.  For each type of signal, three key pulse characteristics are investigated.  They 

are their frequency, amplitude and duration.  The effects of these parameters on the pressure 

radiated by a bubble when excited by an incident plane wave and their implications on the sonar 

enhancement will be discussed where appropriate.  For the study of the pulse frequency, two 

representative frequencies are used.  A frequency of 6 kHz is used to represent a ‘low’ 

frequency (LF) pulse.  This frequency has been extensively tested by Leighton et al. [3, 6] for 

TWIPS.  For the ‘high’ frequency (HF) pulse, a frequency of 80 kHz is used. 

  

 Here, the linear and nonlinear response of a bubble will be presented.  The linear response 

of a bubble will be represented by its response at the fundamental frequency while the nonlinear 

bubble response will be represented by its response at its second harmonic.  While the nonlinear 

response of a bubble, especially at large amplitude of excitation, will contain harmonics of 

higher order, the higher harmonics can often be neglected as the second harmonic tends to be 

the most prominent.  This is especially so in the context of sonar applications where the source 

level of the transducer is often not sufficient to drive the whole oceanic bubble cloud to generate 

higher harmonics.  The detection of higher harmonics will often be masked by the high ambient 

noise.  Hence, the linear response of the bubble will be represented here by its response at its 

fundamental frequency while its nonlinear response will be represented by its second harmonic 

response.
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 In the analysis that follows, the theoretical model involves the simulation of the radial 

motion of the bubble and the pressure waves radiated by it, after applying acoustic pressure 

signal as the forcing or excitation function.  This is the nonlinear Keller-Miksis bubble model 

described in Chapter 3.   In the plots showing the response of a bubble as a function of the 

radius of that bubble, the peak pressure radiated by a bubble at 1 m from the bubble is 

presented.  This peak pressure of the bubble at the fundamental frequency (the linear response) 

is obtained by applying a filter that is matched to the instantaneous frequency and bandwidth 

parameter of the driving pulse to the returned signal.  The second harmonic response of the 

bubble (the nonlinear response) is obtained by applying a filter that is matched to twice the 

instantaneous frequency and bandwidth parameter of the driving pulse to the returned 

signal [88, 89].   

 

 The analysis here is limited to only bubble radii up to only 1000 µm.  This is because 

historical measurements have shown that oceanic bubble populations contain mostly bubbles 

with radii less than 1000 µm (see Figure 3.4).  It is noted, as bubble size increases, it will reach 

a point where the long acoustic wavelength assumption (i.e. 1
o

kR � , where k  is the 

wavenumber and 
o

R  is the equilibrium bubble radius) which underpins the theoretical model 

will break down.  In such a limit of the bubble size being much larger than the acoustic 

wavelength, the process is geometric, with the bubbles generating acoustic shadows [27].   

 

 This chapter concludes with a discussion of the implications of the findings of the single 

bubble model on sonar enhancement in bubbly water.   

   

4.2.  Narrowband signal 

4.2.1.  Frequency 

 

 Two sets of comparison can be made to compare the effects of using pulses of different 

frequencies (6 kHz and 80 kHz).  Either pulses of the same number of cycles or same duration 

can be used for this comparison.  As the bubble pulsation takes a finite time to ring-up [30-32, 

34, 35, 90, 91] and ring-down [26], and because the bubble can pulsate nonlinearly [92, 93], the 

number of cycles within a pulse which is related to pulse duration can be crucial parameters.   
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(a) Eight-cycle long - Fundamental response 
 

(b) 1.3 ms - Fundamental response 

  

  

(c) Eight-cycle long - Second harmonic response 
 

(d) 1.3 ms - Second harmonic response 

  

Figure 4.1. The peak pressure radiated by a single bubble at 1 m as a function of the radius of that bubble 

after applying a matched filter at the driving frequency and second harmonic are shown in (a) and (c) 

respectively when driven by a 10 kPa Gaussian-modulated eight-cycle pulse of center frequency of 

80 kHz.   In (b) and (d),  the peak bubble pressure radiated after applying a matched filter at the driving 

frequency and second harmonic respectively when driven by the same pulse with a higher duration 

of 1.3 ms are shown.   

 

 In Figure 4.1, the peak pressure radiated by a single bubble at 1 m after applying a 

matched filter at the fundamental frequency and second harmonic of the driving pulse as a 

function of the radius of that bubble when excited by two pulses of different durations are 

shown.  For the same amplitude of 10 kPa, an eight-cycle long pulse gives similar trends as a 

1.3 ms pulse with a frequency of 80 kHz for the linear and nonlinear responses of a bubble 

across the range of bubble radii studied.  However, there are two notable differences. Firstly, the 

range of bubbles excited to high pulsations for the eight-cycle pulse is larger than that of the 
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1.3 ms pulse as shown in Figure 4.1.  This is the result of the narrower bandwidth associated 

with a longer pulse [94].  Secondly, the level of nonlinear response for the longer pulse of 

1.3 ms is significantly higher than that of the shorter eight-cycle pulse.  The total energy 

associated with the 1.3 ms pulse is higher because the pulse duration is increased with the 

amplitude kept constant.  A longer pulse (which has more energy) can drive a bubble to a higher 

amplitude of pulsation.  This consequently results in a higher peak pressure radiated by the 

bubble.  In general, nonlinear effects are associated with high amplitude of bubble 

pulsation [92].  For the subsequent comparisons of pulse parameters here, other than that of 

pulse duration, the analysis will be restricted to pulses of same number of cycles.     

 

 To investigate the effects of varying frequency on the behaviour of a single bubble, pulses 

of two different frequencies (6 and 80 kHz) of eight cycles each are used.  Figure 4.2 shows the 

peak pressure radiated by a bubble at 1 m as a function of the bubble radius after applying a 

matched filter at the fundamental frequency and second harmonic of the driving pulse.  

Gaussian-modulated eight-cycle pulses of different centre frequencies have been applied as the 

forcing function.  In each pulse, an amplitude of 10 kPa has been used.   

 

 Figures 4.2(a) and (b) shows the peak pressure radiated by a bubble as a function of the 

bubble radius when driven by a pulse of 6 kHz and 80 kHz respectively when applied with a 

matched filter at the fundamental frequency of the driving pulse.  The peak pressure across the 

range of bubble radii studied has a local maximum at the bubble radius resonant with the driving 

frequency, and then slowly increases with bubble size.  While this is not obvious for 

Figure 4.2(a) because of the frequency used with respect to the range of bubble size studied, it 

can be clearly observed in Figure 4.2(b) where the frequency used is higher.  At the other 

extreme, as the bubble size becomes much less than resonance, the peak pressure radiated by the 

bubble tends to zero.  This trend is observed in both Figures 4.2(a) and (b). 

 

 For the peak pressure radiated by a bubble after applying a matched filter at the 

fundamental frequency of the driving pulse, both Figures 4.2(a) and (b) show peaks at the 

bubble radius resonant with the driving frequency.  At resonance, the greater bubble response is 

due to the strong coupling with the incident acoustic waves, as manifested by the large 

amplitude of wall pulsation.   A much larger bubble with a lower resonant frequency, in 

contrast, pulsates to a negligible degree.  This is because a larger bubble cannot respond rapidly 

enough.  As the bubble size tends towards being larger than the acoustic wavelength of the 

driving pulse, the backscattering from these bubbles are mainly geometric in nature and increase 

with size [95].  The bubble starts to behave as a linear scatterer.  For a higher frequency of 

80 kHz, bubbles much larger than the bubble resonant radius are observed to give greater 
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responses than the bubble at resonance (Figure 4.2(b)).   The peak at the bubble radius resonant 

with the driving frequency for the lower frequency pulse, on the other hand, has the greatest 

response for the range of bubble size studied (Figure 4.2(a)).     

 

(a) 6 kHz - Fundamental response 
 

(b) 80 kHz - Fundamental response 

  

  

(c) 6 kHz - Second harmonic response 
 

(d) 80 kHz - Second harmonic response 

  

Figure 4.2. The peak pressure radiated by a single bubble at 1 m as a function of the radius of that bubble 

after applying a matched filter at the driving frequency and second harmonic are shown in (a) and (c) 

respectively when driven by a Gaussian-modulated eight-cycle pulse of center frequency of 6 kHz.   In 

(b) and (d),  the peak bubble pressure radiated after applying a matched filter at the driving frequency and 

second harmonic respectively when driven by a Gaussian-modulated eight-cycle pulse of center 

frequency of 80 kHz are shown.  Both pulses have amplitude of 10 kPa.   

 

 For a bubble, a large amplitude of pulsation near resonance leads to a nonlinear pulsation 

as shown by the higher second harmonics bubble response at the radius resonant with the 

driving frequency (Figures 4.2(c) and (d)).  The x-axes of Figures 4.2(b) and (d) have been 

presented on a logarithmic scale to better emphasize the peak pressure radiated by a bubble as a 
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function of the bubble radius when excited at different frequencies.  Bubbles, which are 

sufficiently small that their resonant frequencies are higher than the frequency of the driving 

pulse, can still respond rapidly to the compressive or expansive cycles, and hence can still 

undergo nonlinear pulsations, albeit to a lesser extent than the bubble radius resonant with the 

driving frequency [95].  Compared to the linear response of a bubble, the nonlinear response of 

a bubble at its resonant bubble radius will be a global maximum [1].  In Figures 4.2(c) and (d), 

the smaller bubbles (relative to the resonant bubble radius) are shown to have higher nonlinear 

responses than larger bubbles with bubbles whose pulsation resonances are multiples of the 

insonifying frequency having a corresponding increase in nonlinear responses. 

 

 In Figure 4.2(a), the peak pressure radiated by the resonant bubble at 1 m is observed to 

be higher for a lower frequency of 6 kHz compared to a higher frequency of 80 kHz 

(Figure 4.2(b)).  This is because when the driving frequency is lower, a larger bubble is driven 

to resonance.  A larger bubble will have larger amplitude of wall pulsation.   

    

 The implications for sonar applications will thus seem obvious.  Historical measurement 

data has shown a typical oceanic bubble cloud to contain mostly bubbles whose size ranges 

from microns to millimetres over several order of magnitude [35, 56-60, 96, 97] with the 

majority of bubble radii below 1 mm.  For any technique which exploits the nonlinearity of 

bubbles to enhance target detection and classification, it will appear a pulse of lower frequency 

will be preferred to ensure a wider distribution of bubble radii can pulsate to a nonlinear state.  

More importantly, with a lower frequency pulse, the range of the larger bubbles in a bubble 

cloud, which will behave as mainly linear scatterers, will be reduced.    

 

4.2.2. Amplitude 

 

 The peak pressure radiated by a bubble as a function of the bubble radius when driven by 

a Gaussian-modulated eight-cycle pulse of centre frequency of 80 kHz for two representative 

amplitudes of 1 kPa and 100 kPa are shown in Figure 4.3.  As the amplitude of the driving 

signal becomes higher, the nonlinear response of a bubble becomes increasingly apparent.  This 

is represented by a higher maximum (for the peak pressure radiated) at the bubble radius 

resonant with the driving frequency as can be seen in Figure 4.3(d) when compared to 

Figure 4.3(c). 

  

 At lower amplitudes, for example, an amplitude of 1 kPa, the response of a bubble is 

approximately linear [27] and the response at the second harmonic is low as represented by a 
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lower peak pressure radiated (see Figure 4.3(c)).  In Figure 4.3(d), when the amplitude of the 

pulse is 100 kPa, the nonlinearities are apparent.  The presence of ambient noise will mask the 

low level of nonlinear responses. 

 

  (a) 1 kPa - Fundamental response 
 

(b) 100 kPa - Fundamental response 

  

  

(c) 1 kPa - Second harmonic response 
 

(d) 100 kPa - Second harmonic response 

  

Figure 4.3. The peak pressure radiated by a single bubble at 1 m as a function of the radius of that bubble 

after applying a matched filter at the driving frequency and second harmonic are shown in (a) and (c) 

respectively when driven by a 1 kPa Gaussian-modulated eight-cycle pulse of center frequency of 

80 kHz.   In (b) and (d),  the peak bubble pressure radiated after applying a matched filter at the driving 

frequency and second harmonic respectively when driven by the same pulse with a higher amplitude of 

100 kPa are shown.   

 

 Comparing Figures 4.3(c) to (d), the bubble response at its second harmonic is also more 

apparent across a wider range of bubble sizes for the higher amplitude case of 100 kPa.  With an 

increase in the amplitude of the driving pulse, there is a corresponding energy increase in the 

frequency band around the driving frequency.  The bubble radii resonant with these frequencies 
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will be excited and if the amplitude of excitation is high enough, high nonlinear pulsations result 

with harmonic responses occurring at these bubble radii. 

 

(a) 15 µm 
 

(b) 27 µm 

  

 

(c) 225 µm 
 

 

Figure 4.4. The peak pressure radiated by a single bubble at 1 m of radius (a) 15 µm (b) 27 µm and 

(c) 225 µm when excited by Gaussian-modulated eight-cycle pulse of center frequency of 80 kHz as a 

function of the amplitude of the driving signal.  The solid line denotes the peak bubble pressure after 

applying a matched filter at the fundamental frequency while the dotted line denotes the peak bubble 

pressure after applying a matched filter at the second harmonic of the driving pulse. 

 

 The peak pressure radiated by a bubble at 1 m for a range of amplitudes is shown in 

Figure 4.4 for three representative bubble radii when a Gaussian-modulated eight-cycle pulse of 

center frequency of 80 kHz is used as a driving pulse.  When the amplitude of the driving pulse 

is low, a bubble is commonly treated as a linear scatterer because of its low nonlinear response.   

As the amplitude of the driving pulse increases, the nonlinear pulsation of the bubble becomes 

more apparent and harmonics are emitted at integer multiples of the driving frequency up to 
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higher orders.  This nonlinear behaviour of a bubble here is represented by the peak pressure 

radiated by the bubble at 1 m from the bubble matched filtered at its second harmonic as shown 

in Figure 4.4.   

 

 One factor which influences the degree of nonlinearity of a bubble is the bubble resonant 

frequency relative to the frequency of the driving pulse.  Figure 4.4(a) shows the bubble 

response when excited by a range of amplitudes for a bubble radius with a resonant frequency 

higher than the driving frequency of 80 kHz.  Figures 4.4(b) and (c) show the bubble response 

when excited by a range of amplitudes for a bubble radius close to and lower than the driving 

frequency respectively.   

 

 For a bubble radius with resonant frequency close to the driving frequency, high linear 

and nonlinear bubble responses result.  In Figure 4.4(b), the high linear and nonlinear responses 

are represented by the high peak pressure radiated by the bubble at the fundamental frequency 

and second harmonic respectively.  The level of the nonlinear response is high relative to the 

linear response of the bubble as some of the energy which will reside at the fundamental 

frequency will be “pumped” up to the higher order harmonics as the amplitude of the driving 

pulse increases.   This effect is two-fold.   It reduces the linear response (at the fundamental 

frequency) and increases the nonlinear response (at the higher harmonics).  

 

 For bubbles with resonant frequencies higher than the driving frequency, these bubbles 

can still respond rapidly to the compressive or expansive half cycles, and hence can still 

undergo nonlinear pulsations, albeit to a lesser extent than those bubbles with resonant 

frequencies close to the frequency of the driving pulse [95].  These nonlinear pulsations also 

increase with increasing amplitude of the driving pulse as exemplified by an increase in the 

peak pressure radiated by the bubble in its second harmonics (Figure 4.4(a)).  The larger 

bubbles (with resonant frequencies lower than the driving frequencies) cannot respond rapidly 

enough to generate a high nonlinear response even at high amplitudes, and thus can only be 

considered as linear scatterers.  In Figure 4.4(c), the pressure waves radiated by a bubble at 1 m 

from the bubble contain frequency components which resided mainly in the fundamental 

frequency.   

 

 This discussion highlights the importance of using a sufficiently high amplitude driving 

pulse if a bubble is to be excited to a nonlinear state.  For oceanic applications, a source of 

sufficiently high amplitude will thus have to be used.  Figure 4.4 appears to suggest this 

amplitude will have to be at least in the order of tens of kilopascals.  For a bubble with resonant 

frequency close to the frequency of the driving pulse, it can be estimated from Figure 4.4(b) that 
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proportion of second harmonic responses relative to the responses in the fundamental frequency 

increases from approximately 2% to 40% when the driving amplitude is increased from 

1 to 20 kPa.   This implies at low amplitudes, even for bubbles close to resonance, bubbles will 

tend to behave as linear scatterers.  For practical applications, in the case of an absence of a 

source of sufficiently high amplitude, the effective range of the sonar will be compromised after 

taking losses like bubble cloud attenuation and propagation loss into account.  The above 

discussion also inadvertently highlights the debilitating effect of large bubbles.  Figure 4.4(c) 

suggests that, if the bubble cloud contains mainly large bubbles, it will be difficult to drive the 

bubble cloud to a nonlinear state.  This indicates the choice of a lower frequency driving pulse.    

 

4.2.3.  Pulse duration 

 

 In Figure 4.5, the effect of varying duration of the driving pulse is shown for two 

different amplitudes.  Three representative bubble radii are presented.   For bubble radii of 

15 µm and 27 µm, the bubble resonant frequencies are higher than or close to the driving 

frequency while a bubble radius of 225 µm has a resonant frequency lower than the driving 

frequency.  For the pulse used here, Figure 4.5 shows that with increasing the pulse duration 

while keeping the amplitude of the pulse constant, the peak pressure radiated by a bubble at 

both the fundamental frequency and second harmonic increase.  This is because it is the 

matched-filtered responses which are presented in Figure 4.5.  Without matched-filtering, the 

peak pressure radiated by a bubble typically reaches steady state within a few tens of cycles of 

the driving pulse [30],  

 

 In Figure 4.5, the increase in nonlinear responses of bubbles with resonant frequencies 

close to, or higher than, the driving frequency is observed to be more significant at a higher 

amplitude of 100 kPa than 10 kPa.  In addition, when the duration of pulse is less than a 

few cycles, transient effects prior to reaching steady-state oscillation are observed, which is 

related to the ring-up time of a bubble [30].  This is more prominent in Figures 4.5(a), (c) and 

(e) where the amplitude of the driving pulse is lower.  This transient effects prior to reaching 

steady-state oscillation suggests that use of very short-duration pulses can result in less 

backscatter from the bubbles if certain conditions like amplitude and bubble sizes are met [30].  

This potentially can be exploited in enhancement of target detection in bubbly water.  This 

transient effect will be studied in Chapter 6. 
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 (a) 15 µm (10 kPa) (b) 15 µm (100 kPa) 

  

 (c) 27 µm (10 kPa) (d) 27 µm (100 kPa) 

  

(e) 225 µm (10 kPa) (f) 225 µm (100 kPa) 

  

Figure 4.5. The peak pressure radiated by a single bubble at 1 m of radius of 15 µm, 27 µm and 225 µm 

as a function of the number of cycles of the pulse when driven by a 10 kPa Gaussian-modulated pulse of 

centre frequency of 80 kHz are shown in (a), (c) and (e) respectively.  The case with a higher amplitude 

of 100 kPa are shown in (b), (d) and (f) respectively.  The solid line denotes the peak bubble pressure 

after applying a matched filter at the fundamental frequency while the dotted line denotes the peak bubble 

pressure after applying a matched filter at the second harmonic of the driving pulse. 
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 For sonar applications, if the high amplitude of the driving pulse is limited by practical 

considerations such as hardware, it will be advantageous to use driving pulses of longer duration 

so as more energy can be used to insonify the bubble cloud at the driving frequency.  However, 

the use of a long pulse, especially for a narrowband pulse, will compromise the range resolution 

of the sonar [98, 99].  To overcome this, an appropriate wideband signal can be used.  In the 

next section, the theoretical response of a single bubble when excited by a wideband signal will 

be studied. 

 

4.3.  Wideband signal 

 

 So far in this chapter, the effects of parameters like frequency, amplitude and pulse 

duration of a narrowband pulse on the response of a single bubble has been discussed.  The 

importance of parameters like frequency, amplitude and pulse duration has been highlighted 

with respect to the dynamics of a single bubble.    

 

 In both man-made active sonar systems and biosonar systems of dolphin, it is common to 

observe wideband pulses being used as the emitted pulse.  In man-made active sonar systems, a 

wideband signal is usually used because it can provide better range resolution than narrowband 

signals through pulse compression [98-100].  Pulse compression can occur when an appropriate 

waveform is chosen and matched filtered.  The matched filter is central to active sonar 

processing [98, 99].  Fundamentally, the matched filter is a correlator which compares the 

received signal with a set of signals.  With better range resolution, good range accuracy and 

better target discrimination follows.   

 

 Target detection range can also be increased with the use of a wideband signal.  In 

general, target detection range is influenced by the peak power of the pulse.  With a narrowband 

pulse, it is extremely difficult to transmit pulses of very short duration and high peak power.  

Increasing the duration of such a pulse, on the other hand, will compromise the range resolution.   

Hence, one solution is to use an appropriate wideband waveform with pulse compression so as 

to transmit the necessary average power at a reasonable level of peak power.   

 

 One of the most basic pulse compression waveform is the LFM waveform.  With pulse 

compression, a LFM waveform with a pulse length T is compressed to a pulse whose length is 

1/B where B is the bandwidth of the pulse [98, 99].  Another commonly used waveform is the 
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linear period modulated (LPM) waveform.   The LPM waveform has the additional property of 

being Doppler-tolerant [99, 101].     

 

 The use of wideband signals has also been proposed for active sonar applications because 

of the possibility of better target classification using such signals.  The use of wideband dolphin 

pulses for discrimination of cylinders of different materials and composition as well as different 

fish species have been studied [102-104].  The discrimination of buried and partially buried 

underwater targets using bio-inspired wideband signals has also been proposed [105-109].   

From the analysis of biological signals, including dolphin clicks, Brown et al. [105] 

demonstrated that a bio-inspired wideband sonar can offer greater capability for tracking cables 

on the seafloor in several sets of experiments.   

 

  For techniques which exploit the nonlinearities of bubbles, the use of a wideband signal 

has the additional advantage of exciting a larger range of bubbles to resonance due to the wider 

range of driving frequencies present.  A LFM chirp is commonly used.  The theoretical peak 

pressure radiated by a single bubble at 1 m when excited by such an incident pulse is compared 

with that of a narrowband pulse of centre frequency of 6 kHz in Figure 4.6.    

 

(a)  Fundamental response 

 

(b) Second harmonic response 

  

Figure 4.6. The peak pressure radiated by a single bubble at 1 m as a function of the radius of that bubble 

when applied a matched filter at (a) fundamental frequency and (b) second harmonic of the driving pulse.  

Two driving pulses are shown: the Gaussian-modulated eight-cycle pulse of center frequency of 6 kHz 

(denoted by dashed line) and the Gaussian-modulated LFM chirp of frequency of 2 to 8 kHz (denoted by 

solid line).  Both driving signals have amplitudes of 10 kPa. 

  

 Compared to the narrowband pulse of centre frequency of 6 kHz, the 2 to 8 kHz LFM 

pulse of approximately the same number of cycles (giving pulse duration of 1.6 ms) has a wider 
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range of bubble radii radiating a higher peak pressure (Figure 4.6).  For the narrowband pulse of 

6 kHz, a narrower range of bubble radii is found to radiate at higher peak pressure as seen in 

Figure 4.6.  As the energy of the wideband signal is distributed over a wider range of 

frequencies compared to the narrowband signal, the bubbles are also driven to a lower pulsation 

compared to the resonant bubbles driven by the narrowband pulse.   The centre frequency of the 

LFM chirp (approximately 5 kHz) is also lower than that of the narrowband pulse used to 

generate Figure 4.6.   Hence, for the LFM chirp, the maximum of the fundamental and second 

harmonic bubble responses occur at a larger radius compared to that of the 6 kHz narrowband 

pulse. 

 

 A 30 to 130 kHz LFM chirp of 100 µs, termed the HF chirp, is compared with that of a 2 

to 8 kHz LFM chirp of approximately 1.6 ms, termed the LF chirp.  For the two pulses, the 

pulse duration is chosen such that both chirps have approximately the same number of cycles.    

 

 Figure 4.7 shows the peak pressure radiated by a bubble at 1 m as a function of the radius 

of that bubble when two types of LFM signals (of different frequencies) are used as the driving 

signals.  When bubble pulsations are high enough, nonlinear bubble responses become apparent.  

Figure 4.7 highlights another notable difference between the use of a high and low frequency 

pulses.  When a HF chirp is used, the bandwidth will have to be significantly larger (compared 

to a LF chirp) to excite a larger range of bubble sizes to high bubble pulsations.  Using the 

rough guideline for bubble resonance [23]: 

 

o r
v R ≈ 3 m s-1 (4.1) 

 

the resonant frequency, 
o

v , of air bubble in water under one atmosphere can be related to its 

resonant radius, 
r

R .  While this relationship may be used for a large bubble with low resonance 

frequency, a small bubble (of radius approximately less than 20 µm) with high resonance 

frequency will necessitate a correction factor as effects of heat conduction and surface tension 

become important [23, 110].  However, for purpose of the discussion here, it is sufficient to use 

this rough guideline for bubble resonance.  Using Eq. (4.1), it can be shown that frequencies of 

30 to 130 kHz will approximately correspond to resonant bubble radii of 20 to 100 µm while 

frequencies of 2 to 8 kHz will approximately correspond to resonant bubble radii of 375 to 

1500 µm.  The above analysis showed that the frequency band of the HF chirp will have to be 

significantly wider than that of the LF chirp so as to correspond to a larger range of resonant 

bubble radii.    
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 (a) 30 to 130 kHz- Fundamental 
response 

 

(b) 2 to 8 kHz - Fndamental response 

  

  

(c) 30 to 130 kHz- Second harmonic response 
 

(d) 2 to 8 kHz - Second harmonic response 

  

Figure 4.7.  The peak pressure radiated by a single bubble at 1 m  as a function of the radius of that 

bubble after applying a matched filter at the fundamental frequency and second harmonic are shown in (a) 

and (c) respectively when driven by a Gaussian-modulated eight-cycle LFM chirp of frequencies 30 to 

130 kHz.  In (b) and (d), the peak bubble pressure radiated after applying a matched filter at the driving 

frequency and second harmonic respectively when driven by a Gaussian-modulated eight-cycle LFM 

chirp of lower frequencies of 2 to 8 kHz are shown.  Both pulses have amplitude of 10 kPa.   

 

 In the case of driving a typical oceanic bubble cloud to a nonlinear state, this will not be 

the only consideration.   As historical oceanic bubble cloud measurements have shown in 

Figure 3.4, the bubble size distribution of an oceanic bubble cloud roughly follows a power-law 

distribution [95, 111].  With a power-law distribution, the number of smaller bubbles can be 

several orders of magnitude higher than the number of bigger bubbles.   This means that the 
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contributions of bigger bubbles to the overall response of the bubble cloud will be much less 

significant than those of smaller bubbles, than say, if the bubble size distribution of the bubble 

cloud follows an uniform distribution.  While a wideband HF pulse with a wider frequency 

bandwidth will be desirable, the performance (in term of driving an oceanic bubble population 

to a high level of nonlinear state) of the HF chirp, may not necessarily be worse than that of 

wideband LF pulse.  This is, despite, having a frequency band that corresponds to a narrower 

range of resonant bubble radii. 

 

 It has already been shown in Section 4.2.1 that a lower frequency pulse elicits greater 

bubble responses than a higher frequency pulse.  Comparing Figures 4.7(a) and (c) to (b) and (d) 

respectively,  a low frequency chirp also results in the resonant bubbles undergoing higher state 

of linear and nonlinear responses when both driving pulses have the same amplitude.  For 

example, in Figure 4.7(a), the highest peak pressure radiated by its resonant bubbles for the HF 

chirp is approximately 0.1 kPa while in Figure 4.7(b), for the LF chirp, the highest peak 

pressure radiated by its resonant bubbles is approximately 5 kPa. 

 

 An observation similar to that made in Section 4.2.3 is seen in Figure 4.8 when the pulse 

duration increases.  As the total energy of the pulse increases with increases in the pulse 

duration, higher bubble responses in both fundamental frequency and second harmonic result.  

However, the degree of second harmonic bubble response relative to the bubble response at its 

driving frequency band stays fairly constant as both pulses have the same amplitude.  In both 

cases shown in Figure 4.8, the peak pressure radiated by a bubble at its driving frequency is 

approximately an order of magnitude higher than its peak pressure radiated by the bubble at its 

second harmonic. 

 

 Figures 4.7(c) and (d) also highlight one disadvantage of using a wideband signal as the 

transmitted signal if the higher harmonics of the received signal are important.  Being wideband, 

the overlap in the frequency domain between frequency of the transmitted signal and, in this 

case, its second harmonics may be substantial.  The second harmonic component in the resonant 

bubble response is no longer a global maximum within the range of the bubble size studied.  

The second harmonic component of the bubble responses will also contain linear bubble 

responses of other bubbles.  Bubbles much larger than the resonant bubble radius, cannot 

respond rapidly enough to generate nonlinear responses.  The larger bubbles pulsate to a lesser 

degree, and behave like linear scatterers.  This linear response slowly increases with bubble 

size.  This effect can be made less pronounced when using a wideband signal with higher 

amplitude or lower frequency.  The latter can be clearly observed by comparing 

Figures 4.7(c) and (d).  In Figure 4.7(c), when a HF chirp is used, the second harmonic 
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component of the resonant bubble response is no longer a global maximum within the range of 

bubble radii up to 1000 µm whilst in Figure 4.7(d), when a LF chirp is used, the second 

harmonic component of the resonant bubble response remains a global maximum for bubble 

radii up to 1000 µm.  While the use of an efficient filter, in this case a matched filter, has 

reduced this frequency overlap effect for the HF chirp, it does not eliminate this effect 

completely.  For this particular case of HF chirp, the second harmonic component of the 

resonant bubble is not sufficiently high to reduce the effect of frequency overlap.   

 

(a) Duration of 0.2 ms- Fundamental response 

 

(b) Duration of 0.5 ms- Fundamental response 

  

  

(c) Duration of 0.2 ms-  

Second harmonic response 

 

(d) Duration of 0.5 ms-  

Second harmonic response 

  

Figure 4.8. The peak pressure radiated by a single bubble at 1 m as a function of the radius of that bubble 

when excited by a Gaussian-modulated LFM 30 to 130 kHz chirp of amplitude of 10 kPa with duration of 

0.2 ms and 0.5 ms with a matched filter applied at fundamental frequency depicted in (a) and (b) 

respectively and with a matched filter applied at the second harmonic depicted in (c) and (d) respectively.  
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 One way to mitigate the frequency overlap effect is by using a higher amplitude HF chirp.  

Figure 4.9 compares the effect on bubbles of different radii when pulses of different amplitude 

are used.  Both Figures 4.9(a) and (b) show the peak pressure radiated by a bubble at 1 m at the 

driving frequency (the linear response) is a maximum at the bubble radius resonant with the 

driving frequency.  This maximum is a local maximum with the linear response of the larger 

bubbles increasing with size.  In both cases, that bubbles at much larger than resonance can give 

a response to a greater degree than those at resonance.   

 

  (a) Fundamental response (1 kPa) 

 

(b) Fundamental response (100 kPa) 

  

  

(c) Second harmonic response (1 kPa) 

 

(d) Second harmonic response (100 kPa) 

  

Figure 4.9. The peak pressure radiated by a single bubble at 1 m as a function of the radius of that bubble 

when driven by a eight-cycle Gaussian-modulated LFM 30 to 130 kHz chirp of amplitude of 1 kPa and 

100 kPa with a matched filter applied at the fundamental frequency depicted in (a) and (b) respectively 

and a matched filter applied at the second harmonic depicted in (c) and (d) respectively.   
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 From the second harmonic component of the peak pressure radiated by a bubble as a 

function of bubble radius (Figures 4.9(c) and (d)), it can be surmised that the second harmonic 

response of a bubble increases with amplitude.  When the amplitude of the pulse is low (1 kPa), 

the second harmonic bubble response at the bubble radius resonant with the driving frequency is 

a local maximum as a larger bubble (with resonant frequency lower than the driving frequency) 

continues to give a high response in the second harmonics.  This high second harmonic response 

from a larger bubble is geometric in nature.  The linear scattering by a larger bubble contributes 

to the bubble response in the second harmonic because of an overlap in frequency domain 

between the driving pulse and its second harmonic.   

 

 However, as the amplitude increases, bubble nonlinearity becomes more apparent 

(Figure 4.9 (d)).  A higher nonlinear pulsation of the bubbles resonant with the driving 

frequency means the second harmonic response of the resonant bubble remains a maximum (up 

to bubble radii of 1000 µm) as shown in Figure 4.9(d).  The effect of the frequency overlap thus 

diminishes as the high nonlinear responses of the resonant and smaller bubbles dominate.  With 

a higher amplitude of 100 kPa, the linear responses of larger bubbles become proportionally 

smaller relative to the nonlinear responses of the resonant and smaller bubbles with an increase 

in the amplitude of the driving pulse.  This reduces the frequency overlap effect.  

 

 For sonar applications, historical data has shown that a typical oceanic bubble cloud 

contains mostly bubbles less than 1 mm and the bubble size distribution of the bubble cloud 

follows roughly a power-law distribution [95, 111].  With the former, using a LF pulse like a 2 

to 8 kHz LFM waveform will result in this frequency overlap effect being less pronounced.  

With the latter, as a typical oceanic bubble cloud follows roughly a power-law distribution, the 

contributions of the larger bubbles will not be as significant as those of the smaller bubbles.  

This characteristic of the oceanic bubble cloud implies the frequency overlap effect will be less 

pronounced for a HF wideband pulse in oceanic conditions.   In other applications like 

biomedical imaging, where satisfactory axial resolution is desired, this frequency overlap effect 

can be significant with a large transmitted signal bandwidth and simple band-pass filter.  Two-

pulse techniques have been implemented to overcome this limitation [41].  

  

4.4.  Implication on sonar enhancement 

 

 Using the single bubble model, the variation of bubble responses with size for several key 

parameters of the driving pulse has been shown.  The results of using narrowband and wideband 

signals have also been presented in previous sections.  The implications of these results on sonar 
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enhancement to improve detection and classification of target in bubbly water will be discussed 

here. 

 

 For techniques like TWIPS, it is important that the bubbles can be driven to high 

amplitudes of pulsation so that nonlinear responses result.  The single bubble model has shown 

that a low frequency pulse will be preferred to ensure a wider distribution of bubble radii can 

pulsate to a nonlinear state. 

 

 In a sonar system, a higher frequency is sometimes preferred because of its characteristics 

of high spatial resolution, wide bandwidth, small size and relatively low cost [98, 100, 112].  

These attractive characteristics sometimes override the severe range limitation imposed by 

attenuation.  A higher frequency pulse will typically result in higher cloud attenuation and 

absorption.  For the bubble distribution used, with a void fraction of order of 10-5 %, the linear 

cloud attenuation, calculated using Eq. (3.1) to (3.6), will be approximately 0.3 dB/m 

and 1 dB/m and the seawater absorption, approximately 0.0004 dB/m and 0.03 dB/m, for 

frequencies of 6 kHz and 80 kHz respectively.  A higher driving frequency will thus have higher 

cloud attenuation and absorption.  This will have a debilitating effect on the range of the sonar.  

From this perspective, a lower frequency might be preferred. 

  

 The above discussion suggests the use of a higher frequency pulse may be attractive in 

scenarios where pulse attenuation is not a key consideration, for example, the target of interest 

is within a short range and a high power source is available.  A higher source level will 

somehow mitigate, to a certain extent, against the lower amplitude of pulsation in a bubble 

cloud, when a higher frequency pulse is used, by driving the bubbles close to resonance to a 

higher levels of pulsation, even though bigger bubbles will behave mostly like linear scatterers.   

 

 It is thus interesting to note that the frequencies of pulses emitted by some species of 

odontocetes are similarly high (of order of tens of kilohertz) and of high amplitude (with peak-

to-peak sound pressure level (SPL) as high as 230 dB re 1µPa m) [113-115] .  They inhabit 

shallow water and are sometimes observed to generate bubble nets [3, 113, 114, 116, 117], 

making interesting points of discussion the benefits of using such pulses in a bubble-filled 

environment [116-119].  The characteristics of pulses emitted by odontocetes will be reviewed 

and studied in Chapter 6.   

 

 The comparison of a narrowband signal with a wideband signal has shown that a larger 

range of bubble size can be excited by the wideband signal.  However, when both the 

narrowband and wideband signal are set to the same amplitude level and comparable pulse 
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length, the wider range of bubbles are driven to a lower pulsation state by the wideband signal 

as its energy is distributed over a wider range of frequencies.  Depending on the bubble 

population of the cloud, the overall backscatter of the bubble cloud may be lower when the 

bubble cloud is excited by a wideband signal compared to being excited by a narrowband signal.   

 

 One disadvantage of using a wideband signal is the overlap between the driving 

frequency band and the harmonics of the signal.  This frequency overlap means that the 

response of the bubble cloud filtered at the harmonics will also contain linear responses.  

However, this frequency overlap effect can be made less pronounced with the use of a pulse of 

an appropriate characteristic (a LF pulse as in Figure 4.6 or a high amplitude HF pulse as in 

Figure 4.9).  In addition, the use of an efficient filter like a matched filter will also reduce this 

frequency overlap effect. 

 

 In sonar applications, this frequency overlap effect is probably less pronounced in an 

oceanic bubbly environment for a HF pulse.  This is because, while the use of a LFM pulse of a 

higher frequency range has the frequency overlap effects shown in Figure 4.7, the two 

characteristics of an oceanic bubble cloud (where the bubble population consists of mostly 

bubbles of radii less than 1 mm and the size distribution roughly follows a power-law 

distribution) suggests that the use of a HF chirp will have a less pronounced frequency overlap 

effect because the number of larger bubbles will be proportionately less than the number of 

small bubbles.  Besides, it is common to use a matched filter in sonar systems [98].  Use of an 

efficient filter like a matched filter reduces this frequency overlap effect.  

 

4.5.  Summary 

 

 In this chapter, the nonlinear Keller-Miksis model described in chapter 3 was used to 

study the effects of several key parameters of a signal on the response of a single bubble.   The 

bubble response was represented by the peak pressure radiated by a bubble at 1 m from a 

bubble.  These parameters included frequency, amplitude and pulse duration.  For any technique 

which exploits the nonlinearity of bubbles, a lower frequency driving pulse will be preferred to 

ensure a wider distribution of bubble radii can pulsate to a nonlinear state.  As larger bubbles 

(relative to the bubble radius resonant with the frequency of the driving pulse) will mainly 

behaves as linear scatterers, a lower frequency driving pulse will reduce the range of larger 

bubbles in a bubble population.   Similarly, a pulse of sufficiently high amplitude will also be 

preferred to excite a bubble to a nonlinear state.  A longer pulse duration will also be desirable 
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so that more energy can be transmitted to insonify the bubble to a nonlinear state.  Similar 

observations have been made for the LFM chirp studied.   

 

 While the wideband LFM chirp was shown to excite a wider range of bubble size, there 

can be frequency overlap between the fundamental frequency and second harmonic of the 

driving pulse, especially when a HF LFM chirp is used.  This frequency overlap between the 

fundamental frequency and second harmonic of the driving pulse is one key disadvantage of 

using a wideband signal when the backscattered contribution in the harmonics from nonlinear 

scatterers is important.  Two-pulse techniques like TWIPS does not have this limitation. 

 

 The implications on sonar enhancement of these findings were discussed in the 

concluding section of this chapter.  Taking the bubble population typically present in an oceanic 

cloud into consideration, a low frequency and high amplitude pulse will be preferred to ensure 

high degree of nonlinear pulsation in the bubble cloud.  However, it was also discussed that if 

pulse attenuation was not a key consideration (like in a short-range system), the use of a higher 

frequency pulse can be considered.   Use of higher frequency pulses is common in man-made 

sonar systems because of the high spatial resolution, wide bandwidth, small size and relative 

low cost associated with such pulses.   

 

 In nature, pulses emitted by some species of odontocetes are of similar high frequencies 

(in order of tens of kilohertz).  In the single bubble analysis, the use of a higher frequency pulse 

was also shown to have a more pronounced frequency overlap effect than a lower frequency 

pulse.  Characteristics of oceanic bubble clouds, however, suggest this effect may not be as 

pronounced for sonar applications in oceanic bubbly water.  In biomedical imaging, this effect 

may be significant and the two-pulse techniques like pulse inversion technique have been 

proposed.  In the next chapter, another two-pulse technique proposed for sonar applications, 

TWIPS, will be described and demonstrated.  Using a LFM waveform, TWIPS will be 

demonstrated in distinguishing between a solid target (a linear scatterer) and bubble cloud 

(nonlinear scatterers).  This will be the primary advantage.   A secondary advantage of 

improving detection performance (compared against standard sonar) will also be studied. 
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Chapter 5.  TWIPS using LFM waveforms 

 

 Two-pulse techniques have been proposed in biomedical imaging to enhance the contrast 

between the backscattered contribution of the tissues and the nonlinear UCAs [39-43, 45, 46, 

48, 49].  In sonar, the use of a two-pulse technique, TWIPS, has been suggested as a viable 

engineering solution to enhance targets in bubbly water.  TWIPS has been tested in tank tests 

and sea trials using a pair of eight-cycle 6 kHz signal by Leighton et al. [3, 6].  Using this 

waveform, it has been shown to provide classification ability absent in standard sonar system.  It 

can also improve detection performance of linear targets in some manifestations.  Here, the 

efficacy of TWIPS in target discrimination in bubbly water will be demonstrated with a LFM 

waveform theoretically and experimentally.   

 

 In Chapter 4, the single bubble model has been used to investigate the effects of several 

parameters, like amplitude and frequency, of a signal on the linear and nonlinear responses of a 

bubble.  Comparisons have also been made between narrowband and wideband signals.  The 

implications on sonar enhancement of these findings were also discussed.  

 

 The single bubble model will first be used to show how TWIPS with a LFM waveform 

can differentiate between the even and odd harmonics of a scatterer like a bubble, through linear 

combinations of the returned signals from the TWIPS pulse pair.  A 2 to 8 kHz LFM chirp will 

be used as the driving pulse.  This is followed by a series of tank tests in the ISVR water tank at 

the A. B. Wood laboratory with a solid target placed behind a bubble cloud.    The results of the 

tank tests are then corroborated by the sonar simulation model using a similar bubble 

population.   In conclusion, the performance of TWIPS in target enhancement in bubbly water 

will be discussed.
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5.1.  Single bubble model 

 

 Here, the single bubble model is used to demonstrate ability to distinguish between the 

even and odd harmonics of a single scatterer using the 2 to 8 kHz LFM chirp of approximately 

1.6 ms as the driving pulse.   A brief re-cap of the TWIPS theory is shown in Eq. (5.1) - (5.3).  

From Eq. (2.1), (2.8) and (2.9), we get: 

 

( ) ( ) ( )
i d

p t t t= Γ − Γ − ∆  (5.1) 

 

which shows a TWIPS pulse pair consists of a pulse, ( )tΓ , and a second pair, ( )
d

t−Γ − ∆ , 

which is of the opposite polarity of ( )tΓ . 

 

( ) ( ) ( )
Rx Rx d

p t p t p t− = − + ∆    for  0
d

t≤ ≤ ∆  

 

(5.2) 

and ( ) ( ) ( )
Rx Rx d

p t p t p t+ = + + ∆    for  0
d

t≤ ≤ ∆  (5.3) 

 

 Figures 5.1(a) and (b) shows the typical response of a bubble whose resonant frequency is 

close to or higher than the driving frequency when the bubble is excited by a TWIPS pulse pair.  

The responses of a bubble to the two pulses are observed to be different from each other.  When 

the responses of the bubble to these two pulses are subtracted from each other as in 

( )p t− (Eq. (5.2)) or added to each other as in ( )p t+ (Eq. (5.3)), complete cancellation of the 

bubble responses do not occur.  For a nonlinear scatterer like a bubble, ( )p t−  does not always 

result in a doubling of its responses (Figure 5.1(c)).  This occurs when the resonant frequency of 

the bubble is close to or higher than the driving frequency.  In such a scenario, using ( )p t−  

processing of a pair of TWIPS pulse would result in reduced backscattered contribution from 

the nonlinear scatterer.    

 

 On the other hand, a larger bubble whose resonant frequency is lower than that of the 

driving frequency can often be approximated as a linear scatterer.  The responses to this pulse 

pair (Figures 5.2(a) and (b)) are of comparable magnitude but of opposite polarity.   Subtracting 

these responses from each other results in a doubling of these responses, while the summation 

results in a complete cancellation of the responses of the linear scatterer.    
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(a)  ( )tΓ  

 

(b) ( )
d

t−Γ − ∆  

  
  

(c) ( )p t−  

 

(d) ( )p t+  

  

Figure 5.1. Time series of acoustic pressure emitted by the bubble at 1 m from the bubble due to (a) the 

first pulse ( )tΓ , and (b) second pulse ( )
d

t−Γ − ∆ , with (c) ( )p t
−

 and (d) ( )p t
+

 for bubble radius of 

500 µm when excited by Gaussian-modulated 2 to 8 kHz LFM chirp pulse with amplitude of 50 kPa.  The 

horizontal dashed line in (c) shows the 200 % mark of the peak amplitude of the first pulse ( )tΓ .    
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(a)  ( )tΓ  

 

(b) ( )
d

t−Γ − ∆  

  

  

(c) ( )p t−  

 

(d) ( )p t+  

  

Figure 5.2. Bubble response to (a) the first pulse ( )tΓ , and (b) second pulse ( )
d

t−Γ − ∆ , with (c) ( )p t
−

 

and (d) ( )p t
+

 for bubble radius of 1500 µm when excited by Gaussian-modulated 2 to 8 kHz LFM chirp 

pulse with amplitude of 50 kPa.  The horizontal dashed line in (c) shows the 200 % mark of the peak 

amplitude of the first pulse, ( )tΓ .    

 

 Using the single bubble model, both the TWIPS functions, 
1

( )P t−  and
2

( )P t+ , are obtained 

for a range of bubble radii when a 2 to 8 kHz LFM chirp is the driving pulse (Figure 5.3).  

Results using a higher frequency chirp (30 to 130 kHz) are presented in Figures 5.4 and 5.5.  

The pulse duration for each pulse is chosen such that both pulses have approximately the same 

number of cycles.  The HF chirp has pulse duration of 0.1 ms while the LF chirp has pulse 

duration of approximately 1.6 ms.  The TWIPS functions, 
1

( )P t−  and 
2

( )P t+  are compared with 

the peak pressure emitted by a bubble at 1 m after a matched filter is applied at the fundamental 

frequency and the second harmonic in Figure 5.3.  For a fair comparison, the average peak 
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bubble pressure shown is taken to be the average of the peak pressures emitted by a bubble 

when excited by the TWIPS pulse pair.   

 

(a) 
1

( )P t−  

 

(b) 
2

( )P t+  

 
 

 

Figure 5.3. The TWIPS functions, 
1

( )P t
−

and 
2

( )P t
+

, when excited by a LFM chirp (2 to 8 kHz) at 

amplitude of 50 kPa as a function of the bubble radius are shown as solid lines in (a) and (b).   The 

average peak pressure emitted by a single bubble at 1 m when matched filtered at the driving frequency 

and the second harmonic from the TWIPS pulse pair are denoted as dotted lines in (a) and (b) 

respectively.   

 

(a) 
1

( )P t−  

 

(b) 
2

( )P t+  

  

Figure 5.4. The TWIPS functions, 
1

( )P t
−

and 
2

( )P t
+

, when excited by a LFM chirp (30 to 130 kHz) at 

amplitude of 50 kPa as a function of the bubble radius are shown as solid lines in (a) and (b).   The 

average peak pressure emitted by a single bubble at 1 m when matched filtered at the driving frequency 

and the second harmonic from the TWIPS pulse pair are denoted as dotted lines in (a) and (b) 

respectively.   
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 Figure 5.3 shows that, whilst using TWIPS can remove the frequency overlap effect, the 

use of a low frequency pulse will also make this frequency overlap effect less pronounced.  

When a chirp of higher frequency is used, this is more pronounced (Figures 5.4 (b) and 5.5 (b)).  

The frequency overlap effect can be mitigated with a high amplitude pulse as the bubbles are 

driven to high level of pulsation (Figure 5.4 (b)) as described in Section 4.2.2.  In Figure 5.5, a 

lower amplitude of 10 kPa has been used.  With 
2

( )P t+ processing, the more pronounced 

frequency overlap effects can be removed (Figure 5.5 (b)).  This overcomes one key 

disadvantage of using a wideband signal while preserving the higher range resolution associated 

with such a signal [98-100].   

 

(a) 
1

( )P t−  

 

(b) 
2

( )P t+  

  

Figure 5.5. The TWIPS function, 
1

( )P t
−

and 
2

( )P t
+

, when excited by a LFM chirp (30 to 130 kHz) at 

amplitude of 10 kPa as a function of the bubble radius are shown as solid lines in (a) and (b).   The 

average peak pressure emitted by a single bubble at 1 m matched filtered at the driving frequency and the 

second harmonic from the TWIPS pulse pair are denoted as dotted lines in (a) and (b) respectively. 

 

 While 
2

( )P t+ is shown to cancel completely the linear components of the backscatter from 

the bubbles, 
1

( )P t−  enhances the backscattered contribution of the linear scatterer (for example, 

a solid target) and suppresses the nonlinear backscatters of the nonlinear scatterers (bubbles).  It 

is noted that the linear responses of the bubbles at the driving frequency are enhanced with 

1
( )P t−  processing.   These include the linear pulsations of the resonant bubbles.  For a bubble, 

the pulsations at resonance can be very strong, with scattering cross sections typically 1000 

times their geometric cross sections [14].  In Figure 5.4(a), the peak pressure radiated by a 

bubble at 1 m from the bubble when applied a matched filter at the driving frequency for a 

resonant bubble (with radius around 40 µm) is shown to be higher than that of a bubble with 
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radius up to approximately 600 µm.  From this, it can be inferred that the linear responses from 

a bubble with radius larger than 600 µm, if present in sufficient number, will be higher than that 

of the resonant bubbles.  These large bubbles behave mainly as linear scatters and 
1

( )P t−  

processing may not result in reduced backscattered contribution from these bubbles.  This will 

affect the detection performance of 
1

( )P t−  compared to standard sonar processing which will be 

elaborated later in Section 5.4. 

 

 The results of the single bubble model suggest that, by using two wideband pulses, one of 

which is of opposite polarity to another, it is possible to carry out some form of classification 

between a linear and nonlinear scatterer as shown in Figures 5.1 and 5.2.  The results from the 

tank tests and simulations of TWIPS using a LFM waveform will be described next.   

 

5.2.  Results from tank tests and simulations  

 

5.2.1.  Test set-up  

 

 A linear frequency modulated (LFM) waveform was used as the transmitted pulse in the 

tank tests.  Figure 5.6 shows the pair of transmitted pulse measured in the ISVR water tank at 

1 m from the source.  The second pulse (Figure 5.6 (b)) of the TWIPS pulse pair is of opposite 

polarity to the first pulse (Figure 5.6 (a)).  The pulse used has a zero-to-peak SPL of 

212 dB re 1 µPa m with pulse duration of approximately 1 ms.   The same pulses were then used 

in the sonar simulation model.  

 

(a) 
 

(b) 

  

Figure 5.6.  The LFM 2 to 8 kHz chirp used in tank tests with (a) being the first pulse and (b) the inverted 

pulse with a zero-to-peak SPL of 212 dB re 1 µPa m. 
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 In both measurements and simulation model results, the target was placed at 

approximately 2.5 m behind the bubble cloud as described in Chapter 3.  The returned signals 

from each pulse are processed as follows.   The returned signal from each pulse is first matched 

filtered, then their envelope computed (by exploiting the Hilbert transform) and finally 

smoothing the result by averaging over the duration of the outgoing pulse.   As explained in 

Section 3.3.1, the smoothed envelopes of ( )p t , ( )p t− and ( )p t+  are denoted here by P , P−  and 

P+  respectively.  The TWIPS functions, 
1

P−  and 
2

P + , denote the functions, P−  and P+ , with a 

matched filter applied at the fundamental and second harmonic respectively. 

 

 Besides the TWIPS functions, 
1

P− and 
2

P + , a TWIPS ratio, 
1 2

/P P− + , is also used to further 

enhance the contrast between the linear target and bubble cloud.  One disadvantage of using 

ratios is that they can be prone to instability.  Small change in the denominator of the ratio can 

lead to large fluctuations in the output.  The fluctuations in the denominator are reduced through 

averaging of values of 
2

P + over sets of adjacent returns.  Here, geometrical averaging of ten 

adjacent returns is used.  This use of geometrical averaging will be discussed in Section 5.5.   

 

 The ROC curves presented are generated using the distribution of the backscattered 

responses in the region containing the backscattered reverberation of the bubble cloud and target 

in the target absent and target present cases.  Here, this region is taken to span from 1.5 to 4 ms 

so as to encompass the backscatter of the target and bubble cloud.   

 

5.2.2.  Measurement results  

 

 Figure 5.7 shows the measurement results when the LFM chirp waveform was used with 

a solid disc (shown in Section 3.2.5) placed at 2.5 m from the source.  The solid disc was rotated 

by an angle of approximately 10o to give a target strength (TS) of -15 dB.  The bubble cloud 

was placed in between the source and the solid target, with the bubble diffuser placed at 

approximately 1.5 m from the source.  An image plot is formed by stacking the processed 

returned signal with the amplitude represented by colour, as defined in the colour scale bar.  

Each image plot shows the repeatability of each test as the environment changes with bubble 

cloud evolution.   
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 (a)  Target present 
 

(b) Target absent 

               Bubble   
               cloud   Target    multipaths 

             Bubble  
              cloud                 multipaths 

                   ↓           ↓        ↓        ↓                  ↓                      ↓        ↓ 

(i) 

standard  

sonar 

  

(ii) P1- 

  

(iii) P2+ 

  

(iv)  

P1-/P2+ 

  

  

 

Figure 5.7. Plots of measurements using LFM chirp waveform with target (TS= -15 dB) placed at 2.5 m 

to compare the processing operators: (i) standard sonar (ii) P1- (iii) P2+ (iv) P1-/P2+.  In (a) target is present 

and located between 3 and 4 ms, and in (b) the target is absent.  Each colour scale is normalised to the 

maximum value within each plot, which for (a) is (i) 4.9 x 104, (ii) 1.9 × 105, (iii) 2.0 x 103, and 

(iv) 4.5 × 103 and for (b) is (i) 3.7 x 104, (ii) 1.5 × 105, (iii) 1.7 x 103, and (iv) 2.7 × 103. 

 

 Figure 5.7 shows the plots of the various TWIPS functions with and without target.  The 

colour scale of each plot has been normalised to the maximum value within the plot.  Both 

standard sonar and 
1

P−  processing show the presence of the bubble cloud (between 
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approximately 1.5 to 2.5 ms), the target between 3 to 4 ms and wall reverberations between 4 

and 6 ms.  In Figures 5.7(a)(ii) and (b)(ii), using 
1

P−  alone does not completely suppress the 

backscattered contribution of the bubble cloud.  With 
2

P +  processing, the presence of the bubble 

cloud is enhanced while the presence of the linear scatterer, in this case, the solid target, is 

suppressed (Figure 5.7(a)(iii)).  Figure 5.7(a)(iv) shows 
1 2

/P P− +  can enhance the presence of the 

target and suppress the backscatters of the bubble cloud, resulting in improved target detection.  

Wall reverberation is observed between 4 and 6 ms.   

 

 The improved target detection is represented by a better ROC curve for 
1 2

/P P− +  as 

illustrated in Figure 5.8(b).  The ROC curve for the TWIPS function of 
1 2

/P P− +  gives a 

probability of detection of 16% before giving a single false alarm while the ROC curve for the 

standard sonar processing has a probability of detection of only 1% before giving a single false 

alarm.  The area under the ROC curve for 
1 2

/P P− +  is 0.85 against an area of 0.66 for standard 

sonar processing.  An area of 1 represents the area under the ROC curve of a perfect detector. 

 

 By comparing the results of 
1

P− and 
2

P +  (Figures 5.7(a)(ii) and (iii)), an operator can 

easily distinguish between the backscattered contribution of the linear scatterer (target) and 

backscattered reverberation of the nonlinear scatterers (bubble cloud), resulting in effective 

classification of these two types of scatterers.  This classification ability is absent in standard 

sonar technique.  However, in target detection performance, the use of 
1

P−  is not as effective as 

using the ratio, 
1 2

/P P− +  as seen in Figure 5.8.  Instead, the detection performance of 
1

P−  is only 

comparable to that of standard sonar processing with comparable ROC curves.  In this case, the 

detection performance of the TWIPS ratio, 
1 2

/P P− + , is better than those of standard sonar 

technique and TWIPS function 
1

P− , as measured by the ROC curves. 

 

 The above discussion has shown that TWIPS is able to differentiate between the 

backscattered contribution of a linear scatterer (the solid target) and the backscattered 

reverberation of the nonlinear scatterers (bubble cloud).  This ability to differentiate between 

linear and nonlinear scatterers may also help in improving the "visibility" of the linear scatterer.  

This improvement in target detection capability of the solid target in a bubble-filled 

environment is demonstrated in the measurement results as quantified using ROC curves.   
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(a) 
1

P−  (b) 
1 2

/P P− +  

  

Figure 5.8. Comparison of the ROC curves of standard sonar processing and TWIPS functions computed 

from the measurements of LFM chirp waveform with target placed at 2.5 m where the open circles are the 

ROC curve of standard sonar processing and the crosses represent the ROC curve of the TWIPS 

functions, P1- and P1-/P2+ in (a) and (b) respectively. Pd is the probability of detection while Pfa is the 

probability of false alarm. 

 

5.2.3.  Sonar simulation model results  

 

 Results from the sonar simulation model for a set-up similar to that of tank tests are 

shown in Figure 5.9.  Similar to the tank tests, the standard sonar processing is unable to 

differentiate the linear scatterer (solid target) from nonlinear scatterers (the bubble cloud).   In 

contrast, Figures 5.9(a)(ii), (a)(iii) and (a)(iv) show the two types of scatterers (solid target and 

the bubble cloud) can be distinguished from each other by comparing the results of 
1

P− and 
2

P +  

or the results of the TWIPS ratio and 
2

P + .  The primary advantage of using TWIPS in 

distinguishing between a solid target and bubble cloud is thus demonstrated.    

 

 By suppressing the backscatter from the bubble cloud through the use of 
2

P +  in the 

denominator, the backscatter from the linear target is enhanced with the TWIPS 

ratio (Figure 5.9(a)(iv)).  This provides the secondary advantage of improving the target 

detection performance.  A quantitative measure of the improvement in target detection 

performance compared to standard sonar processing can be obtained from the ROC curves.      
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 (a)  Target present 
 

(b) Target absent 

          Bubble   
           cloud          Target  

             Bubble  
              cloud  

                ↓                ↓                       ↓          

(i) 

standard  

sonar 

  

(ii) P1- 

  

(iii) P2+ 

  

(iv)  

P1-/P2+ 

  

  

 

Figure 5.9. Plots of simulations using LFM chirp waveform with target (TS= -15 dB) placed at 2.5 m to 

compare the processing operators: (i) standard sonar (ii) P1- (iii) P2+ (iv) P1-/P2+.  In (a) target is present 

and located between 3 and 4 ms, and in (b) the target is absent.  Each colour scale is normalised to the 

maximum value within each plot, which for (a) are (i) 1.2 × 108, (ii) 4.9 × 108, (iii) 2.8 × 108, and 

(iv) 3.3 × 10 and (b) are (a) are (i) 1.2 × 108, (ii) 4.7 × 108, (iii) 2.8 × 108, and (iv) 1.6 × 10. 
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(a) 
1

P−  (b) 
1 2

/P P− +  

  

Figure 5.10. ROC curves of standard sonar processing and TWIPS functions computed from the 

simulation results of LFM chirp waveform with target placed at 2.5 m where the open circles are the ROC 

curve of standard sonar processing and the crosses represent the ROC curve of the TWIPS functions, P1- 

and P1-/P2+ in (a) and (b) respectively. 

 

 Figure 5.10 shows the ROC curves computed from results in Figure 5.9.  Both ROC 

curves show the same trend as the corresponding ROC curves of the tank measurements.  The 

ROC curves in Figure 5.10(b) shows the detection performance of TWIPS function, 
1

P− , is 

comparable to that of standard sonar processing while detection of the linear target can be 

improved with the TWIPS ratio, 
1 2

/P P− + .   While the same trends are observed in the ROC 

curves for the sonar simulation model (Figure 5.10) and measurements (Figure 5.8), the 

difference between these curves for the experiment and simulation is explained by the fact that 

the model fails to reproduce certain aspects of the specific bubble cloud in the tank.  In 

particular, the cloud formed in an experiment will exhibit spatial and temporal heterogeneity 

which the model is unable to replicate precisely. The absolute performance, as measured by the 

ROC curves, of the model relative to the experiment suggests that this environmental feature is 

not perfectly modelled.      

 

5.3.   Classification of linear and nonlinear scatterers 

  

 The results of both tank tests and sonar simulation model have shown that by visually 

comparing the plots of 
1

P−  and 
2

P + , the backscattered reverberation of the bubble cloud can be 

distinguished from the backscattering of the solid target.   In the tank tests and simulations, 
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1
P−  processing enhances the linear backscattered contributions from the linear scatterers, while 

2
P +  processing results in the complete cancellation of the returned signals of the linear 

scatterers.  This capability is inherently absent from standard sonar processing.    

 

 In both tank tests and sonar simulation model, the bubble cloud used has a wide bubble 

size distribution which is typical of an oceanic bubble cloud.  The backscattered reverberation 

from the bubble cloud will contain linear backscattered contributions of the larger bubbles, 

which behave mainly as linear scatterers.  Hence, 
1

P−  processing may not necessarily result in 

reduced backscattered contribution from the bubble cloud, and consequently better detection 

performance compared to standard sonar processing.  This will be discussed in greater detail in 

the next section.  

 

5.4.  Efficacy of P1- processing 

 

 The results of both tank tests and sonar simulation model have shown that the target 

detection performance of 
1

P−  processing is only comparable to that of standard sonar.  They 

have the same area under their ROC curves, giving a value of 0.66 (Figure 5.8(a)) and 0.79 

(Figure 5.10(a)) for the tank tests and simulations respectively.  A value of 1 will represent the 

area under a ROC curve of a perfect detector.  The TWIPS function, 
1

P−  processing will only 

outperform standard sonar processing in linear target detection if 
1

P−  processing can reduce the 

backscattered reverberation of the bubble cloud more than standard sonar processing.  This 

reduction of bubble cloud backscatter has to be significant such that the returned signals from 

the linear target will be higher relative to that of the bubble cloud.   

  

 The TWIPS function, 
1

P−  and standard sonar are computed as follows.  The TWIPS 

function, 
1

P− , is the smoothed envelope of the responses of ( )p t−  computed after application of 

a filter matched to the frequency of the driving pulse while the standard sonar processing 

technique consists of averaging the smoothed envelopes of the same matched filtered responses 

of the pulse pair.   

 

 In Section 5.1, it has been shown that ( )p t−  does not completely eliminate the scattering 

of the bubble cloud as ( )p t−  gives a doubling of the responses of bubbles larger than the 

resonant bubble radius (which can be taken as linear scatterers) while giving a reduced response 
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for bubbles with resonant frequencies close to or higher than the frequency of the driving pulses 

(which can be taken as nonlinear scatterers).  Hence, one contributing factor is the wide size 

distribution of the bubble cloud studied as such bubble cloud will contain large bubbles with 

resonant frequencies lower than the frequency of the driving pulse.   

 

 (a) 150 µm (b) 150 µm (expanded) 

  

  

(c) 750 µm (d) 750 µm (expanded) 

  

  

(e) 1600 µm (f) 1600 (expanded) 

  

Figure 5.11. Standard sonar processing (denoted by the dotted line) and TWIPS 
1

P
−

 processing (denoted 

by the solid line) of the bubble response normalized by values of standard sonar processing for pulse used 

in Section 5.2.1. The bubble radius in (a) is 150 µm, (b) 150 µm (expanded), (c) 750 µm, (d) 750 µm 

(expanded), (e) 1600 µm, (f) 1600 µm (expanded),   
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 The efficacy of TWIPS 
1

P−  can be discussed in greater detail by examining the bubble 

responses at several representative radii using the nonlinear single bubble model described in 

Chapter 3 with the LFM chirp used in Section 5.2.1.  To prevent simple gains in TWIPS 
1

P−  and 

standard sonar processing, the TWIPS
1

P−  and standard sonar processing have been normalised 

such that both processing schemes give the same value for the backscattered response of a linear 

target.  In Figure 5.11, the normalised 
1

P−  and standard sonar processing values for three 

representative bubble radii are shown.  Figures 5.11(a) and (b) show the processed bubble 

response for a bubble whose resonant frequency is higher than the driving frequency, or in 

another word, a smaller bubble.  Figures 5.11(c) and (d) show the results for a bubble whose 

resonant frequency is within the frequency band of the driving pulse and Figures 5.11(e) and (f) 

for a larger bubble whose resonant frequency is lower than the frequency band of the driving 

pulse.  For the larger bubble, it behaves like a linear scatterer.   

 

 For large bubbles (whose resonant frequency are lower than the driving frequencies), the 

TWIPS 
1

P−  processing is only comparable to standard sonar processing as the large bubbles 

behave mostly like linear scatterers as described in Section 5.1.  For bubbles whose resonant 

frequencies are within (Figure 5.11(b)) or higher (Figure 5.11(d)) than the frequency band of the 

driving pulse, the TWIPS 
1

P−  processing results in lower backscattering compared to standard 

sonar processing.  However, for this particular driving pulse, these differences between 

TWIPS 
1

P−  and standard sonar processing for these bubble sizes are not significant enough for 

TWIPS 
1

P−  processing to have any performance advantage compared to standard sonar 

processing based on the ROC curve analysis.  The ROC curves show the detection performance 

of TWIPS 
1

P−  processing is only comparable to that of standard sonar processing.  For this 

particular pulse, one way to improve the performance advantage of TWIPS 
1

P−  processing is by 

increasing the amplitude of the pulse.   
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(a) 150 µm (b) 150 µm (expanded) 

  

  

(c) 750 µm (d) 750 µm (expanded) 

  

  

(e) 1600 µm (f) 1600 (expanded) 

  

 

Figure 5.12. Standard sonar processing (denoted by the dotted line) and TWIPS 
1

P
−

 processing (denoted 

by the solid line) of the bubble response normalized by values of standard sonar processing for pulse used 

in Section 5.2.1 with amplitude increased by 6 dB. The bubble radius in (a) is 150 µm, 

(b) 150 µm (expanded), (c) 750 µm, (d) 750 µm (expanded), (e) 1600 µm, (f) 1600 µm (expanded).   
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 When the amplitude of the pulse used in Section 5.2.1 is increased by 6 dB, Figure 5.12 

shows the TWIPS 
1

P−  processing results in a lower backscattering compared to standard sonar 

processing for resonant and smaller bubbles (Figures 5.12(b) and (d) respectively).   The 

differences between TWIPS 
1

P−  processing and standard sonar becomes more significant for 

these bubble sizes at higher amplitudes, suggesting that, if the bubble population contain only 

bubbles of similar sizes, the detection performance of the TWIPS 
1

P−  processing can 

outperform that of standard sonar processing.  However, for the bubble cloud of a wide bubble 

size distribution studied, larger bubbles will be present.  Figure 5.12(e) shows the TWIPS 
1

P−  

processing is only comparable to standard sonar processing for a large bubble.  While the use of 

a low frequency pulse can decrease the number of larger bubbles (relative to the acoustic 

wavelength of the driving pulse), and a high amplitude can improve the performance of 

TWIPS 
1

P−  processing relative to standard sonar processing, there are practical constraints in 

producing a very high amplitude and low frequency signal in oceans [98-100].        

  

 To improve the detection performance of TWIPS, a combination of the functions, 
1

P− and 

2
P + , has been proposed by Leighton et al. [3, 6] to improve the detection of solid target in 

bubbly water.   This combination of TWIPS functions is commonly referred to as the TWIPS 

ratio and will be discussed next.     

 

5.5.  TWIPS ratio processing 

 

 For the LFM waveform used, both tank tests and simulations have shown that the TWIPS 

ratio, 
1 2

/P P− + , can improve the detection of a linear target behind a bubble cloud by enhancing 

the linear backscattered contribution from the linear target with 
1

P−  suppression of the nonlinear 

backscattered reverberation of the bubble cloud with 
2

P + in the denominator.   This improved 

detection performance can be quantified using the ROC curves shown in Figures 5.8(b) and 

5.10(b) for the tank and simulation results respectively. 

 

 While the TWIPS ratio, 
1 2

/P P− + , obviates the need for time varying gain, this comes with 

the disadvantage of instability [3, 119].   One way to mitigate this instability is by averaging the 

values of 
2

P +  over sets of adjacent returns.  In the results of the TWIPS ratio presented in 

Figures 5.7 and 5.8, geometrical averaging over ten sets of adjacent returns have been carried 

out following after Leighton et al.[3, 6].  Geometrical averaging is preferred because the natural 
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evolution of the cloud means that the values of 
2

P +  over sets of returns can fluctuate and 

sometimes give rise to very large values.  Geometrical averaging reduces large changes to ratios 

equal to the smaller relative changes by giving each change equal weight without 

overemphasizing these large values by treating them as absolute numbers [120, 121].   While 

geometrical averaging is preferred here, arithmetic and reciprocal averaging have all been found 

effective [3].  

 

 One limitation of using the TWIPS ratio is its inability to improve the detection of a 

linear target in bubbly water if the target is placed close to or within a bubble cloud.  This 

deficiency is the result of its dependence on the suppression of the linear backscatters of the 

bubble cloud through the use of 
2

P +  in the denominator.  While the use of 
2

P +  in the 

denominator greatly improves the contrast between the scatters from the linear target and the 

bubble cloud by suppressing the linear scatters of the bubble cloud, it will also suppress the 

linear scatters from the target if the target is close to or within the main scatter of the bubble 

cloud.  Use of 
1

P− does not have this limitation.  However, the ROC curve (Figures 5.8(a) and 

5.10(a)) has shown the TWIPS function, 
1

P−  is only comparable to standard sonar processing 

for the particular pulse used. 

 

 The TWIPS function, 
1 2

/P P− +  together with 
2

P + , like 
1

P− and
2

P + , allows the nonlinear 

backscattered reverberation of the bubble to be easily distinguished from the linear backscatters 

of the solid target, which is the primary advantage of using TWIPS.  By visually comparing the 

plots of 
1 2

/P P− +  and 
2

P + , the backscatters of the linear target in bubbly environment can be 

separated from those of the bubble cloud.  Here, the detection performance also improves with 

1 2
/P P− + outperforming standard sonar processing as measured by the ROC curves.   

 

5.6.  TWIPS in nature 

  

 From the earliest days of the study of TWIPS, the impetus in finding a sonar solution for 

shallow bubbly water had come from the dilemma that species of odontocetes, which rely so 

heavily on echolocation, not only inhabit shallow coastal waters but some species also 

occasionally at times also make bubble nets, begging the question of whether any odontocete 

uses TWIPS [1, 7].  While there is no evidence that odontocetes use TWIPS, a major part of this 

issue is the lack of data in the open literature taken in ways appropriate for answering this 

question, for example, tank tests of appropriate species subjected to bubbly environments.  The 
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paucity of data thus makes it impossible to be categorical about the use of TWIPS by 

odontocetes while making it interesting points of discussion.  Such speculation is justified given 

that TWIPS has been made to work in sea trials [3, 6].   

 

 Multiple pulses with nearly constant amplitude and separation times have been reported 

from Commerson's dolphin (Cephalorhynchus commersonii) [122-124] and 

Hector's dolphin (Cephalorhynchus hectori) [125, 126].  Like all the Cephalorhychus species, 

these are creatures whose primary habitats are shallow waters.   For example, the Hector's 

dolphin is found in coastal waters of New Zealand while the Commerson's dolphin is found in 

coastal waters of Argentina and Chile.  In addition, multiple pulses have also been reported 

from members of the genus Phocoena.  Pulses of equal amplitude and in anti-phase have also 

been reported from the Finless porpoise (Neophocoena phocoena) in coastal Asia.   While 

Li et al. [127] have attributed these pulses to reflections from the air/water interface, which is a 

distinct possibility, Dawson and Thorpe [126] have outline evidence for the deliberate 

generation of multiple pulses by some species.  Multiple hydrophones should thus be used to 

confirm these surface reflections since Medwin [128] found significant fall-off with amplitude 

of even normal incidence reflections from an upward-looking sonar directed at the air/water 

interface and significant variation in these reflections attributed to surface waves was also found 

by Tindle et al. [129].  In addition, a study of the propagation loss of porpoise-like clicks by 

DeRuiter et al. [130] also found large variability in transmission loss which can be partly 

attributed to surface waves.        

 

 One of the key ingredients for TWIPS to work is the ability to hear the second harmonic 

of the echolocation emission.  Study of the audiogram of individual animals of various species 

like the harbour porpoise (Phocoena phocoena) [131] has shown that these animals will have 

difficulty hearing the second harmonic of their echolocation emission.  However, the dataset 

from those species which emit multiple pulses is sparse. 

 

 Whilst the above discussion justifies the question of what adaptations shallow-water 

odontocetes have made for their environment, the pulses measured to date are also ill-suited to 

generating nonlinearity from oceanic bubble clouds.  Firstly, their amplitudes are too low.  

Some species of odontocetes have been observed transmitting at very high source level [113].  

For example, peak-to-peak source levels of 230 dB re 1 µPa m have been recorded from species 

like the Atlantic bottlenose dolphin, Pacific bottlenose dolphin (Tursiop gilli) and false killer 

whale (Pseudorca crassidens) [113, 115].  However, these are not the species that are suspected 

of transmitting double pulses of opposite polarity.    Secondly, the frequencies of echolocation 

emission of odontocetes tend to be above 100 kHz.  This frequency is not optimal for generating 
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nonlinearities from a wide bubble size distribution of oceanic bubble clouds [5].  Bubbles 

respond to sudden pressure changes on timescale determined by their natural frequencies, which 

are roughly inversely proportional to their bubble radii.  While a nonlinear response can be 

readily obtained from a resonant bubble, the wide bubble size distribution of an oceanic cloud 

means that there will be bubbles which will be off-resonant.  With a high frequency pulse, the 

proportion of larger off-resonant bubbles will be higher and larger bubbles will respond 

approximately linearly whereas a low frequency pulse will be able to excite nonlinearity even 

from the small bubbles [95].  This has also been discussed in details in Section 4.2.1.  While a 

high frequency pulse is not ideal, it may not as debilitating as initially thought.  This is because 

the bubble size distribution of an oceanic bubble cloud roughly follows a power-law distribution 

with an exponent ranging from -2.0 to -6.4 (depending on environmental conditions) [95, 111].  

Specifically, a high frequency pulse may still operate in an environment with a bubble size 

distribution which obeys a power-law with a large exponent.  In such an environment, the 

proportion of larger off-resonant bubbles will be significantly lower.   

 

 Beside the possibility of TWIPS-like processing with the use of double pulses, 

Finfer et al. [118] also described several scenarios where there might be other competitive 

advantages of using multiple pulses.  For example, if the second pulse insonified the target at an 

angle which differed from the direct path, it could possibly provide information as to the 

directional nature of the scatter from the target.  Multiple pulses emitted in succession might 

allow for coherent averaging.  This coherent averaging could mitigate the effects of ambient 

noise or interferences from clutter such as those of oceanic bubble clouds.   

 

5.7.  Summary 

 

 The efficacy of TWIPS has been demonstrated using a pair of LFM chirp of opposite 

polarity in this chapter.  TWIPS was first demonstrated using a single bubble model.  This was 

then followed by the tank tests at ISVR water tank.  Similar observations were obtained using a 

similar set-up in the sonar simulation model.  From the subtraction and addition of the pair of 

inverted pulses, denoted as ( )p t− and ( )p t+  respectively, TWIPS differentiates between the 

returned signals of a solid target and a bubble cloud, distinguishing between the solid target 

(linear scatterer) from the bubble cloud (nonlinear scatterers).  This capability to distinguish 

between linear and nonlinear scatterers is absent in the standard sonar technique.  Using the 

TWIPS ratio, 
1 2

/P P− + , the secondary advantage of TWIPS was demonstrated.   Here, the 

TWIPS ratio is able to detect the linear target behind the bubble cloud better than that of 

standard sonar technique.  This performance advantage of the TWIPS ratio will be important in 
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a number of applications where the targets are not expected to be close to or within the bubble 

cloud.  For example, given the bubbly nature of the near-surface ocean layer, the performance of 

a hull-mounted sonar for the detection of naval mines laid on seabeds in shallow water regions 

could be improved using the TWIPS ratio. 

 

 One limitation of the TWIPS ratio is also raised in Section 5.5.  Specifically, the TWIPS 

ratio, while effective in scenarios where the solid target is placed away from the main scatter of 

the bubble cloud, is not as effective if the solid target is placed close to or within the bubble 

cloud.  While the use of 
1

P− is not constrained by this limitation as it does not depend on the 

suppression of the bubble cloud through the use of 
2

P +  in the denominator, its detection 

performance was found to be only comparable to that of standard sonar processing for the 

particular pulse used.  For the particular scenario studied, the detection performance of the 

TWIPS ratio, 
1 2

/P P− + , on the other hand, was shown to be outperform the detection 

performance of standard sonar. 

 

 The theoretical and experimental testings of TWIPS have demonstrated that a pair of high 

amplitude and low frequency pulses will ideally be required.  Such conditions appeared to be 

absent in the available evidence of echolocating odontocetes, which have been observed to give 

out multiple pulses, some of which have been recorded to be of opposite polarity to each other.  

While a high frequency pulse is not ideal, it may not as debilitating because of the bubble size 

distribution present in an oceanic bubble cloud but none of the evidence to date of these 

odontocetes emit amplitude high enough to suggest the possibility of TWIPS-like processing 

but.  The paucity of data for these odontocetes, however, means that the possibility of TWIPS, 

in one form or another, cannot be ruled out categorically.  Compared to these odontocetes, other 

echo-locating species like the Atlantic bottlenose dolphin (Tursiops truncatus) is known to emit 

high amplitude pulses.  These pulses are also of high frequency, which is not optimal for 

generating nonlinearity from a wide bubble size distribution.  However, they have biosonar that 

are widely acknowledged to outperform man-made sonar in target echolocation tasks in 

demanding environments [113, 114].  The next chapter will thus review the current 

understanding of the echolocation ability of mainly this species of odontocetes for possible 

insights into potential sonar enhancement solutions.  In particular, emphasis will be on sonar 

enhancement techniques that can allow for capability to distinguish solid targets from bubble 

clouds and, if possible, improve the detection of such targets.    
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Chapter 6.  Echolocation ability of dolphins 

 

6.1.  Literature survey 

6.1.1.  Introduction  

 

 Odontocetes routinely produce pulsed sounds, which many studies have shown to be used 

for echolocation [106, 113, 115, 132, 133].  The previous chapter described reports of double or 

multiple pulses of equal amplitudes which were commonly recorded from odontocetes such as 

from the genus Cephalorhynchus [122, 124, 125, 134] and the Phocoenidae family [122, 135].  

However, it is not clear if these multi-pulses were from surface and bottom reflections [127] or 

if they were directly generated at source by the animals [134, 136].  The animals could make 

use of the second pulse of a pair even if they did not generate it, like if they were the source, and 

purpose of these multiple pulses has not been determined.   

 

 However, it has been established that animals like the Atlantic bottlenose dolphin 

(Tursiops truncatus) use many pulses to interrogate a target [113, 115].  Their performance in 

detecting and classifying targets, particularly in a shallow water environment where the returned 

signal is dominated by the scatter from the wave-generated bubble clouds in the vicinity of 

targets, is widely accepted to be superior to man-made sonar [114].  This widely acknowledged 

fact is why military-trained bottlenose dolphins often represent the only viable sonar option for 

certain tasks.    

 

 The majority of the studies published on odontocete echolocation are on the Atlantic 

bottlenose dolphin.   One reason is because they are the most commonly held odontocetes in 

zoological parks, research facilities and military compounds.  This stems largely from the fact 

that they can be found close to shore and can be captured relatively easily, easy to train, and 

they survive in captivity better than most other odontocetes.  Hence, the term dolphin used in 

this chapter will mainly refer to the Atlantic bottlenose dolphin.  
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 This section will review the echolocation ability of the dolphin.  It starts with a 

description of the pulse emitted by the dolphin.  This will be followed by a review of the current 

work on the possible strategies adopted by a dolphin to detect and identify objects in an 

underwater environment.  Based on these understanding, a study on how certain aspects of these 

findings can possibly be used to enhance target detection and classification in bubbly water is 

carried out at the end of this chapter. 

 

6.1.2.  Characteristics of dolphin signals 

 

 A dolphin echolocates by emitting acoustic pulses commonly called ‘clicks’ [113].  These 

clicks are typically wideband (-3 dB bandwidth potentially exceeding 85 kHz) [113, 137, 138] 

and short duration (50 to 80 µs) [113, 137, 138].   Peak-to-peak source level as high as 

230 dB re 1µPa m has been measured [113, 115, 132].  The dolphin sonar beam has also been 

characterized as highly directional with past measurements showing a transmission beamwidth 

of approximately 10o in both horizontal and vertical planes [139-141] with a later study of 

Moore et al. [142], showing the dolphin’s ability to steer and modify the width of its 

echolocation beam.  When searching for targets, the dolphin also transmits a number of clicks 

normally referred to as a click train.  They have been observed to emit 5 to 150 clicks to 

interrogate a target over a period of a few seconds [143].  The inter-click interval can be as low 

as tens of millisecond, depending on the distance to the target. 

 

 A number of click types have been observed and one click taxonomy was proposed by 

Houser et al. [137] as shown in Figure 6.1.  While the clicks are typically wideband and short 

duration,  the echolocation clicks used have been found to vary across individual dolphins with 

clicks produced by individual dolphins clustering around different peak frequencies [137, 138].   

 

 This variation in click types of a dolphin may be caused by age.  Ibsen et al. [144]  

studied the characteristics of a female dolphin’s signals and found that the peak frequency, 

average source level and spectrum shape of the signals emitted by the dolphin changed 

significantly over a period of five years.  Despite these differences, the dolphin was able to 

perform the same discrimination task at nearly the same level of success.    
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Figure 6.1. Categories of click types, click type description and a representative spectrum for each.  The 

horizontal dotted line represents -3 dB regions and the vertical dotted line represents peak frequency.  

(Figure reproduced from Houser et al. [137].) 

 

 Another possible factor is the task at hand.  Capus et al. [133]  used the experimental data 

collected from dolphins in both open water testing pens [145] and free-swimming [138] during 

target echolocation tasks.  They found systematic variations in the click types while the dolphins 

were echolocating a target.  This systematic variation will be discussed in greater detail in 

Section 6.1.3.     

 

 The characteristic of the clicks emitted by a dolphin is also known to change with the 

environment.  The earlier measurements of dolphin signals were all carried out in water tanks 

where the animals were housed until Au et al. [146] measured the dolphin signals in open water.   

Earlier tank measurements reviewed by Evans [139] reported a typical source level of 

170 dB re 1 µPa m for peak frequencies that varied between 30 to 60 kHz.  The open sea 

measurements by Au et al. [146], on the other hand, obtained signals that have an average peak-
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to-peak source level of 220 dB re 1 µPa m with peak frequencies that increase to 120 to 

130 kHz.   Subsequently, peak-to-peak source level as high as 230 dB re 1 µPa m has been 

measured [132].  The measurements in open water revealed that the dolphin sonar can be highly 

flexible.  One factor affecting the performance of the dolphin sonar is the operating 

environment.  In noisy environments, dolphins have been found to produce louder clicks that 

have higher frequencies [146] and to produce a greater number of clicks when performing the 

same task [147].   

 

 Past experiments have also suggested that a relationship between centre frequency of the 

signals and the source level might exist.  This relationship between centre frequency and the 

source level in dolphins was further examined by Thomas et al. [148, 149] and Au et al. [150]  

in a series of experiments using other species of odontocetes.  With a false killer 

whale (Pseudorca crassidens), their results suggested that there was a relationship between the 

frequency content of echolocation signals and source level.   Au and Nachtigall [132] also 

compared data of a beluga or white whale (Delphinapterus leucas) of Turl et al. [151]  with the 

measurements of Au et al. [152].  Turl et al. [151]  measured the sonar signals of a beluga in a 

clutter detection task in San Diego Bay and these were compared to the low amplitude signals 

emitted by a beluga in the experiments conducted by Au et al. [152].  The peak frequency of the 

signal was found to be lower when the amplitude was lower, suggesting a relationship between 

the peak frequency of the signals and source level.  Au et al. [150] postulated that there could be 

a physiological reason for the relationship between the frequency and source level of the signal 

emitted, meaning the species of odontocetes studied could only emit high level clicks if they use 

higher frequencies. 

 

 While it has not been categorically proved that there is a physiological reason for the 

relationship between centre frequency and source level, what is clear is the adaptability of a 

dolphin sonar to external factors like age (which probably affects hearing abilities [153, 154]), 

task types [133, 138, 155, 156], and environment [139, 146, 147, 151, 152].  This flexibility is 

probably one of the main factors that contribute to the overall performance of the dolphin sonar 

in object detection and identification, and possibly the reason why it is often difficult to 

understand fully how a dolphin uses its sonar in target echolocation.  The work investigating the 

possible strategies of a target-hunting dolphin is now reviewed. 
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6.1.3.  Object detection and identification by dolphins 

 

 There have been numerous works undertaken to improve the understanding of how a 

dolphin detects and identifies underwater objects.  In the course of the review, it is noted that 

the practical constraints of an experiment involving dolphins as well as the adaptive nature of 

the dolphin sonar system mean it is often difficult to devise experiments that can categorically 

pin-point how a dolphin uses its sonar to detect and identify underwater objects.  Instead, many 

studies seek to test a particular hypothesis of how dolphin sonar operates so as to aid in the 

design of an analogous biomimetic system.  While there have been many studies that seek to 

understand the dolphin sonar system in the last few decades, there is none which specifically 

address the issue of target detection and classification in bubbly water.  For these reasons, it is 

of little surprise that many aspects of how the dolphin operates its sonar remain a mystery [115]. 

 

 One of the factors that can possibly contribute to the good detection performance of the 

dolphin sonar appears to be the characteristics of their clicks.  As stated earlier, a dolphin click 

is typically broadband, short duration pulse [114].  Based on the bandwidth and duration of a 

typical dolphin click, Au [113] pointed out the temporal resolution of such a click would be 

approximately 15 to 20 µs which translated to a distance resolution of 15 cm.   

 

 In addition, studies have also found that a dolphin auditory system is able to differentiate 

the duration, frequency, and intensity of a return echo.  For example, a dolphin has been shown 

to separate broadband sounds that are only 264 µs apart as separate sounds [157, 158].  

Discriminating intensities in broadband sound that vary by a small amount (about 1 dB for 

signal 36 dB above threshold) was shown by Evans [139].  They can also discriminate between 

a 114.0 kHz tone and a 114.2 kHz tone [159].  Another study has also found dolphins detecting 

broadband signals slightly better than a pure-tone signal [160].  Evidence presented by Au and 

Turl [104] also suggested that dolphins can discriminate echoes based on their frequency 

content.  In their experiments, a dolphin was able to discriminate between cylinders, presented 

two at a time, which varied in material (aluminium versus stainless steel and aluminium versus 

coral rock).  A later study by DeLong et al. [161] used a wider array of objects which also 

suggests the use of the frequency content of the echo returns in the discrimination of the objects.  

 

 When performing target detection task, a dolphin will produce click trains to interrogate 

the target.   When faced with a difficult target, the dolphin has been observed to use a greater 

number of clicks [155, 156].  Hence, many studies focused on the use of click trains by dolphins 
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during target echolocation.  In a sonar system, one obvious reason for using multiple pulses 

would be in improving signal-noise ratio (SNR) when the multiple echoes are combined [118, 

162].   

 

 Other potential benefits of emitting multiple pulses at fixed interval would include ability 

to track targets, range of target and to form acoustic images.  Altes et al. [162] demonstrated 

that SNR required for target detection decreased in a series of experiments conducted with 

dolphins as the number of available of echoes increased.  Dankiewicz et al. [163] further 

explored this idea of multi-echo processing by artificially manipulating the echoes received by a 

dolphin.  Echoes with varying amplitude modulation rate were created.  In their experiments, 

they found that the dolphin was able to discriminate amplitude-modulated echo trains from 

those that are not modulated.  However, as the echoes used in the experiments were designed to 

vary in amplitude specifically, it is not clear if an echolocating dolphin actually use amplitude-

modulated information for object recognition.  The possibility of producing synthetic sonar-like 

images by combining echoes from objects insonified at multiple orientations was also 

demonstrated using the short, broadband dolphin clicks [164].   

 

 Based on the physics of acoustic scattering, it can be shown that the acoustic scattering of 

an object will vary at different aspects [82, 83].   With an understanding of the scattering 

characteristic of an object, it is thus possible to detect and classify an object based on its 

scattering patterns.  Using wideband signals inspired from dolphin clicks,  Brown et al. [105] 

showed that shape and material information of an underwater object can be elicited from the 

responses of the object over different frequencies.  This can improve current detection, 

identification and tracking of underwater objects like buried and partially buried cables [105, 

107, 108].  

 

 The strategy of the dolphin to use multiple pulses to interrogate a target at different 

orientations (using body or head movements as observed by Herzing [165]) would seem to be 

another effective way to improve target classification.  The possibility of using multiple pulses 

to improve sonar performance by odontocetes like the Hector's dolphin and porpoises was also 

raised by Finfer et al. [118].  Use of multiple pulses akin to a dolphin’s click train to obtain 

echoes from different orientation of an object was also investigated and shown to be a strong 

possibility for better target classification [161, 166].  Using synthetic signals of the dolphin, 

different acoustic cues were found to be present for different species of fish at different 

orientation, suggesting that these might be used by the dolphin for prey discrimination [102, 

167].    
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 Based on the data of Moore et al. [145] and Houser et al. [138, 168] collected as part of 

the Navy Marine Mammal Program, Capus et al. [133] hypothesized that the dolphin could 

obtain additional target information by varying the transmit pulses.  From the two sets of data, 

they observed individual dolphins vary their clicks from uni-modal to bi-modal clicks and back 

over the course of a target discrimination trial.   For one individual, it was observed that the 

lower frequency component (Click type A in Figure 6.1) was relatively stable but the higher 

frequency component showed marked variation, varying between Click type B to E as 

illustrated in Figure 6.1.  For another dolphin, the variation in types of clicks was somewhat 

different but still involved fluctuating between the different click types while keeping the high 

frequency component relatively steady.  From these observations, Capus et al. [133] proposed 

the use of a double down-chirp model to represent a typical dolphin click.  In this model, the 

total duration of the dolphin click is modelled as two down-chirp components having the same 

chirp rate but with one at a higher frequency than the other.  In each case, the high frequency 

component is delayed by a specified time delay relative to the low frequency component.   They 

suggested that the systemic variation of the click patterns can be represented by varying the 

amplitude of each component in the model.   The ‘dolphin’ or dolphin-like click used in the 

sonar simulation model in this thesis is based on this model of Capus et al. [133], which can be 

taken to be an appropriate representation of a real dolphin pulse for engineering purpose. 

 

 Houser et al. [138] also observed dolphins either varied the source level of the 

echolocation clicks or moved closer to the targets as the target was interrogated in their 

experiments.  The variation in source level of these clicks during these experiments was found 

to be as high as 6 dB.  Others have reported these echolocation clicks varied from 10% to 70% 

in a click trains of dolphins compared to the peak during target echolocation [113, 132, 169].   

 

 This review of the dolphin echolocation has highlighted the adaptive nature of the dolphin 

sonar system and give an overview of the possible strategies dolphins may adopt to increase 

their success rate in an echolocation task.   Potentially, these same strategies can aid in 

enhancing target detection and classification in bubbly water.    
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6.2.  Solution Inspiration 

 

 Reviews of the field of ocean acoustics, biomedical imaging techniques to dolphin 

echolocation studies have yielded hypotheses that merit further investigation in this thesis.    

 

 TWIPS has been used to great effect in distinguishing linear scatterers from nonlinear 

scatterers by Leighton et al. [3, 6] for sonar applications.  In Chapter 5, the performance of 

TWIPS in ‘classifying’ a solid target (a linear scatterer) and bubble clouds (nonlinear scatterers) 

has been demonstrated using a pair of LFM chirp of approximately 2 to 8 kHz.  In some 

manifestations, TWIPS also improves the detection performance compared to standard sonar 

processing.  

 

 Review of biomedical imaging techniques and dolphin echolocation studies have also 

yielded several techniques that can form the basis of new sonar solutions for the detection of 

solid objects in bubbly water.    

 

 One technique involves using pulse pair which consists of pulses with different 

frequencies, referred here as a pair of alternate pulses.  The source of inspiration is from the 

observation of dolphins varying their click types as they investigate a target during target 

echolocation experiments.   

 

 Another technique exploits the use of a pulse pair of different amplitudes which will form 

the basis of a new sonar solution, the Biased Pulse Summation Sonar (BiaPSS).  In biomedical 

imaging, an amplitude-modulated technique based on a similar principle has also been 

proposed, albeit to improve detection of the nonlinear UCAs.  This is in contrast to the aim of 

enhancing the detection of linear target while reducing the clutter from bubble clouds for sonar 

applications.  While there is no firm evidence presently to state categorically that dolphins use 

the same technique to improve target discrimination, the fact that they have been observed to 

use train of clicks with varying amplitude [113, 115, 138], coupled with the work of Dankiewicz 

et al. [163] on amplitude-modulated echoes, suggest a distinct possibility this may also be 

applied in biosonar.  This argument increases its possibility as a viable engineering solution for 

distinguishing solid target from bubbles and better target detection in bubbly water.   

 

 In biomedical imaging field, a pair of time-reversed pulses has also been proposed to 

better highlight the presence of nonlinear UCAs for tissue imaging purposes, exploiting the 
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nonlinearity of bubbles.  This technique will also be investigated for potential use for sonar 

applications here. 

 

 Before proceeding to investigate these three techniques, it will be appropriate to analyse 

the characteristics of the dolphin-like pulses.  With a better understanding of the performance of 

such pulses in a bubble-filled environment, certain pulse characteristics may potentially be 

exploited to enhance target detection and classification in bubbly water.    

 

6.3.  Pulse characteristics and sonar enhancement  

 

 There has been much work done on the way bubbles might degrade acoustic signals by 

attenuating the signal and reducing clutter.  Most of this concentrated on the steady state 

response of bubbles, such that with a few exceptions [26, 30, 31, 34] the scattering and 

extinction cross sections were formulated for the steady state [33].  These studies also focus on 

the pulse duration of the driving pulse, as the pulsing of the sound field can cause the effect of 

bubbles to depart significantly from the steady-state behaviour.   None of them has focused 

specifically on dolphin-like pulses.  Whist in some circumstances pulsing may increase the 

bubble-generated effects [90, 91, 170-172], simple growth model, based on an exponential time 

constant, for the growth of the bubble acoustic cross-sections were mostly used [31, 34] with the 

exception of Clarke and Leighton [30] who used appropriate time-dependent acoustic cross-

sections.  For the period after the pulse ended, Leighton et al. [26] proposed a strategy to 

enhance the detection and classification of target in bubbly water.  This strategy exploited 

bubble nonlinearity that might be generated with the use of a pair of inverted 

pulses (TWIPS) [3, 6].  The investigation of the pulse characteristic seeks to produce similar 

enhancements from the same basis [26] with the pulse in question being chosen to resemble 

dolphin echolocation emissions.     

 

 For the study carried out here, a chirp signal with characteristics close to the dolphin 

frequency will be used.  Before investigating the effect of the different pulsing of a dolphin-like 

signal on possible sonar enhancement, which will build on the findings of Clarke and 

Leighton [30], the influences of two other pulse parameters (pulse amplitude and chirp 

structure) on possible sonar enhancement will be described in this chapter.   
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6.3.1.  Amplitude of pulse  

 

 Odontocetes, like the Atlantic bottlenose dolphin (Tursiops truncatus), emit sequences of 

pulses (a click train) when interrogating a target.  Each pulse can have high peak-to-peak source 

level (up to 230 dB re 1 µPa m) [113, 115, 132] which implies that it has an amplitude which is 

sufficient to scatter nonlinearly from nearby oceanic bubble populations (the issue here being 

not the ability to scatter nonlinearly from one specific bubble size, the resonant one, but from a 

sufficient proportion of the population to give sonar enhancement).  During echolocation, the 

dolphin has been observed to vary the amplitude of each pulse, adapting the characteristics 

according to the task at hand.        

 

 

Figure 6.2. The pulse used in the sonar simulation model and tank tests with a zero-to-peak SPL of 

approximately 212 dB re 1 µPa m. 

 

 The consequences of varying the amplitude of the transmitted pulse is illustrated here 

with a set of results from the tank tests and the sonar simulation model presented in Chapter 3.  

Figure 6.2 shows the waveform used in the sonar simulation model and tank tests.  The pulse 

used has a LFM waveform whose frequency increased from 30 to 110 kHz over a pulse duration 

of approximately 300 µs.  This will be denoted as Pulse 1 here.  A second pulse with amplitude 

approximately 15% of the amplitude of the first pulse was then used to represent a pulse of 

lower amplitude, this will be referred to as Pulse 2 here. 

 

 The frequency bandwidth of the pulse used is not as wide as that of some reported 

dolphin pulses [137] so as to keep within the capabilities of the available transducer.   To reduce 

demand on the transducer, the characteristics of the pulses used in the tank tests also deviate 

from reported dolphin pulses in other ways.  Firstly, the duration of the pulse is several factors 

longer than that of a dolphin pulse.  Secondly, the chirp structure of the pulse is different.  It is a 

single up-chirp. rather than the double-chirp structure observed in some dolphin clicks [133, 

137].   
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 Figure 6.3 shows the results of the simulation and experiment when the driving pulse was 

Pulse 1 (Figures 6.3(a)(i) and (a)(ii)) and Pulse 2 (Figures 6.3(b)(i) and (b)(ii)).  They were 

obtained by applying a matched filter to the returned signals from the driving pulse and the 

processed results over 100 runs are shown.  Each plot in Figure 6.3 has been normalised to the 

maximum value within each plot.   

 

   (a)  Pulse 1 
 

(b) Pulse 2 

                              Target                               Target  

                                   ↓                                    ↓  

(i) 
Simulation 

  
(ii)  

Tank 
measurement 

  
  

 

Figure 6.3. Use of pulses of different amplitude for a target (TS= -30 dB) placed in a bubbly water with 

the matched filter applied to the returned signals from Pulse 1 shown in (a) and from Pulse 2 (with 

amplitude 15% of Pulse 1) in (b).  The simulation and measurement results are shown in (i) and (ii) 

respectively.   Each plot has been normalised to the maximum value within each plot.  The plots in (a)(i), 

(b)(i), (a)(ii) and (b)(ii) are normalised by values of 4.8 × 1010, 2.9 × 109, 78 and 1.9 respectively. 

 

 Both simulation and measurement results show that there are only marginal differences in 

the detection performance when amplitude of the pulse is varied.  The ROC curve (Figure 6.4) 

computed from the measurement and simulation results supports this conclusion.  Exact 

agreement between measurements and sonar simulation model are not expected even though the 

ROC curves follow the same trend.  This is mainly because of the spatial and temporal 

heterogeneity in the bubble clouds of the experiments as explained in Section 5.2.3.   Another 

contributing factor is the linear bubble cloud attenuation model described in Section 3.1.2.1.  In 

practice, a decrease in nonlinear bubble backscatter will commensurate with a decrease in the 

nonlinear bubble attenuation [173].  This phenomenon has not been adequately represented in 

the model as only linear bubble cloud attenuation has been incorporated into the sonar 
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simulation model.  Only the nonlinear backscattered response of the bubble cloud is described 

in the sonar model.   Hence as the amplitude of the pulse varies, the sonar model only accounts 

for the nonlinear backscattered response of the bubble cloud and not the nonlinear bubble 

attenuation.   

 

 (a) Simulation  
 

(b) Measurement 

  

Figure 6.4. ROC curves computed from (a) simulation (shown in Figure 6.3(a)(i) and (b)(i)) and (b) 

measurements (shown in Figure 6.3(a)(ii) and (b)(ii)).  The ROC curve of Pulse 1 is denoted by solid line 

with open circles and that of Pulse 2 is denoted by solid line with crosses.  The solid line indicates the 

50:50 line. 

 

 When the amplitude of a pulse is reduced, both the backscattered responses of the bubble 

cloud and target decrease.  A target enhancement ratio, 10log10(Etarget/Ecloud), is calculated where 

Etarget is the "energy" associated with the backscatters from the target, taken to be between 

1.1 to 1.2 ms and Ecloud is the "energy" associated with scatters from the bubble cloud, taken to 

be between 0.8 to 1.1 ms.  This target enhancement ratio compares the relative backscattered 

energy from the target to that of the bubble cloud.  It is found to decrease by 0.7 dB as the 

amplitude decreases to 15% of the initial amplitude in the measurements.  

 

6.3.2.  Chirp structure of pulse  

 

 Here, the backscattered responses of a target in a bubble-filled environment to a pulse 

(up-chirp) and its time-reversed replica (down-chirp) are studied.  The up-chirp used is shown in 

Figure 6.2.  The returned signals of the measurements are applied filters matched to the 

fundamental frequency and second harmonic of the driving signal to obtain the responses shown 

in Figure 6.5.  This is similarly implemented in the sonar simulation results shown in Figure 6.6.   
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 In Figure 6.5(i), the first echo return from the solid sphere can be observed between 

1.1 and 1.2 ms.  As explained in Section 3.3.4, the size of the spherical target used and the time 

of arrival of this second echo return suggest that Rayleigh waves resulted in a second echo 

return around 1.3 ms.  The Rayleigh waves are observed between the twentieth and fortieth 

runs.     This is only observed at these times, because then, the main bulk of the cloud was 

behind the target, reducing the overall attenuation of the driving pulse.  Figure 6.5(a)(i) also 

shows the bubble cloud reverberation for a up-chirp is lower than that of a down-

chirp (Figure 6.5(b)(i)).  This phenomenon inadvertently affects the identification of the target 

as the target cannot be easily observed in an environment with increased bubble cloud clutter.  

This is especially so in the last fifty runs where the main backscattered reverberation of the 

bubble cloud is observed to be in front of the target.   

 

 The detection performance of the up-chirp, as measured by the ROC curves in both 

simulation and measurements (Figure 6.7), is found to be better than that of the down-chirp.  

While the ROC curves in both simulations and measurements (Figure 6.7) follows the same 

trend of the up-chirp having performance advantage in detection compared to the down-chirp, it 

is noted that the performance advantage of the up-chirp is larger than the down-chirp in the 

simulations compared to the measurements.  In the ROC curves computed from the simulated 

data (Figure 6.7(a)), the area under the ROC curve increases by 41% for up-chirp against down-

chirp.   In the measurements, the area under the ROC curve (Figure 6.7(b)), however, increases 

only by 26%.  This difference between measurement and simulation observed in the ROC 

curves are mainly because of the spatial and temporal heterogeneity in the bubble clouds of the 

measurements which are not precisely modelled (see Section 5.2.3).  In Section 6.3.1, the 

absence of a nonlinear bubble cloud attenuation model is also cited as another contributing 

factor.       

 

 Another consequent effect of the increased pulsations of a bubble cloud from a down-

chirp is the resultant higher second harmonic backscattered reverberation from the bubble cloud.  

This is observed in measurement results (Figures 6.5(a)(ii) and (b)(ii)) and similarly observed in 

simulation results (Figures 6.6(a)(ii) and (b)(ii)).   Before the second harmonic backscattering 

results obtained in the measurements are discussed, it is noted that the hydrophone has a 

reported receive frequency range up to 250 kHz but this response is not flat (> ±5 dB) after 

150 kHz [64, 65].  Hence, it will be misleading to obtain a precise level of the second harmonic 

emission from these tank tests.   Instead, only qualitative comparison of the second harmonic 

emission in the measurements will be made.      
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 In Figure 6.5(b), the second harmonic backscattered reverberation of the bubble cloud is 

observed to be higher when the driving pulse is a down-chirp.  While the use of an efficient 

filter like a matched filter here will reduce the effects of frequency overlap, it will not be 

possible to determine if this second harmonic backscatter is entirely nonlinear backscatter 

without the use of two-pulse techniques like TWIPS. 

 

  (a) Up-chirp 
 

(b) Down-chirp 

                                           Rayleigh                                            Rayleigh  

                             Target      wave                             Target      wave 

                                    ↓       ↓                                    ↓       ↓ 

(i) 
Measurement 
(fundamental) 

  
(ii) 

Measurement 
(Second 

Harmonic) 

  
  

 

Figure 6.5. Measured backscattered responses of a target (TS= -30 dB) placed in a bubble-filled 

environment when (a) up-chirp and (b) down-chirp pulse was used.  The responses with matched filter 

applied in the fundamental frequency and second harmonic are shown in (i) and (ii) respectively.  The 

plots in (i), and (ii) are normalised by values of 1.5 × 102 and 1.0 × 102 respectively. 
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 (a) Up-chirp 
 

(b) Down-chirp 

                                   Target                                    Target  

                                       ↓                                        ↓  

(i) Simulation 
(fundamental) 

  
(ii) Simulation 

(Second 
Harmonic) 

  
  

 

Figure 6.6. Theoretical backscattered responses of a target (TS= -30 dB) placed in a bubble-filled 

environment when (a) up-chirp and (b) down-chirp pulse was used.  The responses with matched filter 

applied in the driving frequency and second harmonic are shown in (i) and (ii) respectively.  The plots in 

(a)(i), (b)(i), (a)(ii) and (b)(ii) are normalised by values of 5.5 × 1010, 4.1 × 1011, 2.8 × 1010 and 2.3 × 1011 

respectively. 

   

(a) Simulation  
 

(b) Measurement 

  

Figure 6.7. ROC curves computed from 100 runs shown in Fig 6.6 with (a) simulation and (b) 

measurement.   The solid line with circle markers denotes the case with an up-chirp and the solid line 

with crosses denotes the case with down-chirp.   
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6.4.  Duration of pulse 

6.4.1.  Using pulses of equal amplitude 

 

 Pulses of different duration but of equal amplitude were first used to investigate the 

effects of varying pulse duration on the detection of target in bubbly water.  Figure 6.8 shows 

two of the pulses used in both sonar simulation model and tank measurements presented in the 

time domain.      

 

(a) 
 

(b)  

  

Figure 6.8. The two pulses of duration of (a) 70 µs and (b) 240 µs but of same amplitude used in both the 

tank tests and sonar simulation models presented in the time domain.   

 

 The pulses used have pulse durations ranging from 70 to 240 µs with a zero-to-peak SPL 

of approximately 213 dB re 1 µPa m.  A LFM chirp of the same bandwidth was used for each 

pulse so that their results would have the same range resolution.  The pulses used have 

frequencies that decreased from approximately 110 to 40 kHz.  The normalised amplitude of the 

pulses used is presented in the frequency domain in Figure 6.9.  The pulses used are shown to 

have similar amplitudes in the frequency domain, and hence very similar bandwidth. 

 

 

Figure 6.9. The normalised amplitude of the pulses of different durations used in both the tank tests and 

sonar simulation model presented in the frequency domain. 
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 Figure 6.10 shows the measurement results (from 100 runs) for a target placed in a 

bubble-filled environment when pulses of different duration were used.  The three plots have 

been normalised to a common value so that meaningful comparison can be made between them.  

Comparing Figure 6.10(a), where the pulse duration is 70 µs, to Figure 6.10(c), where the pulse 

duration used is 240 µs, the backscattered reverberation of the bubble cloud relative to the 

backscattered contribution from the target appears to be higher when a longer pulse is used.  

This observation is confirmed by the results of the ROC curves shown in Figure 6.11.  The ROC 

curves suggest an improvement in the detection of the linear target when a shorter pulse is used.  

This improvement is exemplified by a bigger area under the curve as well as a higher 

probability of detection before giving a single false alarm.  Relative to the area under the ROC 

curve of the longest pulse, the areas under the ROC curve for pulse duration of 70 µs and 180 µs 

are 16% and 6% higher respectively.  The probability of detection before giving a single false 

alarm are 41%, 17% and 14% for pulse duration of 70 µs, 180 µs, and 240 µs respectively. 

 

(a)                        Target  (b)                        Target  

                             ↓                               ↓  

 

 

 

 

  

                                            (c)               Target  

                                                                     ↓  

 

 
 

 

Figure 6.10. Measured backscatter of a target of TS= -30 dB placed in a bubble-filled environment for 

pulses having a pulse duration of (a) 70 µs (b) 180 µs (c) 240 µs but of same amplitude.  The plots are 

normalised to a common value of 60.   
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Figure 6.11. ROC curves computed from measurements shown in Figure 6.10.  The ROC curve of the 

pulse with duration of 70 µs, 180 µs and 240 µs are denoted by solid line with circular markers, solid line 

with cross markers and solid line with square markers respectively.  The solid line indicates the 50:50 

line. 

 

 (a)                    Target  (b)                   Target  

                        ↓                          ↓  

 

 

 

 
  

                                            (c)         Target  

                                                             ↓  

 

 
 

 

Figure 6.12. Backscatter of a target of TS= -30 dB placed in a bubble-filled environment for pulses 

having a pulse duration of (a) 70 µs (b) 180 µs (c) 240 µs but of same amplitude from simulations.  The 

plots are normalised to a common value of 1.6 × 1010.   

 

 The sonar simulation model was also used to compute the returned signals of a target 

placed in the bubble cloud in a set-up similar to the tank test.  Using the same pulses used in the 
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tank tests, the observations made in the sonar simulation model (Figure 6.12) follow similar 

trends seen in measurements.  Based on the ROC curves (Figure 6.13), the shortest pulse is 

shown to have the best detection performance compared to the other longer pulses. 

 

 

Figure 6.13. ROC curves computed from sonar simulation results shown in Figure 6.12.  The ROC curve 

of the pulse with duration of 70 µs, 180 µs and 240 µs are denoted by solid line with circular markers, 

solid line with cross markers and solid line with square markers respectively.  The solid line indicates the 

50:50 line. 

   

6.4.2.  Using pulses of equal energy  

 

 The effects of pulse duration on the detection performance of a target in a bubbly 

environment were then investigated using pulses of different duration but of equal energy.  By 

adjusting the amplitude of each pulse, the integral of the square of the pressure waveform for 

each pulse was made equal.  Figure 6.14 shows two pulses of different durations, with 

Figure 6.14(a) showing a pulse of 70 µs and Figure 6.14(b) showing a pulse of 240 µs. 

 

(a) 
 

(b) 

  

Figure 6.14. The normalised amplitude of two pulses of duration of (a) 70 µs and (b) 240 µs but of same 

energy used in both the tank tests and sonar simulation models presented in the time domain.   
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 The shortest pulse has a zero-to-peak SPL of approximately 213 dB re 1µPa m with the 

longest pulse having a zero-to-peak SPL of approximately 209 dB re 1µPa m.  The amplitude of 

each pulse was scaled such that the pulses used could be considered to have the same energy.    

 

 (a)                         Target  (b)                        Target  

                             ↓                              ↓  

 

 

 

 
  

                                     (c)                   Target  

                                                                 ↓  

 

 
 

 

Figure 6.15. Measured backscatter of a target of TS= -30 dB placed in a bubble-filled environment for 

pulses having a pulse duration of (a) 70 µs (b) 180 µs (c) 240 µs but of same energy.  The three plots are 

normalised to a common value of 20.   

 

 

Figure 6.16. ROC curves computed from measurements in Figure 6.15.   The ROC curve of the pulse 

with duration of 70 µs, 180 µs and 240 µs are denoted by solid line with circular markers, solid line with 

crosses and solid line with square markers respectively.  The solid line indicates the 50:50 line. 
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 Figure 6.15 shows the measurement results as the duration of the signal increases from 

70 µs to 240 µs.  The returned signals from the bubble cloud (relative to that of the solid target) 

are marginally higher for the longer pulses.    

 

 Figure 6.16 presents the ROC curves generated from the tank measurements shown in 

Figure 6.15.   Amongst the pulses studied, the ROC curves suggest the shortest pulse (duration 

of 70 µs) gives the best detection performance.  The probability of detection of the shortest 

pulse (of 70 µs) is 49% before giving a single false alarm.   For the longer pulses, the 180 µs 

and 240 µs pulse has a probability of detection (before giving a single false alarm) of 33% and 

22 % respectively.  While similar trends are observed in the ROC curves for the sonar 

simulation model (Figure 6.18) and measurements (Figure 6.16) with poorer detection 

performance for longer pulses, the absolute performance as measured by the ROC curves for the 

experiments and simulations are not the same.  This is because the model does not replicate 

certain spatial and temporal aspects of the specific bubble cloud in the tank and the bubble cloud 

attenuation model used is linear which does not represent the bubble cloud attenuation in the 

tank tests precisely.  These have been explained in Sections 5.2.3 and 6.3.1. 

 

(a)                   Target  (b)                   Target  

                        ↓                          ↓  

 

 

 

 

  

                                            (c)           Target  

                                                                ↓ 

 

 
 

 

Figure 6.17. Backscatter of a target of TS= -30 dB placed in a bubble-filled environment for pulses 

having a pulse duration of (a) 70 µs (b) 180 µs (c) 240 µs but of same energy from simulations.  The plots 

are normalised to a common value of 1.2 × 1010.   
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Figure 6.18. ROC curves computed from sonar simulation model in Figure 6.17.  The ROC curve of the 

pulse with duration of 70 µs, 180 µs and 240 µs are denoted by solid line with circular markers, solid line 

with crosses and solid line with square markers respectively.  The solid line indicates the 50:50 line. 

  

6.5.  Discussion 

 

6.5.1. Amplitude of pulse 

 

 Both the measurements and the sonar simulation model have demonstrated a not 

unexpected effect in the response of the bubble cloud as the amplitude of the pulse is decreased.  

In this instance, the amplitude is reduced to approximately 15% of that of the initial pulse and 

the target enhancement ratio, 10 log10(Etarget/Ecloud), decreases by 0.7 dB.  This ratio gives a 

quantitative measure of the level of backscattered contribution from the target relative to the 

clutter of the bubble cloud.   The small decrease in target enhancement ratio results in only a 

marginal change in the ROC curve, without any significant difference in the detection 

performance.   

 

 The decrease in the target enhancement ratio when the amplitude is decreased can be 

explained by considering the bubble pulsation as the driving amplitude changes.  The nonlinear 

response of the bubble increases as the driving amplitude increases and we see an increase in the 

ratio of the power scattered and absorbed by the bubble in the higher harmonics, to the intensity 

of the driving field (the acoustic scatter and absorption cross-section, respectively).  For a linear 

scatterer, like a solid target, the acoustic scatter and attenuation scale with the amplitude of the 
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driving pulse.  In both measurements and the sonar simulation model, the returned signal was 

applied a filter matched to the frequency of the driving pulse.   As the amplitude increases, 

nonlinearity of the bubbles results in more backscattered energies in the higher harmonics, 

resulting in a corresponding lower backscattered energy in the fundamental from the bubbles as 

observed in Figure 6.3.  Hence, with an increase in amplitude, the target enhancement ratio may 

actually increases.   

 

 In the scenario studied, the decrease in target enhancement ratio with a corresponding 

decrease in amplitude suggests the overall cloud response might be dominated by resonance 

bubbles and, for the population in question, it is the fundamental of the pulsation resonance 

(rather than, say, geometrical scattering from the large bubbles) which is causing the scatter and 

attenuation.   

 

 While the population used here suggests the dominant effects of the resonant bubbles, the 

number of bubbles responding at the second harmonics is also not insignificant.   If the 

population is biased such that there is insufficient number of these bubbles, the decrease in 

target enhancement ratio will be higher and consequently the detection performance as 

measured by the ROC curves will be significant.  With such a bubble population, a decrease in 

the fundamental resonance peak in the acoustic extinction cross-section will be accompanied by 

increase in the contribution from bubbles having radii which are integer multiples of the driving 

frequency.  The driving pulse used was a chirp waveform that increased from 30 to 110 kHz.  

Using the centre frequency of 70 kHz as an illustration and Eq. (4.1) as a rough guideline for 

bubble resonance, there would be increases in the cross-section of bubbles having radii of about 

20 µm and 14 µm, corresponding to resonant frequencies of 140 and 210 kHz respectively.  

However, a decrease of 0.7 dB in the target enhancement ratio in the scenario studied here 

suggests that these bubbles were not present in sufficient number to outweigh the effects of the 

resonant bubbles.   

 

 The decrease in target enhancement ratio observed should also not be taken as a general 

rule the backscattered contribution of a bubble cloud at the driving frequency will not always 

decrease with an increase in amplitude of the driving pulse.  Leighton et al. [173] have 

illustrated the complexity of this issue by comparing the change in attenuation (from which 

backscatter can be inferred) with driving amplitude for a range of bubble populations and pulse 

amplitudes.  For bubble populations with certain power law exponents, they have shown 

increasing the driving amplitude can first decrease and then (at even higher amplitude) increase 

the attenuation and such behaviour can possibly be leveraged upon to gain some information on 

the bubble size distribution.     
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6.5.2. Up-chirp and down-chirp 

 

 Significant differences between the responses to an up-chirp or down-chirp signal in the 

same frequency band have been observed.  In nature, it is common to find signals similar to 

chirps produced by animals using echolocation, like bats and dolphin.  Some of these signals 

have been reported to be down-chirp [113, 174].   

 

 Both the tank measurements and the sonar simulation model have shown that the overall 

backscattered reverberation of the bubble cloud increases when a down-chirp signal is used.    

The responses of the bubble cloud when applied a matched filter in the second harmonics of the 

driving pulse is also found to be higher when a down-chirp signal is used.   

 

(a)  Up-chirp 

 

(b) Down-chirp 

  

Figure 6.19. Simulation results of the peak pressure radiated by a single bubble at 1 m as a function of the 

radius of that bubble when applied a matched filter at fundamental frequency (dotted line) and second 

harmonic (solid line) of the driving pulse.  The two driving pulses used in Section 6.3.2 are shown: (a) the 

up-chirp and (b) the down-chirp. 

 

 This increase in the overall backscattering response of the bubble cloud can be better 

understood by considering the theoretical response of a single bubble for a range of bubble size 

when excited by the same up-chirp and down-chirp used in the experiments.  In Figure 6.19, the 

down-chirp is shown to give both higher fundamental and second harmonic bubble responses 

compared to the up-chirp for the resonant bubbles.  The level of second harmonic response as a 

percentage of the fundamental response is also observed higher for the down-chirp compared to 

the up-chirp, implying a higher state of nonlinearity.  For a bubble radius of 50 µm, this 

percentage is 49% for the up-chirp against 67% for the down-chirp.  Figure 6.19 also shows that 
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for larger bubbles, they begin to behave more like linear scatterers.  The match-filtered 

responses of the larger bubbles (∼ > 100 µm for this case) are the same whether driven by an up-

chirp or down-chirp.  It is likely a nonlinear mechanism is responsible for the increased overall 

backscattering response of the bubble cloud by a down-chirp (against an up-chirp), and 

consequently its poorer detection performance, as measured by the ROC curve (Figure 6.7).  

From the theoretical response of a single bubble (Figure 6.19), the increase in the overall 

backscattering response of the bubble cloud for a down-chirp is attributed to the increased 

backscattering of the bubbles in the range of bubble sizes with resonant frequencies within or 

close to the frequency of the driving pulse.  

 

 While it is not intuitive the exact mechanism which accounts for different bubble cloud 

behaviour when a down-chirp is used against an up-chirp of the same frequency band and 

amplitude, the results shown in both Figures 6.19 and 6.20 suggest the down-chirp is able to 

drive the bubble to a higher state of nonlinearity compared to an up-chirp.  Comparing the local 

maximum of the peak pressure radiated by a bubble as a function of its radius when applied a 

matched filter at the fundamental frequency for a down-chirp (Figure 6.20(b)) against an up-

chirp at a lower amplitude of 10 kPa (Figure 6.20(a)), it can be estimated the use of a down-

chirp increased the fundamental response of the bubble by approximately 3% against an up-

chirp when the pulse duration is 50 µs.  As the pulse duration increases to 300 µs 

(Figures 6.20(c) and (d)) and 1 ms (Figures 6.20(e) and (f)), the increases for a down-chirp 

against an up-chirp are 23% and 141% respectively.  It is thus clear that for a short-duration 

chirp signal of 50 µs, the bubble responses (after applied a matched filter) when driven by a 

down-chirp is only marginally higher than that of the up-chirp at amplitude of 10 kPa.  As the 

pulse duration increases (with the amplitude kept constant), the pulse will contain greater energy 

and therefore able to excite a greater degree of nonlinearity.  Hence, for the three pulses of 

different durations studied (Figure 6.20), the greatest difference between the responses to an up-

chirp or down-chirp signal in the same frequency band has been observed when the pulse 

duration is 1 ms. 
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(a)  50 µs up-chirp (b) 50 µs down-chirp 

  

(c)  300 µs up -chirp (d) 300 µs down -chirp 

  

(e)  1 ms up-chirp (f) 1 ms down-chirp 

  

Figure 6.20. Simulation results of the peak pressure radiated by a single bubble at 1 m as a function of the 

radius of that bubble when applied a matched filter at fundamental frequency (dotted line) and second 

harmonic (solid line) of the driving pulse.  A 30 to 110 kHz LFM chirp of amplitude of 10 kPa with 

different pulse duration are shown with: (a) 50 µs up-chirp, (b) 50 µs down-chirp, (c) 300 µs up-chirp, (d) 

300 µs down-chirp, (e) 1 ms up-chirp, and (f) 1 ms down-chirp. 
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 Whilst the study of the single bubble response to an up-chirp and a down-chirp of 

different pulse durations show a shorter pulse (with duration of the order reported in dolphin 

clicks [113, 115, 138]) will reduce the difference in bubble responses between an up-chirp and 

down-chirp, the difference between an up-chirp and a down-chirp begs question why dolphins 

like the Atlantic bottlenose dolphin use down-chirps, sometimes with amplitude as high as 

230 dB re 1 µPa m, in their echolocation.  In coastal waters where the water may be bubbly, a 

high-amplitude down-chirp (against an up-chirp) will result in a poorer target detection 

performance, even though nonlinear scatterers like bubble clouds can be driven to a higher 

degree of nonlinearity with such pulse, making it easier to implement some form of  nonlinear 

processing.  Currently, there is no evidence to suggest dolphins can use any form of nonlinear 

processing and hence, this raises question which can only be answered with more data from 

dolphins.     

 

6.5.3. Pulses of different duration 

 

 The ROC curves for pulses of equal amplitude and energy are computed from both 

measurements and simulations showing the effects of varying pulse duration on the detection 

performance of a solid target in a bubbly environment.    The better detection performance of 

the shorter pulses appears to be the result of decreased backscattered response of the bubble 

cloud.    

 

Pulse duration 
Test configuration 

180 µµµµs 240 µµµµs 

Equal amplitude -0.9 dB -1.4 dB 

Equal energy -0.8 dB -1.0 dB 

Table 6.1.  The differences in measured target enhancement ratio of different pulse durations with respect 

to the shortest pulse (duration of 70 µs) in decibels. 

 

 The target enhancement ratio, which compares the total energy associated with the 

backscattered responses of the target to that of the backscattered responses of the bubble cloud, 

is computed for the tank measurements.  Results are summarised in Table 6.1.   When pulses of 

different durations are compared, the target enhancement ratio of the longer pulses are found to 

be between -0.8 to -1.4 dB lower than that of the shortest pulse used.  This is related to the 

dynamic and nonlinear nature of the bubble cloud before it reaches steady state.   
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 The importance of nonlinearity of the bubbles cannot be downplayed.  It has been shown 

that the time taken to reach steady state is the longest for a resonant bubble in a low amplitude 

sound field [30].  Therefore, in a low-amplitude condition, unless the driving pulse is much 

longer than the resonant bubble ring up time (or unless the number of resonant bubble ring up 

present is insignificant), then the actual scatter attained by the bubble during the pulse would be 

less than in the steady state [30].  This increase in bubble ring up time with a lower amplitude 

driving signal is observed in the 'equal energy' measurements.  The decrease in target 

enhancement ratio is less significant in the 'equal energy' than the 'equal amplitude' 

configuration as the pulse duration increased from 70 µs to 240 µs (see Table 6.1).  The 

amplitude of the driving pulse is lower for the 'equal energy' than 'equal amplitude' 

configuration for a pulse of the same duration as the total energy of the pulse is kept constant in 

the former.  With lower amplitude, the driving pulse will have to be longer for the resonant 

bubble to reach steady state as the ring-up time of the bubble increases.  

 

 The picture is more complicated for a bubble cloud if the bubble population is not 

dominated by resonant bubbles.   Clarke and Leighton [30] has shown that the simple 

correspondence between the pulse duration and scattered power may not hold true in the 

presence of a number of off-resonant bubbles, especially with the geometrical effects of the 

large bubbles and/or high amplitude.  For non-resonant bubbles, a reduced dependence on sound 

pressure level and a rapid rise time with subsequent reduction and oscillation have been 

observed using bubble wall displacement plots.  In addition, the time taken to reach steady state 

has been established to be the longest for a resonant bubble when excited by a low amplitude 

acoustic field [30].    

  

 From the ROC curves of the tank measurements (Figures 6.11 and 6.16) and that of the 

sonar simulations (Figures 6.13 and 6.18), the detection performance of the pulse is shown to 

improve as the pulse duration is reduced.  Based on the understanding of the nonlinear and time-

dependent characteristic of the bubble cloud, there may be several factors which will 

contributed to the better performance of the short pulses investigated here.   

 

 One factor will be the bubble distribution present.  The tank population used has a bubble 

distribution typical of an oceanic environment.  The number of resonant bubbles has a 

significant effect on the response of the cloud as a whole.  This is probably because the bubble 

distribution approximately follows a power-law relationship and the number of the off-resonant 

and larger bubbles were present in much smaller numbers [111].  It is also noted that the 

frequency of the LFM pulse used decreased approximately from 110 to 40 kHz which translates 

to bubble resonant radii ranging from approximately 25 to 75 µm.  For the bubble distribution 
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used, the number of bubbles larger than 75 µm accounted for less than 5% of the total number 

of bubbles.  The weighted response of the bubble population was thus dominated by the bubbles 

with radii less than 75 µm. 

 

 One aim of using a high frequency band (40 to 110 kHz) is to obtain a driving pulse as 

close to the frequencies emitted by a dolphin as practically possible with the available 

transducer.  One disadvantage of such a pulse is its higher attenuation.   The high attenuation is 

the result of a higher absorption [54, 55] and bubble cloud attenuation [50].  While the former 

scales roughly with frequency, the latter depends on the bubble size distribution.  For a bubble 

cloud where the number of resonant bubbles dominates, the attenuation will be high.   As the 

sonar simulation model incorporates only a linear attenuation model [50], it is noted that in the 

tank tests, the bubble cloud attenuation of the shorter pulses may be lower compared to the 

longer pulses because of the time-dependency effect [30].  Nonetheless, the decrease in 

amplitude as the driving pulse propagates through the bubble cloud means that the ring-up time 

of the cloud will tend to increase, owing to the relationship between the ring-up time and 

driving amplitude.  The ring-up time of a bubble has been shown to decrease with increasing 

driving amplitude [30].  This is observed in the measurement results where the decrease in 

target enhancement ratio in the 'equal amplitude' configuration is larger compared to the 'equal 

energy' configuration. 

  

 In addition, the number of cycles varied from approximately 6 to 20 for pulse duration of 

70 to 240 µs in this study.  The presence of off-resonant and large bubbles, even in relatively 

small number, has been known to have a significant effect on the response of the cloud as a 

whole.  This has been shown to be particularly significant during the first few cycles of the 

driving pulse [30].  For the scenario investigated, the number of cycles resided in the regimes 

beyond the first few cycles.   As the pulse duration increased beyond 180 µs, it appears the 

improvement in detection performance became less significant as the ring-up times tend towards 

steady state (Figures 6.11 and 6.16). 

 

6.6.  Summary 

 

 This chapter began with a review on the current understanding of the echolocation ability 

of dolphins, specifically the Atlantic bottlenose dolphin.  Particular attention was paid to the 

characteristics of pulses used and the strategies adopted by this animal in target discrimination 

tasks.   The pulses, commonly called 'clicks', used are generally wideband, short duration and of 
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high amplitude.   During target echolocation, the dolphin emits a train of clicks and these clicks 

are observed to vary in both frequency (producing different click types) and amplitude. 

   

 The characteristics of dolphin-like pulses like amplitude, chirp structure and pulse 

duration were investigated for possible sonar performance in bubbly water.  There is no simple 

correspondence between amplitude and backscattered response of a bubble cloud as explained 

by Leighton et al. [173].  Changing the amplitude of the pulse appeared to have only a marginal 

effect on target enhancement ratio in the scenario considered.  The marginal improvement in 

target enhancement ratio was not sufficient to result in a better ROC curves for the detection of 

the solid target in a bubble-filled environment.    

 

 The performance of an up-chirp and down-chirp signals were compared.   A down-chirp 

signal caused a higher overall bubble cloud response compared to an up-chirp signal, and 

consequently poorer detection performance.   

 

 By changing the duration of a signal, the attenuation and backscattered power of a bubble 

cloud was also affected.  Using a ROC curve, short pulse duration, of the order comparable to 

that of a dolphin click, gave the best detection performance.  The better detection performance 

could be attributed to the nonlinear time-dependent characteristic of bubbles and bubble clouds 

prior to steady state.   

 

 By studying the strategies adopted by dolphins during echolocation, several potential 

two-pulse techniques to enhance sonar performance in bubbly water have been proposed.  One 

of these strategies, the change in amplitude of dolphin clicks within a pulse train, formed the 

basis of BiaPSS.   This technique depends on the use of two pulses of the same waveform but of 

different amplitudes to distinguish between linear and nonlinear scatterers.  This technique, 

together with the other two-pulse techniques discussed in the literature review, will now be 

investigated in the next chapter. 
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Chapter 7.  Two-pulse techniques for sonar 

enhancement in bubbly water 

 

7.1.  Introduction 

  

 The review of the pulses and strategies adopted by dolphins during echolocation 

experiments has inspired several two-pulse techniques for sonar enhancement.   The previous 

chapter has shown that using pulses with characteristics similar to those of the dolphin may 

have potential in enhancing sonar performance in bubbly water.    

 

 In this chapter, particular attention will be paid to the strategies used by a dolphin during 

echolocation.   It has been shown that in echolocation tasks, the dolphin is observed to use a 

click train.  The clicks within the train are observed to vary in both frequency and 

amplitude [113, 133, 137, 138].   These observations have given credence to the belief that the 

superior performance of the dolphin sonar compared to man-made sonar may be partly because 

of the adoption of one or both of these strategies [133].  These strategies are thus investigated 

for potential sonar solution to distinguish between the backscatter of a solid target (linear 

scatterer) and that of bubbles (nonlinear scatterers).  While the dolphin uses many pulses within 

a click train, only a pair of pulse will be examined here as a form of simplification.  The 

dolphin's strategy of varying the frequency and amplitude of its click is first examined using 

‘dolphin’ or dolphin-like pulses in the sonar simulation model.   

 

 These strategies give rise to several two-pulse techniques, which will be studied here.  

Following this, a general processing framework for a two-pulse technique will be described.  

Section 7.3 will study one of the proposed two-pulse techniques, the Alternate Pulse (AP) 

technique theoretically using a pair of dolphin-like pulses.  In the AP technique, two pulses of 

different frequencies make up the pulse pair.  This will be followed by the variation of 

amplitude of a pair of dolphin-like pulses.  The variation of amplitude in a pulse pair forms the 

basis of Biased Pulse Summation Sonar (BiaPSS) [175, 176].       
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 It will be shown that both the AP technique and BiaPSS (using a pair of dolphin-like 

pulses) allow for the linear and nonlinear scatterers to be easily distinguished, demonstrating a 

form of classification ability absent in standard sonar technique.  However, the detection 

performance of the AP method, unlike BiaPSS, is only comparable to standard sonar 

performance.  Hence only BiaPSS was subsequently tested experimentally.  The tank tests of 

BiaPSS will be described in Section 7.5.  

  

 Although probably unrelated to the dolphin schemes for detection, the proposed use of a 

pair of time-reversed (TR) pulses [46, 48, 49] in biomedical imaging will also be investigated 

for their potential enhancement of sonar performance.  This chapter concludes by comparing the 

three techniques (TWIPS, BiaPSS, and TR pulse technique) in the ISVR water tank.  In these 

tank tests, the three different types of pulses were placed consecutively at intervals of 15 ms 

within the same train so that the natural evolution of bubble cloud between the pulses (within 

each train) would be kept to a minimum.   

 

7.2.  Generalised pulse pair processing framework 

 

 Consider a pulse pair of the form: 

 

1 2
( ) ( ) ( )

i d
p t t t= Γ + Γ − ∆  (7.1) 

 

where the delay, 
d

∆ , is sufficiently large that the received waveform does not overlap.  The 

signal scattered from a linear target will be: 

 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 2
( )

Rx d
p t h t t h t t= ∗ Γ + ∗ Γ − ∆  (7.2) 

 

forming the sum and difference signals: 

 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 2Rx Rx d
P t t p t t p tψ ψ− = ∗ − ∗ + ∆  (7.3) 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 2Rx Rx d
P t t p t t p tψ ψ+ = ∗ + ∗ + ∆  (7.4) 

 

where ( )h t  is the impulse response of the system, while ( )1
tψ and ( )2

tψ are filters. 
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In the interval 0
d

t≤ ≤ ∆  , then 

 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 1 2 2
P t t h t t t h t tψ ψ− = ∗ ∗ Γ − ∗ ∗ Γ   

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )1 1 2 2
P t h t t t t tψ ψ− = ∗ ∗Γ − ∗ Γ  (7.5) 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )( )1 1 2 2
P t h t t t t tψ ψ+ = ∗ ∗Γ + ∗Γ  (7.6) 

 

If one selects 
1

ψ , 
2

ψ , 
1

Γ , and 
2

Γ  such that  

 

( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 1 2 2
0t t t tψ ψ∗Γ − ∗ Γ =  (7.7) 

 

then the linear response is absent from ( )P t− .   

 

Basic TWIPS framework will corresponds to the choice of: 

 

( ) ( )1 2
t tΓ = Γ  (7.8) 

( ) ( )1 2
t tψ ψ=  (7.9) 

 

Or, equivalently, 

 

( ) ( )1 2
t tΓ = −Γ  (7.10) 

( ) ( )1 2
t tψ ψ= −  (7.11) 

 

In this thesis, TWIPS has been used with a matched filter, in which case 

 

( ) ( )1 1
t tψ = Γ − , ( ) ( )2 2

t tψ = −Γ −  and ( ) ( )1 2
t tΓ = −Γ  (7.12) 

 

then, 

 ( ) ( ) ( ) ( )1 1 2 2
0t t t tψ ψ∗ Γ + ∗ Γ =  (7.13) 

 

giving the converse case of the linear response being absent from ( )P t+ and not ( )P t− . 
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The technique, BiaPSS, corresponds to the choice of  

 

( ) ( )1 2
t G tΓ = Γ  (7.14) 

( ) ( )1 2

1
t t

G
ψ ψ=  (7.15) 

 

Assuming the use of a matched filter means that one chooses ( ) ( ) ( )1 2 1
t t tψ ψ= = Γ −  and the 

magnitude of the first pulse is assumed to be a factor of G of the magnitude of the second pulse.   

 

The AP technique is equivalent to choosing 

 

( ) ( )1 2
t tψ = Γ  (7.16) 

( ) ( )2 1
t tψ = Γ  (7.17) 

 

The TR pulse technique will be equivalent to 

 

( ) ( )2 1
t tΓ = Γ −  (7.18) 

( ) ( )1 1
t tψ = Γ −  (7.19) 

( ) ( ) ( )2 2 1
t t tψ = Γ − = Γ  (7.20) 

 

 It is trivial to show that all the choices satisfy Eq. (7.7)  (with the exception of the TWIPS 

case where the roles of ( )P t−  and ( )P t+  are reversed) and so removes the linear scattering 

component.  When a matched filter is included in the processing, in which case, one also 

requires that: 

 

( ) ( )1 1 1
t tψ α= Γ −  (7.21) 

( ) ( )2 2 2
t tψ α= Γ −  (7.22) 

 

where 
1

α  and 
2

α are variables such that the condition in Eq. (7.7) will be satisfied.   
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7.3.  Alternate Pulse (AP) technique using dolphin-like pulses 

 

 The Alternate Pulse (AP) technique uses the linear combination of the delayed versions of 

the received signal from two different pulses as described in Section 7.2 (with the conditions 

described in Eq. (7.16) and (7.17)).  For linear scatters, complete cancellation occurs with ( )P t−  

while enhancement of the linear scatters from the scatterers occurs with ( )P t+ .   

  

(a) 

 

(b) 

 

    

(c) 

 

(d) 

 

Figure 7.1. The low frequency pulse (Click type A)  used in the simulation presented in (a) time-domain 

(b) frequency-domain with peak-to-peak SPL of approximately 217 dB re 1 µPa m and the high 

frequency pulse (Click type E) of peak-to-peak SPL of 223 dB re 1 µPa m presented in (c) time-domain 

and (d) frequency-domain. 

 

 The ‘dolphin’ pulse, or dolphin-like pulse, used here is based on the double chirp model 

proposed by Capus et al. [133], which can be taken to be an appropriate representation of a 

dolphin pulse for engineering purposes.  Two different dolphin-like signals with approximately 

the same bandwidth are used.  Each pulse used is 60 µs in duration and consists of two chirps 

with nominal frequency band of 30 to 84 kHz and 76 to 130 kHz.  The higher frequency chirp is 

delayed by 10 µs relative to the lower frequency chirp.  The SPL of the low frequency pulse 

(Click type A) used is about 6 dB lower than that of the higher frequency pulse (Click type E).  

The click types are based on the click taxonomy proposed by Houser et al. [137] (Figure 6.1).   

A lower SPL is used for the lower frequency pulse here as there are suggestions of physiological 

constraints that coarsely couple both source level and frequency content in animals like the 
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bottlenose dolphin and false killer whale (Pseudorca crassidens) [150].  The time and frequency 

domain representations of the dolphin-like pulses used are shown in Figure 7.1. 

 

7.3.1.  Frequency of pulse 

  

 Before examining the performance of the alternate pulse (AP) method in target detection 

and classification performance, the effects of using two different frequency pulses are compared 

in Figure 7.2.  Here, the linear target is represented by an instantaneous linear scatterer with TS 

of -40 dB.  This value of -40 dB is within the typical range of target strength of some species of 

fish (for fish length of approximately 15 to 30 cm) [177].  The bubble-filled environment will be 

represented by a bubble population (with size distribution similar to that in the tank tests but 

with a void fraction in the order of 10-5 %) with an uniform spatial distribution.   

 

(a) Low frequency pulse 
 

(b) High frequency pulse 

                   Bubble   
                    cloud         Target  

                   Bubble   
                    cloud         Target  

                        ↓              ↓                          ↓              ↓  

  

 

 

Figure 7.2. Backscatter of a target (TS= -40 dB) placed in a bubble-filled environment with the smoothed 

envelope of the matched filtered responses of (a) the low frequency pulse (Click type A)  and (b) the high 

frequency pulse (Click type E) of 100 separate runs from simulations with (a) and (b) normalised to 

values of 5.9 × 108 and 2.3 × 109 respectively. 

  

 In Figure 7.2, the smoothed envelopes of the matched filtered responses from each pulse 

are shown.   The plot in Figure 7.2(a) shows the presence of the target (around 1.7 ms for a 

distance of 1.25 m) is not easily seen in the bubble-filled environment.  In contrast, the target is 

more easily observed in Figure 7.2(b) when a higher frequency click is used.   A target 

enhancement ratio, which compares the total energy associated with the backscattered responses 

of the bubble cloud in the region, 1.2 ms to 1.6 ms, to that of the backscattered responses of the 

target in the region 1.6 ms to 1.8 ms, is computed for each case.  The target enhancement ratio 
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of a higher amplitude and higher frequency click is approximately 3 dB higher than the target 

enhancement ratio of a lower amplitude, and lower frequency click.   

 

 ROC curves are also computed from the results as shown in Figure 7.2.  From the areas 

under the two ROC curves (as shown in Figure 7.3), the average detection performance of the 

lower frequency click (area under the ROC curve = 0.7) is determined to be poorer than that of 

the higher frequency click (area under the ROC curve = 0.86).   A value of 1 for the area under 

the ROC curve represents a perfect detector.  The poorer detection performance is mainly 

attributed to the higher backscattered reverberation of the bubble cloud associated with a lower 

frequency pulse, despite a lower amplitude.      

 

 (a) 
 

(b) 

  

Figure 7.3. ROC curves of (a) low frequency click (Click type A) and (b) high frequency click (Click type 

E) both denoted by solid line with crosses computed from simulated data.  The ROC curve of standard 

sonar processing using this pair of clicks is denoted by solid line with open circles. 

 

 As in the comparison of the other two-pulse techniques throughout this thesis, the average 

responses of the two pulses used is taken to represent standard sonar processing.  In Figure 7.3, 

the ROC curves of both click types are compared to the ROC curve of standard sonar 

processing.  The ROC curves show the detection performance of the standard sonar processing 

is comparable to that of the higher frequency click.  The area under the ROC curve for standard 

sonar is 0.9 while the area under the ROC curve for the higher frequency click is 0.86.  This is 

because the backscattered responses of the higher amplitude higher frequency click dominate 

and hence the detection performance of the standard sonar processing is closer to that of the 

higher frequency click as measured by the ROC curves.    
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7.3.2.   Simulated results of the Alternate Pulse (AP) technique 

 

 Figure 7.4 shows that, by using a pair of dolphin-like signals of different click types, the 

linear and nonlinear scatterers can be distinguished from each another by a linear combination 

of the delayed versions of the received signal from the two different pulses as described for the 

AP technique in Section 7.2.   

 

 
 
  

(a) AP P+ 

 

(b) AP P- 

          Bubble   
           cloud           Target  

         Bubble   
           cloud           Target  

                ↓                 ↓                     ↓                 ↓      

 

 

 

 

 

 (c) standard sonar processing  

 

 

          Bubble   
           cloud           Target  

 

                ↓                 ↓       

 

 

 

 

Figure 7.4. Plots showing (a) P+ and (b) P- using the alternate pulse (AP) method and (c) standard sonar 

processing of 100 separate runs of the backscatter of a target (TS= -40 dB) placed in a bubble-filled 

environment from simulations with (a), (b) and (c) normalised to values of 2.2 × 1017, 1.9 × 1017 and 

6.6 × 108 respectively.   

 

 In Figure 7.4(a), the function P+  shows the presence of the bubbles and the linear target.  

These bubbles are mostly larger bubbles which are not excited to high amplitude for nonlinear 

pulsations to occur.  In Figure 7.4(b), the corresponding result for P−  shows only the nonlinear 
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backscattered reverberation from the bubble cloud as the backscattered contributions of the 

linear target are completely cancelled.  Hence, by comparing results of P+  and P− , classification 

of linear and nonlinear backscattered contributions can occur.  The standard sonar processing 

technique does not have this capability.  The normalised values of P+  and P−  in Figure 7.4 are 

noted to be several orders of magnitude higher than the standard sonar processing because in the 

AP technique processing, the filter used has a filter gain. 

 

 

Figure 7.5. ROC curves of standard sonar processing compared with P+ for the simulated data show in 

Figure 7.4 where the solid line with open circles represent the ROC curve of the former and the solid line 

with crosses represent the ROC curve of the latter. 

 

 Compared to standard sonar technique, the ROC curves in Figure 7.5 show that P+  does 

not necessarily give a significantly better detection performance.  Figures 7.4(a) and (c) also 

show that, while the detection performance does not improve with P+  processing compared to 

standard sonar processing, there appears to be improvement in the range resolution with linear 

combinations of the AP pulse pair.  This is surprising because AP processing does not involve 

the use of a matched filter.  One advantage of using a matched filter in sonar systems is to 

increase the pulse length without compromising range resolution [98, 99].  The convolution of 

the responses with the 'other' pulses (as described in Eq. (7.16) and (7.17)) is expected to result 

in lower resolution than matched filtering.  However, it is noted the two pulses used, while 

having different peak frequency spectrums, occupied roughly the same frequency band.  The 

use of a short duration wideband dolphin-like pulse appears to suggest that the advantage of 

using matched filtering (for better range resolution with a longer pulse length) will be less 

significant [114].  In addition, the use of a pulse with a double down-chirp structure (with the 

higher frequency chirp delayed by 10 µs relative to the lower frequency chirp) is probably 

another contributing factor.    
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7.4.  Biased Pulse Summation Sonar (BiaPSS) using dolphin-like 

pulses 

 

 It is common for a dolphin to emit multiple pulses during target interrogation.  This may 

be for the orthodox purpose of monitoring changes in a target, assessing their relative motion 

between target and source, or for insonifying different aspects of a target.  Here, the focus will 

be to investigate if the variation of amplitude in the multiple pulses can further be used in clutter 

reduction or target discrimination.  This change in amplitude forms the basis of Biased Pulse 

Summation Sonar (BiaPSS).  BiaPSS uses two pulses of the same form but of different 

amplitude.  The BiaPSS processing has been described in Section 7.2 (with the conditions 

described by Eq. (7.14) and (7.15)), where the magnitude of the first pulse is assumed to be a 

factor of G greater than that of the second pulse.  A re-cap of the BiaPSS processing scheme is 

described in Figure 7.6. 

 

 

Figure 7.6. Processing scheme by which the echoes from a pair of dolphin-like pulses of 

differentamplitude are processed to enhance/cancel the nonlinear/linear components of the scattering 

through weighted subtraction and addition of the scattering. The magnitude of the first pulse is greater 

than that of the second pulse by a factor of G. 

 

 A factor of half has been used for the dolphin-like BiaPSS pulse pair here since a dolphin 

has been reported to vary the amplitude of its click by 10% to 70% during target echolocation 

[113, 132, 138, 169].  Similar to Section 7.3, the dolphin-like click used here is based on the 

model proposed by Capus et al. [133].  The pulse used is shown in Figure 7.7.  The higher 

amplitude dolphin-like pulse has a peak-to-peak SPL of 226 dB re 1 µPa m.     
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(a) 

 

(b) 

 

Figure 7.7. The dolphin-like signals used here is the double-chirp structure (peak-to-peak SPL of 

226 dB re 1 µPa m) is presented in (a) time domain and (b) frequency domain.  

 

 As the amplitude of the driving pulse is decreased by a factor of two, the response of a 

nonlinear system like a bubble does not scale proportionately.  For a linear scatterer, its 

response would scale with the amplitude of the driving pulse.  The next section will discuss this 

in detail.  This scaling in responses of the linear scatterer suggests that the linear combination of 

the responses of a pulse pair of different amplitude can be used to discriminate between a linear 

and a nonlinear scatterer.  By appropriately scaling the responses of the scatterers from the 

second pulse, linear combination of these responses can result in the complete cancellation and 

enhancement of the returned signals from these linear scatterers.  This approach can be regarded 

as a generalisation of the TWIPS principle [3, 6], with TWIPS corresponding to the choice of 

1G = − , albeit that in that instance the roles of P+  and P−  are reversed (see Section 7.2). 

 

7.4.1.  Results from sonar simulation model 

 

 From the results of 
1

P+  and 
1

P−  shown in Figure 7.8, the linear backscattered contribution 

of a target and the nonlinear backscattered reverberation of the bubble cloud can be 

distinguished from each another.  In Figure 7.8(a), the results of 
1

P+  are shown to enhance the 

backscattered contribution of the linear target while partially suppressing the nonlinear 

backscattered reverberation of the bubble cloud.  The backscattered reverberation of the bubble 

cloud observed is contributed by the larger bubbles which behave mainly as linear scatterers.   

  

 In Figure 7.8(b), the results of 
1

P−  show there is complete cancellation of the 

backscattered responses from the linear target with the nonlinear backscattered reverberation 

from the bubble cloud remaining.  By comparing the results of 
1

P+  and 
1

P− , it is thus possible to 

distinguish a linear target placed in a bubble-filled environment from the bubble cloud. 
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(a)  
1

P+  (b) 
1

P−  

                               Target                               Target 

                                   ↓                                   ↓ 

 

 
 

 

 (c) Standard sonar processing 

                                                                  Target 

                                                                       ↓    

 

 

 

 

Figure 7.8. Plots of 100 separate runs of simulated data showing BiaPSS processing of (a) P1+ and (b) P1-  

and (c) standard sonar processing of the backscatter of a target (TS= -40 dB) placed in a bubble-filled 

environment with (a), (b) and (c) normalised to values of 5.2 × 109, 2.0 × 109 and 9.0 × 108 respectively. 

  

 Figure 7.8(c) show the backscattered responses of the target and bubble cloud when 

processed using standard sonar processing.  Figure 7.8(a) suggests BiaPSS enhances 

backscattered contribution of the target with 
1

P+  more than standard sonar processing 

(Figure 7.8(c)) and partially suppresses the backscattered reverberation of the bubble cloud.  

This is corroborated by the ROC curves in Figure 7.9.  The area under its ROC curve implies 

the average performance of 
1

P+  is better than that of standard sonar.  This area increases by 

approximately 3% for BiaPSS 
1

P+  against the equivalent area for standard sonar processing.  

The probability of detection of 
1

P+  before giving a single false alarm is 85% for 
1

P+ .  This is 

higher than the equivalent value for standard sonar technique, which is 63%.  A higher 

probability of detection of 
1

P+  (relative to standard sonar processing) suggests there is reduced 

backscattered reverberation from the bubble cloud when the returned signals are processed 

using BiaPSS 
1

P+ , implying a degree of incoherent scattering in the bubble cloud.   
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Figure 7.9. ROC curves of standard sonar processing compared with BiaPSS P1+ for simulated data 

shown in Figure 7.8 where the solid line with open circles markers represents the ROC curve of the 

former and the solid line with crosses represents the ROC curve of the latter. 

   

 The above example illustrates the ability of BiaPSS to distinguish between the solid target 

(a linear scatterer) and the bubble cloud (nonlinear scatterers).  As with TWIPS [3, 6], such 

effectiveness at distinguishing between a linear target and nonlinear scatterers is seen as its 

primary advantage, an enhancement of the ability to detect the target in the first place (prior to 

classifying it) being a secondary, lesser advantage.   

 

7.4.2.  Theoretical response of a single bubble 

 

 To understand the reduced backscattered reverberation of the bubble cloud in 
1

P+  

processing, the theoretical responses for bubbles of different radii when subjected to a pair of 

pulses of different amplitude are examined.  The frequency bandwidth of the dolphin-like pulses 

used corresponds to a bubble resonant radius of approximately 25 to 110 µm at the sea surface.    

 

 Figure 7.10 shows the normalised response of a bubble of different radius when excited 

by two pulses with identical waveforms but different amplitudes.  In Figures 7.10(a) and (c), the 

resonant frequency of the bubble is outside of the frequency bandwidth of the pulse.  The 

resonant frequency of the bubble is lower than the frequency bandwidth of the input pulse in 

Figure 7.10(a), whereas in Figure 7.10(c), the resonant frequency is above the frequency 

bandwidth of the pulse.   
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  (a) 250 µm 

 

(b) 40 µm 

  

 

(c) 20 µm 

 

 

Figure 7.10. Bubble response to the first pulse (denoted by the dotted line) and the second pulse (denoted 

by the solid line) normalised by the maximum positive pressure of the bubble response due to the first 

pulse.  The horizontal line shows the level representing 50% of the peak amplitude of the first pulse.  The 

bubble radius in (a) is 250 µm, (b) 40 µm and (c) 20 µm.   

 

 In Figure 7.10(a), the bubble cannot respond rapidly enough to generate a nonlinear 

response and behaves like a linear scatterer.  Bubbles which are sufficiently small that their 

resonant frequencies are higher than the frequency of the driving pulse (Figure 7.10(c)), can still 

respond rapidly to the compressive or expansive half cycles, and hence undergoes nonlinear 

pulsations, albeit to a lesser extent than those bubbles within the frequency of the driving 

pulse [95].  This means the responses of these bubbles will not scale with the amplitude of the 

input pulse.  Likewise, when the resonant frequency of the bubble is within the frequency 

bandwidth of the pulse (as in Figure 7.10(b)), the amplitude of the response of the bubble does 

not scale with the amplitude of the input pulse.   
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 When a bubble undergoes nonlinear oscillations as in Figures 7.10(b) and (c), there is a 

shift in the phase of the bubble oscillation when the amplitude of the input pulse varies.  This is 

absent in a linear scatterer (as in Figure 7.10(a)) which has a constant phase relation as the 

amplitude of the input pulse varies.  This shift in phase, as the amplitude of the input pulse 

varies, accounts for the reduced backscattered reverberation of the bubble cloud in 
1

P+  

processing.     

 

7.5.  Biased Pulse Summation Sonar (BiaPSS): tank tests and 

simulations 

 

7.5.1.  Experiment set-up 

 

 The efficacy of BiaPSS is subsequently tested with a pair of pulses which can be 

produced using the available transducers.  The two pulses used in the tank tests are shown in 

Figure 7.11.  Like the pulses used in Section 6.3.1, the transmitted BiaPSS pulse pair used was a 

chirp which varied within a frequency band of 30 to 110 kHz over duration of 300 µs.  The first 

pulse has a zero-to-peak SPL of approximately 212 dB re 1 µPa m.  The second pulse has 

amplitude which was approximately 15% of the amplitude of the first pulse.  A solid sphere of 

TS = -30 dB was placed at a distance of 0.85 m from the source such that it was close to the 

centre of the bubble cloud.   

 

(a) 
 

(b) 

  

Figure 7.11.  The pulse pair used in the sonar simulation model and tank tests measured at 1 m from the 

source.   The amplitude of the second pulse was approximately 15% of the first pulse.  The first pulse has 

a zero-to-peak SPL of approximately 212 dB re 1 µPa m. 
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7.5.2.  Results 

 

 Figure 7.12 shows how a linear and nonlinear scatterer can be distinguish from each 

another using a pair of pulses of different amplitude when a linear target is placed within a 

bubble-filled environment.  The linear backscatters of the solid sphere are observed between 1.1 

and 1.2 ms while the backscattered reverberation of the bubble cloud can be observed 

throughout the plots, depending on the natural evolution of the cloud.   

 

 The results of the BiaPSS function, 
1

P+  are shown in Figure 7.12(ii), presented on a linear 

colour scale.  They are obtained by adding the returned signals of a pulse pair (of which the 

second pulse has amplitude that was approximately 15% of the first), processed using the 

BiaPSS processing scheme described in Figure 7.6.  The linear backscattered contributions of 

the solid target are enhanced with 
1

P+ .  By subtracting the responses from the first pulse with 

appropriately-scaled responses from the second pulse, the backscattered contribution of the 

linear scatterers can be cancelled (Figure 7.12(a)(iii)).  By comparing the results of the sum and 

difference of the responses (
1

P+  and 
1

P− ) of the returned signals of the BiaPSS pulse pair, linear 

and nonlinear scatterers can thus be distinguished from each another.  This cannot be achieved 

using standard sonar processing. 

 

 From the ROC curves (computed from the results shown in Figure 7.12), the detection 

performances of 
1

P+ and standard sonar processing can be compared.  Figure 7.13 shows the 

function, 
1

P+ , gives a probability of detection of 32% before giving a single false alarm, 

compared to an equivalent value of 5% for standard sonar processing.  The average performance 

of BiaPSS 
1

P+  is also better than that of standard sonar processing as represented by a larger 

area under the ROC curve of BiaPSS.  The area under the ROC curve of BiaPSS is 

approximately 16% larger than equivalent area for standard sonar processing. 
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 (a) Target present 
 

(b) Target absent 

          Bubble                         Bubble   
           cloud          Target       cloud   

                             Bubble   
                              cloud         

                ↓                 ↓             ↓                       ↓          ↓           ↓ 

(i) STD 

  

(ii) P1+ 

  

(iii) P1- 

  

(iv) P2- 

  

  

 

Figure 7.12.  Plots of 100 runs of measurement data to compare the processing operators: (i) standard 

sonar, (ii) BiaPSS P1+, (iii) BiaPSS P1- , (iv) BiaPSS P2- for tank tests with a solid sphere (TS= -30 dB) 

placed in a bubble-filled environment.  In (a), the target is located between 1.1 and 1.2 ms and in (b), the 

target is absent.  Each colour scale is normalised to a maximum value, which for (a) is (i) 65, 

(ii) 4.2 × 102, (iii) 2.3 × 102, and (iv) 1.6 × 102 and (b) is (i) 38, (ii) 1.7 × 102, (iii) 1.7 × 102, and 

(iv) 1.2 × 102. 
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Figure 7.13. ROC curves of standard sonar processing technique compared with BiaPSS P1+ for the 

measurement data shown in Figure 7.12 where the solid line with open circles is the ROC curve of the 

former and the solid line with crosses represents the ROC curve of the latter.  

 

 The results of sonar simulation models show the same trends as the results of the tank 

tests.  Figure 7.14(a) shows the results for the case when a target is present, while Figure 7.14(b) 

shows the results for the case when the target is absent.  The function, 
1

P+  (Figure 7.14(ii)) 

enhances the presence of the target while the functions, 
1

P−  and 
2

P −  (Figures 7.14(iii) and (iv)) 

highlight the presence of the bubble cloud with cancellation of the linear backscattered 

contribution of the linear scatterers.  The linear and nonlinear backscattered contributions can 

thus be classified using the results of P+ and P− .   

 

 From the results shown in Figure 7.14, the ROC curves are computed and presented in 

Figure 7.15.  The ROC curve of the standard sonar processing is compared with that of BiaPSS 

processing.  The BiaPSS function, 
1

P+ , gives a probability of detection before giving a single 

false alarm of 38%, compared to an equivalent value of 7% for standard sonar.  The average 

performance of BiaPSS 
1

P+  is also better than that of standard sonar as represented by a bigger 

area under the ROC curve of BiaPSS 
1

P+ . 
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 (a) Target present 
 

(b) Target absent 

          Bubble                         Bubble   
           cloud          Target         cloud   

                             Bubble   
                              cloud         

                ↓                 ↓             ↓                       ↓          ↓           ↓ 

(i) STD 

  

(ii) P1+ 

  

(iii) P1- 

  

(iv) P2- 

  

  

 

Figure 7.14.  Plots of 100 runs of simulated data to compare the processing operators: (i) standard sonar, 

(ii) BiaPSS P1+, (iii) BiaPSS P1- , (iv) BiaPSS P2- for simulations with a target (TS= -30 dB) placed in a 

bubble-filled environment.  In (a), the target is located between 1.1 and 1.2 ms and in (b), the target is 

absent.  Each colour scale has been normalized to a maximum value in each plot, which for (a) is 

(i) 4.8 × 1010, (ii) 2.3 × 1011, (iii) 2.0 × 1011, and (iv) 4.6 × 1010 and (b) is (i) 4.8 × 1010, (ii) 1.9 × 1011, 

(iii) 2.0 × 1011, and (iv) 4.6 × 1010. 
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Figure 7.15.  ROC curves of standard sonar processing compared with BiaPSS P1+ computed from the 

simulated data shown in Figure 7.14 where the solid line with open circles is the ROC curve of the former 

and the solid line with crosses represents the ROC curve of the latter.  

 

7.5.3.  Discussion 

 

 Both tank tests and simulations (Figures 7.12 and 7.14) show the backscattered 

contributions of linear and nonlinear scatterers can be effectively distinguished using BiaPSS by 

comparing the plots of 
1

P+  and 
1

P−  visually.  The BiaPSS functions of 
1

P−  and 
2

P − can be taken 

to be the resulting difference between the returned signals from the pair of BiaPSS pulses when 

a filter matched to the fundamental and second harmonic of the driving pulse respectively is 

applied.  It represents the energy which has leaked out into the higher harmonics when the 

amplitude of the driving pulse changes.  This energy leakage will only occur for a nonlinear 

scatterer like a bubble.   

 

 On the other hand, the BiaPSS 
1

P+  represents the total amount of energy associated with 

the backscattered contributions of the target and the bubble cloud.  Figures 7.13 and 7.15 show 

the ROC curves computed from the plots in Figures 7.12 and 7.14 respectively.  Both the ROC 

curves (from measurements and simulations) show that the sum of the responses, the function 

1
P+ , in BiaPSS processing gives a higher probability of detection before giving a single false 

alarm when compared to the standard sonar processing.  The enhancement in linear target 

scattering suggests that the scattering from the bubbles tend to be incoherent.  This is a result of 

the nonlinear response of the individual bubbles which will not scale linearly with amplitude 

and the phase shift when the amplitude of input pulse varies.  Hence, the linear sum of the signal 
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responses results in a decreased level of scatters from the bubble, and an increased level of 

backscatter from the linear target.  This translates to a higher detection rate in the ROC curve.   

 

 The BiaPSS results thus raise the possibility similar BiaPSS-like processing technique 

may also be implemented by dolphins.   The pulses used here are high frequency (in the order of 

tens of kilohertz) and high amplitude.  These two ingredients are commonly found in the pulses 

emitted by odontocetes like the Atlantic bottlenose dolphin.  The use of the results for 
1

P−  (with 

1
P+ ) for the purpose of distinguishing between a solid target and bubble cloud also removes the 

requirement to hear the second harmonic of the echolocation emission.   In addition, these 

dolphins have been reported to give out trains of pulses (which vary in both amplitude and 

frequency) during echolocation experiments in both controlled environments (such as dolphin 

pens) and open seas [133, 137, 138, 168].  These reported behaviours further raise the 

possibility that similar BiaPSS-like processing techniques may have contributed to the 

performance of their biosonar.   

 

 For BiaPSS to work efficiently in a dolphin, the receiver of a dolphin would ideally have 

an upper frequency limit of twice the centre frequency of the pulse used.   The audiogram of the 

Atlantic bottlenose dolphin is reported to have an upper frequency limit of 150 kHz and a large 

number of the dolphin's echolocation clicks reported have peak frequency between 100 and 

130 kHz [113, 146].    Such values suggest that a dolphin cannot access the majority of the 

information in the signals necessary to exploit such strategies.  It is noted that dolphins adapt 

their echolocation pulses to suit their environment [113, 138, 155, 157].  To exploit nonlinear 

processing, such as BiaPSS, dolphins would be expected to use pulses with lower peak 

frequencies, below 75 kHz, a value which is well within the range observed in absence of 

bubble production [113, 138].  If future tests were to show dolphins do not adjust their clicks to 

transmit significant energy below half of their upper frequency hearing limit when echolocating 

in bubbly water, the possibility that they are using nonlinearities in the way similar to BiaPSS 

would be remote.   
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 For practical implementation of a BiaPSS system, it will be interesting to discuss the 

effective range of such a system since BiaPSS, like TWIPS, will require the bubble cloud to be 

driven to high amplitude of pulsations so that nonlinear responses result.  This suggests a sonar 

source of sufficient power is required.  Given a source of SPL of 230 dB re 1 µPa m, and 

assuming a linear cloud attenuation of 1 dB/m, the effective range of such a system will be 

approximately up to 10 m.  To improve the range, bistatic arrangements can be used that placed 

the source close to the potentially nonlinear scatterers while the observer remain distant [178].  

 

 While unrelated to the dolphin, the proposed use of a pair of time-reversed pulses in 

biomedical imaging of tissues using UCAs is investigated here for possible enhancement of 

sonar performance.  This technique will then be compared with TWIPS and BiaPSS processing 

using the LFM waveform in the same set-up. 

 

7.6.  Time-reversed (TR) pulse technique 

 

7.6.1.  Single bubble model 

 

 In the absence of both target and bubble cloud, the transmitted time-reversed (TR) pulse 

pair used in the experiment was measured at 1 m.  The first pulse shown in Figure 7.16(a) is 

identical to the pulse used in BiaPSS.  The time-reversed replica of the first pulse is shown in 

Figure 7.16(b).   The time-reversed replica of the first pulse was then transposed and overlapped 

on the first pulse.  The result is presented in Figure 7.16(c) and they are found to differ slightly 

from each other.   The difference between the two pulses is probably because of the finite 

reaction time of the transducer during transmission.   To compensate for this difference, a factor 

of 1.02 has been added to the response of the first pulse to ensure that the two matched filtered 

responses cancel out perfectly when the scatterer is a linear one.
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(a) (b) 
 

  

 

(c) 
 

 

Figure 7.16.  The pulse pair used in the sonar simulation model and tank tests measured at 1 m from the 

source is shown in (a) with the second pulse is the time-reversed replica of the first pulse shown in (b).   

The time-reversed replica of the second pulse is overlapped with the first pulse in (c).   All the amplitude 

of the pulses shown have been normalised by the amplitude of the first pulse.  The first pulse has a zero-

to-peak SPL of approximately 212 dB re 1 µPa m. 

 

 Using the pulse pair in Figure 7.16, it is shown, for a linear scatterer which is represented 

here by a large bubble (whose resonant frequency is much lower than the frequency of the 

pulse), perfect cancellation of the matched filtered responses of the two pulses can occur as in 

Figure 7.17(a).  The matched filtered response of the returned signal from the first pulse and its 

time-reversed replica overlap perfectly (Figure 7.17(a)).  For bubbles whose resonant 

frequencies are within or higher than the frequency of the pulse (Figures 7.17(b) and (c)), the 

bubbles can still undergo nonlinear pulsations, and the subtraction of the matched filtered 

responses of the bubble response of the time-reversed pulse pair, 
1

P− , will not cancel 

completely.  Through the linear combination of the matched filtered responses of the returned 

signal of the TR pulse pair, this can be exploited for classification of linear and nonlinear 
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scatterers.  The TR processing scheme has been described in Section 7.2 (with the conditions 

described by Eq. (7.18) to (7.20)). 

       

(a) 250 µm 
 

(b) 50 µm 

  
 

(c) 15 µm 
 

 

Figure 7.17.  Matched filtered bubble response to the first pulse (dotted line) and the second pulse (solid 

line) normalised by the maximum positive pressure of the matched filtered bubble response due to the 

second pulse.  The bubble radius in (a) is 250 µm, (b) 50 µm and (c) 15 µm.   

 

7.6.2.  Results 

 

 The pair of time-reversed signal was investigated at ISVR water tank with a solid sphere 

of TS = -30 dB placed at a distance 0.85 m away from the source in the bubbly water.  The 

position of the target was placed such that the target would be close to or within the cloud, 

depending on the natural evolution of the cloud.     
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(a) Target present 
 

(b) Target absent 

          Bubble                         Bubble   
           cloud        Target         cloud   

                             Bubble   
                              cloud         

                ↓                 ↓             ↓                       ↓          ↓           ↓ 

(i) STD 

  

(ii) P1+ 

  

(iii) P1- 

  

(iv) P2- 

  

  

 

Figure 7.18.  Plots of 100 runs to compare the variable processing operators: (i) standard sonar, 

(ii) TR P1+, (iii) TR P1- , (iv) TR P2- for tank tests with a solid sphere (TS= -30 dB) placed in a bubble-

filled environment.  In (a), the target is located between 1.1 and 1.2 ms and in (b), the target is absent.  

Each colour scale is normalised to a maximum value, which for (a) is (i) 1.5 × 102, (ii) 5.9 × 102, (iii) 50, 

and (iv) 1.8 × 102 and for (b) is (i) 84, (ii) 3.2 × 102, (iii) 38, and (iv) 2.4 × 102. 

  

 With a TR signal pair, classification of linear and nonlinear scatterers is achieved from 

comparison of the results of 
1

P+  and 
1

P− .  Figure 7.18(ii) shows the measurement results of 

1
P+ where the backscattered contributions of both bubble cloud and target can be observed.  In 

the measurement results of 
1

P−  (Figure 7.18(iii)), the linear backscattered contribution from the 
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target has been completely eliminated, leaving only the nonlinear backscattered reverberation of 

the bubble cloud.  Using the functions, 
1

P+  and 
1

P− , the solid spherical target can thus be 

distinguished from the bubble cloud, allowing for effective classification of the linear and 

nonlinear scatterers.   

 

 Figure 7.18(iv) shows the results of 
2

P − can also be exploited to enhance the presence of 

the nonlinear scatterers (in this case, the reverberation of the bubble cloud) as the linear 

backscattered contributions of the solid target are suppressed.  Similar observations can be 

found in the plots generated using the results of the sonar simulation model in Figure 7.20.   

 

 

Figure 7.19. ROC curves of standard sonar processing compared with TR P1+ for measurement data 

shown in Figure 7.18 where the solid line with open circles is the ROC curve of the former and the solid 

line with crosses represents the ROC curve of the latter. 

 

 The results of 
1

P+  in Figure 7.18(ii) show its performance in enhancing the linear 

backscatters from the solid target to be comparable to that of standard sonar processing 

(Figure 7.18(i)).   This observation is consistent with that of the ROC curves shown in 

Figure 7.19.  The ROC curves have similar areas under the curves, implying their average 

performance is comparable.  Both 
1

P+  and standard sonar processing have very poor probability 

of detection (before giving a single false alarm) with only values of 4%.   
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  (a) Target present 
 

(b) Target absent 
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                             Bubble   
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Figure 7.20.  Plots of 100 runs to compare the variable processing operators: (i) standard sonar, 

(ii) TR P1+, (iii) TR P1-, (iv) TR P2- for simulations with a solid sphere (TS= -30 dB) placed in a bubble-

filled environment.  In (a), the target is located between 1.1 and 1.2 ms and in (b), the target is absent.  

Each colour scale is normalised to a maximum value, which for (a) is (i) 2.1 × 1011, (ii) 6.2 × 1011, 

(iii) 4.1 × 1011, and (iv) 2.0 × 1011 and (b) is (i) 2.1 × 1011, (ii) 6.2 × 1011, (iii) 4.1 × 1011, and (iv) 

2.0 × 1011. 

 

 Compared to the measurements, the ROC curves computed from the sonar simulation 

model results show a similar trend of poor detection performance (Figures 7.20(i) and (ii)).   

Based on the area under the ROC curve, the average performance of TR 
1

P+  is shown to be only 

marginally better than that of standard sonar processing.  The marginal improvement in the 
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average detection performance is evident by the area under the ROC curve of TR 
1

P+ compared 

to that of standard sonar.  The area under the ROC curve is 0.65 for TR 
1

P+ and 0.58 for standard 

sonar processing.  This implies the average detection performance of TR 
1

P+  is marginally 

better than that of standard sonar.   

 

  

Figure 7.21.  ROC curves of standard sonar processing compared with TR P+ for simulated data shown in 

Figure 7.20 where the solid line with open circles is the ROC curve of the former and the solid line with 

crosses represents the ROC curve of the latter. 

 

 Both 
1

P+  and standard sonar processing have very poor probability of detection (before 

giving a single false alarm) as measured by the ROC curves computed from the simulated data.  

Both have probability of detection (before giving a single false alarm) of 3%.  For this particular 

case, while the simulation shows a marginally better average performance for TR 
1

P+  compared 

to standard sonar processing as measured by the ROC curves (Figure 7.21), the ROC curves of 

the tank tests shows only comparable performance between TR 1P+  and standard sonar 

processing (Figure 7.19).  As in Section 5.2.3, these discrepancies between the absolute 

performances, as measured by the ROC curves, of the model relative to the experiment can be 

attributed to the spatial and temporal heterogeneity exhibited by the bubble cloud formed in the 

experiment which cannot be replicate precisely in the model used.  Together with the 

simplification of a linear bubble cloud attenuation, exact agreement between the ROC curves of 

the simulations and measurements are thus not expected.  The ROC curves from the experiment 

and simulation (Figures 7.19 and 7.21 respectively) show the average performance of TR 
1

P+  is 

either comparable or marginally better than that of standard sonar.  The probabilities of 

detection (before giving a single false alarm) for both sets of ROC curves are also very low, 

with values of 4% and 3% obtained from the experiments and simulations respectively. 
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7.6.3.  Discussion 

  

 Both tank tests and the sonar simulation model have shown that the scattering of a linear 

scatterer (solid target) can be distinguished from the scattering of nonlinear scatterers (bubble 

cloud) with the use of a pair of time-reversed chirp signals.  Here, this is referred to as the time-

reversed (TR) pulse technique.  The results of TR 
1

P−  show the cancellations of the linear 

backscattered contribution of the target, with only nonlinear backscattered reverberation of the 

bubble cloud remaining.  The results of TR 
1

P+ , on the other hand, highlight the presence of the 

target in the bubble-filled environment.   

 

 The results of 
1

P−  represent the resultant difference of the returned signals at the driving 

frequency.  Hence 
1

P−  can be considered to represent the energy which has leaked out of the 

first pulse into the higher harmonics.  The function, 
1

P+ , however, computes the sum of the 

returned signal of the pulse pair at the driving frequency.  This represents the total amount of 

energy which remains at the fundamental frequency.  This total amount of energy includes the 

linear backscattered contribution of both solid target and bubble cloud.   

 

 There is no significant improvement in the detection performance when results of 
1

P+  are 

compared to the results of standard sonar processing.   This is consistent with the results of the 

ROC curves (Figures 7.19 and 7.21).  The ROC curves of 
1

P+ and standard sonar processing 

computed from the results of both tank tests and sonar simulation model have comparable 

probability of detection, giving similar detection performance.  This can be explained by re-

examining the processing schemes of 
1

P+  and standard sonar processing.   The processing 

scheme of 
1

P+  can be expressed as follow: 

 

1 1 2
( ) ( )P Y t Y t+ = +  (7.23) 

    

 For the standard sonar processing technique presented, the average of the absolute of the 

functions, 
1
( )Y t and 

2
( )Y t , is computed and presented in the plots.  For the function, 

1
P+ , it 

represents the function, P+ , which is applied a filter matched to the frequency band of the 

driving pulse.  To improve the probability of detection, the backscattered reverberation (from 

the bubbles) has to be lower compared to the backscattered contribution of the solid target when 
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1
P+  is used.  This will be significant only if the functions, 

1
( )Y t and 

2
( )Y t , are incoherent.  For a 

bubble cloud which consists of linear scatterers, the functions, 
1
( )Y t and 

2
( )Y t , will be fully 

coherent with each other.  In such a scenario, the backscattered contribution of the bubble 

relative to the target will be identical for both standard sonar processing and 
1

P+  processing.   

 

(a) 250 µm 
 

(b) 50 µm 

  
  

(c) 15 µm 
 

(d) close-up of 15 µm 

  

Figure 7.22.  Standard sonar processing (denoted by the dotted line) and TR P1+ processing (denoted by 

the solid line) of the bubble response normalised by values of standard sonar processing.  The bubble 

radius in (a) is 250 µm, (b) 50 µm,  (c) 15 µm and (d) close-up of 15 µm.   

 

  The comparable probability of detection for both TR  
1

P+  and standard sonar, as shown 

in the ROC curves, can be attributed to the wide distribution of bubble size present in the bubble 

cloud.  This can be examined in detail with a single bubble analysis using the pulse used in the 

tank tests (Figure 7.16) as the driving pulse.  Figure 7.22 shows the normalized pressure of the 

bubble backscattered response when processed using the standard sonar technique and TR 
1

P+ .  

To prevent simple gains in the two processing scheme from affecting the comparison, the 

standard sonar and TR 
1

P+  processing have been normalised such that both processing schemes 

give the same value for the backscattered response of a linear target.    
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 For bubbles of resonant frequencies close to or higher than the driving frequency, TR 
1

P+  

processing will result in a reduced backscattered contribution of these bubble compared to 

standard sonar processing (Figures 7.22(b), (c) and (d)).  It is also observed for the smaller 

bubbles (whose resonant frequencies are higher than the driving frequency), this reduction is not 

very significant as shown in Figure 7.22(d).  If the bubble has a resonant frequency lower than 

that of the driving frequency, the backscattered contribution of the bubble from 
1

P+  processing 

will be comparable to that of standard sonar as the bubble will behave close to that of a linear 

scatterer.  When the bubble cloud has a wide bubble size distribution, the reduced backscattered 

contribution of the bubble cloud (from the resonant and smaller bubbles) has to be significant if 

there is to be a substantial improvement in the detection performance as measured by the ROC 

curves.   From the single bubble analysis shown above, it appears that the reductions in 

backscattered contribution from the resonant and smaller bubbles are not significant enough for 

this particular case.     

 

7.7.  Comparison of the three two-pulse techniques 

 

 This chapter have described several new two-pulse techniques for distinguishing between 

linear and nonlinear scatterers for the scenario of a solid target in a bubble-filled environment.  

Here, two of these techniques, BiaPSS and TR pulse technique will be compared to TWIPS 

using the results from the tank tests, where the solid target would be placed close to or within 

the bubble cloud, depending on the natural evolution of the cloud in the tank.  In the 

comparison, the TWIPS pulse pair used here will have a waveform and frequency band similar 

to that used in the tank tests of BiaPSS and TR pulse techniques, except that the TWIPS pulse 

pair will require one of the pulse pair to have a polarity opposite of the other.   

 

 So far in this thesis, the three techniques:  TWIPS, BIAPPS and TR pulse technique, have 

been shown to have the primary advantage of being able to distinguish between the presence of 

the solid target and the bubble cloud easily.  This is achieved by visually comparing the plots of 

the different combinations (sum and subtraction) of the returned signals from the respective 

pulse pairs.  Such ability is absent in standard sonar technique.   

 

 The target detection performance of the three two-pulse techniques compared to standard 

sonar processing will now be compared.  The plots of standard sonar processing and those of the 

TWIPS, BiaPSS and TR processing are now shown in Figure 7.23.  For a fair comparison 

between the plots of the three techniques, the plots in Figure 7.23 are normalised to a common 
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value as follows: the standard sonar technique plots are normalised to a common value while the 

plots of the two-pulse techniques are normalised to a common value.  In this section, 
1

P+  

processing of BiaPSS will henceforth be referred to as BiaPSS processing for brevity.  

Likewise, 
1

P+  processing of TR pulse pair will be referred to as TR processing and 
1

P−  

processing of TWIPS will be referred to as TWIPS processing.    

 

 
  

(a) Standard sonar processing 
 

(b) Two-pulse techniques 

          Bubble                           Bubble   
           cloud          Target         cloud   

                             Bubble   
                              cloud         

                ↓                  ↓              ↓                       ↓          ↓           ↓ 

(i) 
TWIPS 

  
(ii) 
BiaPSS 

  

(iii) TR 

  

 

  

Figure 7.23.  Measurement of a solid sphere (TS= -30 dB) placed in a bubble-filled environment with 

plots in (a) showing standard sonar processing and (b) two-pulse techniques. The target is located 

between 1.1 and 1.2 ms.  TWIPS processing is shown in (i) with (ii) in BiaPSS and (iii) TR processing.  

Each colour scale is normalised to a common value, which for (a) and (b) are 60 and 2.5 × 102 

respectively. 
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   (a) TWIPS 
 

(b) BiaPSS 

  

 

(c) TR 
 

 

Figure 7.24. ROC curves of standard sonar processing compared with (a) TWIPS, (b) BiaPSS and (c) TR.  

Standard sonar processing is denoted by solid line with open circles while the respective two-pulse 

technique is denoted by solid line with crosses. 

 

 By comparing Figure 7.23(a) with (b) for each technique, the visual improvement in 

BiaPSS processing in the detection of the linear target compared to standard sonar processing is 

found to be greatest for a solid target placed close to or within a bubble cloud.  This is consistent 

with the results of the ROC curves (Figure 7.24) which show the detection performance of 

BiaPSS outperforming that of standard sonar processing significantly while both performances 

of TWIPS and TR processing are found to be only comparable to that of standard sonar 

processing.  The ROC curves computed for standard sonar processing using the three different 

types of pulse pair (TWIPS, BiaPSS and TR) also show the detection performance of standard 

sonar processing are comparable in all three cases. 
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 (a) 250 µm 
 

(b) 50 µm 

  
  

(c) 35 µm 
 

(d) 15 µm 

  

Figure 7.25.  Standard sonar processing (denoted by the dotted line) and BiaPSS processing (denoted by 

the solid line) of the bubble response normalized by values of standard sonar processing.  The bubble 

radius in (a) is 250 µm, (b) 50 µm,  (c) 35 µm and (d) 15 µm.   

 

  The better BiaPSS performance can be attributed to the reduced backscattered 

contributions of the bubbles close to or higher than the frequency of the driving pulse.  Using 

the nonlinear single bubble model, the bubble responses at four representative bubble radii are 

examined when driven by the same pulses used in the experiments.  The normalized pressure of 

each bubble when processed using the standard sonar technique and BiaPSS processing is 

shown in Figure 7.25.  Similar to Figure 7.22, simple gains in the two processing schemes are 

removed by normalising the standard sonar and BiaPSS such that both processing schemes give 

the same value for the backscattered pressure of a linear target.   

 

 For the larger bubbles, which can be treated as linear targets, the backscattered 

contributions for BiaPSS and standard sonar processing are of comparable levels as shown in 

Figure 7.25(a).  This is expected because the backscattered response of a linear target will scale 
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with amplitude of the input signal.   The sum of the responses from a pair of BiaPSS signal will 

add up coherently, resulting in a comparable level to standard sonar processing.   

 

 As the resonant frequency of a bubble tends towards the driving frequency, the 

backscattered contribution of the bubble (processed using BiaPSS) decreases with respect to that 

processed using the standard sonar processing (Figures 7.25(b) and (c)).   

 

 For bubbles with resonant frequencies higher than the frequency of the driving pulse, the 

backscattered contributions of the bubbles (processed using BiaPSS) continue to be lower than 

that of standard sonar processing (Figure 7.25(d)).  This suggests that the scattering of the 

bubble from the BiaPSS pulse pair tend to be incoherent, resulting in reduced scattering from 

the bubble with the linear sum of the signal responses (
1

P+ ) from the BiaPSS pulse pair.  This is 

because, for a bubble of such size, their behaviour tends towards that of a nonlinear system.  For 

a nonlinear system, its response does not scale with the amplitude of its input signal.  The 

responses of a nonlinear system (bubble) from a BiaPSS pulse pair will thus not be fully 

coherent with each other.  This difference appears to be higher compared to TR and TWIPS 

processing.  Hence, the combination of signal responses using BiaPSS results in a greater 

reduction of backscatter from the bubbles (compared to the other two-pulse techniques and 

standard sonar processing), and consequently, a relative higher level of backscatter from the 

linear target.   This translates to a higher probability of detection in the ROC curve, and 

consequently better detection performance.   

 

7.8.  Summary 

 

 This chapter has presented several two-pulses techniques which can distinguish a solid 

target (linear scatterers) from bubble clouds (nonlinear scatterers).  Two of these techniques 

were proposed based on observed pulses emitted by the dolphin during echolocation.  The 

variation of frequency in the dolphin pulses, commonly referred to as a change in click types, 

yielded the Alternate Pulse (AP) technique while the variation in amplitude of the dolphin 

pulses within a click train formed the basis of Biased Pulse Summation Sonar (BiaPSS).  While 

unrelated to dolphin, the use of a pair of time-reversed pulses was also investigated.   

 

 The AP technique and BiaPSS were initially studied using a pair of dolphin-like pulses in 

the sonar simulation model.   Both two-pulse techniques were able to differentiate between the 

backscattered contribution of linear (solid target) and nonlinear scatterers (bubble cloud).  

However, only the target detection performance of BiaPSS was found to outperform standard 
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sonar processing as measured by the ROC curves.  Hence only BiaPSS was subsequently 

investigated with a series of tank tests and simulations using pulses which could be practically 

produced. 

 

 The results of the tank measurements confirmed the performance advantage of 

BiaPSS compared to standard sonar processing.  The measurement results showed BiaPSS 

easily distinguished between linear and nonlinear scatterers and gave a better target detection 

performance compared to standard sonar processing.  The use of a time-reversed pulse pair 

(derived from biomedical imaging) was also studied.  Like the AP technique, it could 

successfully distinguish between linear and nonlinear scatterers.  Unlike BiaPSS, the detection 

performance of the time-reversed pulse pair technique and the AP technique were comparable to 

standard sonar processing.   

 

 The chapter concluded with a comparison of the performance of BiaPSS, TWIPS and TR 

pulse technique for a solid target placed in a bubble-filled environment.  In the scenario studied, 

the solid target was placed within or close to the bubble cloud, with different combinations (sum 

and subtraction) of the respective pulse pairs investigated for three two-pulse techniques.  Using 

only the different combination (sum or subtraction) of the returned signals from the pulse pair, 

the performance advantage of BiaPSS relative to the standard sonar technique is found to be the 

greatest amongst the three two-pulse techniques studied.  This suggests BiaPSS can improve the 

detection of a target in a bubbly environment for a greater number of applications, especially 

when the target is close to or within the bubble cloud.    
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Chapter 8.  Conclusions 

  

 This thesis studies the Twin Inverted Pulse Sonar (TWIPS) and a range of techniques, 

including the proposal of a new one, Biased Pulse Summation Sonar (BiaPSS), for enhancing 

sonar performance in bubbly water.  The study presented here adds to the limited number of 

proposed solutions [3, 6, 30, 31, 173] in this area.  Of the other studies that have attempted to 

mitigate the effects of bubbles on sonar performance, only TWIPS [3, 6] has been developed 

from theoretical concept to sea trial.   In TWIPS, a pair of pulses, with one the opposite polarity 

of the other, can be used to distinguish a solid target from bubble cloud, and improved detection 

of the solid target in some manifestations.  Such effective classification and improved target 

detection are of importance in areas such as maritime security and underwater acoustics.  For 

example, effective detection and classification of solid targets will be crucial for maritime 

security where the presence of a single naval mine could entail closure of a sea route and 

deployment of divers.  The principles behind techniques like BiaPSS and TWIPS may be 

similarly applied to other sensor technologies such as radar [3, 6].   

 

 As part of the study to find solutions to enhance sonar performance in bubbly 

environment, the current state-of-the-art in ocean acoustics and biomedical imaging were also 

reviewed.   

 

 A sonar simulation model incorporated with a linear bubble cloud attenuation model has 

been developed to investigate a number of hypotheses raised.  Current limitations of the model 

were also highlighted.  These included a linear attenuation model (instead of a nonlinear one) as 

well as an absence of thermal damping in the nonlinear bubble model.   The thermal damping in 

the nonlinear single bubble model was shown to be dominant for driving frequencies less than 

the bubble resonance.  For the purpose of this study, thermal damping was excluded in the sonar 

simulation model with the consequence the total damping would be underestimated in some 

instances.  The generalised trend of underestimation was noted.  The inclusion of thermal 

damping in a bubble model is thus recommended as an area for future study.  In addition, the 

bubble clouds formed in the experiments exhibit spatial and temporal heterogeneity that the 

model is unable to replicate precisely.  The absolute performance, as measured by the ROC 

curves, of the model relative to the measurements suggests these features are not perfectly 

modelled, given these limitations.  However, the relative performances of the various techniques 

to standard sonar processing, as measured by the ROC curves, from both model and 

measurements matched up well, suggesting the sonar simulation model is sufficient for the 

study here.    
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 The two-pulse technique, TWIPS, was examined using a LFM waveform, a waveform 

different from the one extensively tested by Leighton et al. [3, 6].  The efficacy of TWIP was 

demonstrated using this waveform.  The low frequency and high amplitude requirements of a 

pair of TWIPS pulse made it unlikely that odontocetes implement similar TWIPS-like 

techniques in nature, even though odontocetes like the shallow-water Hector's dolphin have 

been reported to produce multiple pulses of opposite polarity [118].  However, this conclusion 

could not categorically be made because of admittedly scarce data as these species of 

odontocetes are understudied and often endangered.  Greater attention should therefore be paid 

to the abilities of these odontocetes which may yield results that will alleviate the pressing 

problem of sonar in shallow water [118].    

 

 On the other hand, the biosonar of dolphins like the Atlantic bottlenose dolphin, while not 

specifically on target echolocation in bubbly water, has been heavily studied with extensive data 

available.  Current use of dolphins in military arena is a further testament of the superiority of 

their biosonar compared to man-made sonar [114].  Further consideration of the sonar problem 

was thus carried out with a review of the current understanding of the dolphin biosonar.  The 

characteristics commonly associated with dolphin pulses were first examined, followed by 

studying how the observed change in the dolphin pulses within a click train during echolocation 

can enhance sonar performance in bubbly water.   

 

 The key characteristics (such as amplitude, chirp structure and duration) commonly 

associated with a typical dolphin pulse have been examined in both tank measurements and the 

sonar simulation models for possible sonar enhancement in bubbly water.  In the scenario 

examined, increased amplitude was found to give only a marginal improvement in detection 

performance, showing a correspondence between amplitude and backscattered response of a 

bubble cloud might not be straightforward.  Thus, caution will have to be exercised with regard 

to amplitude and bubble cloud backscattering or attenuation.  Leighton et al. [173] have shown 

there is no simple correspondence of amplitude to the backscatter of a bubble cloud.   

 

 Another pulse characteristic examined was the chirp structure of a typical dolphin pulse.  

The backscatter of a bubble cloud to an up-chirp (a LFM waveform of increasing frequency) 

and down-chirp (a LFM waveform of decreasing frequency) signal were examined.  A down-

chirp was found to result in higher backscattered reverberation from a bubble cloud.  Higher 

backscattered reverberation from the bubble cloud will result in high clutter, making it more 

difficult to detect the backscatter of any target.  This inadvertently affects the detection 

performance of the target in the bubble-filled environment when such a pulse is used.  This 
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observation was corroborated with measurements and simulations.  As measured by the ROC 

curves, it was shown there was significantly poorer detection performance when a down-chirp 

was used as the driving pulse.  The main advantage appears to be the ease which a down-chirp 

can drive a bubble to a higher state of nonlinearity compared to an up-chirp of the same 

amplitude and frequency band.  This begs the question of why some dolphins would use down-

chirps for echolocation [106, 133].   

 

 The short pulse duration used by the dolphin was also investigated.  The effects of 

varying the pulse duration were investigated in two ways.  The first entailed varying the pulse 

duration while keeping the amplitude constant while the second varied the duration of the pulse 

with the total energy of the pulse kept constant.  In both cases, a shorter pulse, of the order 

comparable to that of a typical dolphin pulse, was found to give the best detection performance.  

The better detection performance of a short pulse (about 70 µs long) was attributed to the 

nonlinear time-dependent characteristics of bubbles and bubble clouds prior to steady state.   

While this part of the study focused on the importance of pulse characteristics in sonar 

enhancement in bubbly water, the results could also be applied to a wide range of problems 

associated with the use of UCAs in biomedical imaging.   

 

 Studying the observed changes in certain parameters (like amplitude, and frequency) of 

dolphin-like pulses emitted or the possible strategies a dolphin might adopt during echolocation 

led to the proposal of a number of two-pulse techniques, including BiaPSS.  The proposed 

technique, BiaPSS, is able to distinguish the linear backscattered contributions of a solid target 

from the nonlinear backscattered reverberation of the bubble cloud effectively.  BiaPSS also has 

the secondary advantage of outperforming standard sonar processing in the detection of targets 

placed in a bubble-filled environment.   

 

 Other techniques like the Alternate pulse (AP) method and the time-reversed (TR) pulse 

technique have detection performances which were only comparable to standard sonar 

processing.  While techniques like the AP and the TR pulse techniques gave only comparable 

performance to standard sonar processing, all the two-pulse techniques investigated were able to 

perform classification by distinguishing the linear backscattered contributions of a solid target 

from the nonlinear backscattered reverberation of the bubble cloud effectively.  Such capability 

is inherently absent in standard sonar processing.  Chapter 7 concluded with a comparison 

between BiaPSS, TR pulse technique and TWIPS.  While the primary advantage of these three 

techniques lie in distinguishing the solid target (linear scatterer) from the bubble cloud 

(nonlinear scatterers), the secondary advantage of improving target detection was also studied.  

The reasons for the variation of their detection performance were discussed.    
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 The techniques discussed all require some of form of nonlinear processing.   Currently, 

there is no evidence dolphins perform any form of nonlinear processing, if at all.  Questions thus 

remain, which would require data from dolphins to address.  The characteristics of the pulses 

used in BiaPSS testing were similar in many ways to the pulses emitted by a dolphin.  It has 

been shown in both tank tests and simulations that it was possible to distinguish a solid target 

from the bubble cloud with the frequency range close to that emitted by a dolphin using 

functions such as P- in the fundamental frequency of the driving pulse.  A dolphin also needs 

not be sensitive to energy at the second harmonic and  the frequency range of the pulse used is 

well within the measured hearing sensitivity of the dolphin [113, 115, 132].   Sensitivity to the 

second harmonic, however, will raise the possibility of a wider range of processing capabilities 

as well as the issue of efficiency.   

 

 For BiaPSS to work efficiently, the receiver will be expected to have an upper frequency 

limit of at least twice the centre frequency of the pulse used.  The upper frequency limit of the 

audiogram of the Atlantic bottlenose dolphin and the high peak frequency of a number of their 

echolocation clicks suggest dolphins cannot access the majority of the information in the signals 

necessary to exploit such strategies.  Given that BiaPSS has been made to work in both 

simulations and measurements, it is justified to speculate if a dolphin uses BiaPSS or any other 

nonlinear technique to suppress bubble clutter and improve target detection.  The reported use 

of a down-chirp, with an amplitude as high as 230 dB re 1 µPa m, as an echolocating pulse by 

some dolphins raises more questions.  While speculative, it seems unlikely that a dolphin will 

want to use a pulse which will increase backscattered reverberation (increased sonar clutter) 

from the bubble cloud and consequently, poorer detection in such environment, unless it is 

required to drive a bubble cloud to a higher state of nonlinearity so as to exploit nonlinear 

processing.  It should be noted dolphins will adapt their echolocation pulses to suit their 

environment [113, 115, 137, 155, 157].  For one, future tests will have to show dolphins 

adjusting their clicks to transmit significant energy below half of their upper frequency hearing 

limit when echolocating in bubbly water if they are using BiaPSS or another nonlinear 

technique.  More data from dolphins is therefore needed to address the issues raised here.    
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 Other areas of related research that may be of interest but have not been discussed in 

great detail include: 

 

• Further work involving a greater variety of bio-inspired dolphin pulses, expanding on 

the current work, would be of benefit and may help improve the understanding of the 

dolphin biosonar.   Current limitations of equipment also mean pulses used in the tank 

experiments have only some characteristics close to those of typical dolphin pulses.  

 

• Experiments involving dolphins in bubble-filled environments to investigate how they 

adapt their pulses in target echolocation tasks.    Particular attention should be paid to 

how a dolphin changes the frequency, amplitude and pulsing of its pulses during 

echolocation in bubbly water.  This would be a valuable addition to the available data of 

dolphins performing this important task. 

 

• The ultimate aim of the theoretical and experimental work conducted during this study 

is to yield results, and consequently solutions to enhance sonar performance in bubbly 

water in practical situations.  It will be ideal to test these findings and solutions in sea 

trials or practical situations.  Unfortunately, only simulations and controlled tank tests 

have been carried out in the course of this study.  Hence, a fully successful trial of this 

nature would be of significant interest. 

 

• More complicated underwater targets, other than solid targets, can be used.  The study 

of a number of elastic waves present by many investigators [82-85, 107, 109, 133] show 

the possibility of exploiting these waves for detection and classification purposes.  The 

interaction of these waves using two-pulse techniques would thus be of interest in the 

field of underwater target detection and classification.   

 

• Implementation of the two-pulse techniques discussed in systems such as 

electromagnetic (radar) system should be investigated.  Current understanding of the 

linear and nonlinear responses of practical targets to radar remains limited.  Future work 

can study the responses of practical targets to radar to improve such understanding 

which may be useful in detection of objects like improvised explosive devices (IEDs).   
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 This study proposed BiaPSS, a two-pulse technique for target discrimination in bubbly 

water, and yielded a number of results that can be considered for sonar enhancement in bubbly 

water.  These include: 

 

1. Development of a sonar simulation model which incorporated the nonlinear bubble 

behaviour coupled to a linear bubble cloud attenuation model.  The relative 

performances of the various techniques studied to standard sonar processing, as 

measured by the ROC curves, from the simulations matched up well with the 

measurements. 

 

2. The proposal of Biased Pulse Summation Sonar (BiaPSS), to distinguish solid targets 

from bubble clouds as the primary advantage with better target detection as the 

secondary advantage for sonar applications.  Extensive testing through simulations and 

tank experiments indicate it holds possibilities for improved detection and classification 

of objects for practical situations.   

 

3. The ingredients required for BiaPSS were similarly found in the pulses produced by 

some species of cetaceans which raised the possibility some form of BiaPSS-like 

techniques are performed in nature.    

 

4. Assessment of the importance of pulse characteristics for sonar enhancement in bubbly 

water.  These characteristics included amplitude, chirp structure, and duration of pulse.  

This knowledge can also be applied to biomedical imaging and possibly a variety of 

applications involving other sensor technologies such as radar. 

 

5. Other two-pulse techniques such as the Alternate Pulse (AP) and Time-reversed (TR) 

pulse techniques were also proposed.  These techniques have been shown to be effective 

in distinguishing linear scatterers from nonlinear ones.  Such a capability is inherently 

absent in standard sonar technique.  
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